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Rights for all:

All right!
Voters endorsed Portland's human rights
ordinance 57 to 43 percent. See CBW's
election results to le8m more. page 6

A tug euldes EnsOf, a Luxembourgian tanker, Into Portland Harbor Nov. 1. The tanker carried 680,000 barrels of crude 011 to Portland Pipe Line pier.

Preparing for disaster
Casco Bay receives nearly four billion gallons of oil every year.
Are plans to cope with a major spill adequate?
• By Scott Andrews

•

A nor'easter had gripped southern Maine in its blustery paws since
morning. As the gray light of day faded into darkness over Portland,
residents retreated into their homes, pulling their doors tight against sheets
of oold rain driven by 4O-knot winds.
Meanwhile, 12 miles southeast of Portland Harbor, the broad metal snout
of a Norwegian tanker, Ekko Fisken, pushed its way through 10-foot swells
toward Portland's Pipe Line pier to unload 22 million gallons of crude oil
pumped from North Sea oil fields..
Up on the bridge, the ship's captain instructed the engine room, "Dead
slow," to meet the Portland Harbor pilot who would esoort Ekko Fisken on
the zigzag passage through Witch Rock and West Cod Ledge.
The captain peered ahead into the darkness, then checked his radar to
oonfirm his position.
Five seconds later, the hull of the Ekko Fisken slammed with a shuddering
clang onto the rocks guarding the outer harbor, rupturing six of its 16 tanks.
Ten million gallons of crude immediately began to gush into the choppy

waters of Casco Bay.
This nightmare scenario hasn't happened yet in Portland Harbor. But
there have been smaller-scale spills in local waters, including one in 1972
that fouled beaches from Falmouth to Scarborough.
To avert disasters like these and the II-million-gallon Exxon Valdez oil
spill of 1989, Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA-90).
OPA-90 requires all vessels traversing u.S. waters or entering U.S. ports
to prevent oil spills - and to prepare elaborate plans for handling them
when they happen anyway. These plans must be finalized by Feb. 18,1993,
and must be operational by next August.
Last week, Greater Portlanders were able to watch as Canadian and u.s.
officials oonducted the first trial run of these plans for Portland Harbor. The
test involved the U.S. Coast Guard, private organizations and hundreds of
both nations' citizens.
Now only one question remains: Are these plans enough to avert an
environmental catastrophe in Casco Bay?
Continued on page 8
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COOKIN'

Milton Nascimento

KATAHDIN

'Vne ofthegreatesttnUSicians Times
alive."

SOME RECENT CUSTOMER COMMENTS:

- New York

• Thanks for a great night out! Wish we had come sooner.
• If you have a cookbook. please send us one! The pork tenderloin was
out of this world!
• The grapefruit sherbet was heavenly.
• Fun to be in a rosy, funky atmosphere on a Simpson's night (Thur). I guess
everyone has a VCR. Dont't change!
• The shrimp was excellent and the stuffed sole was stupendous.
• Doodle was especially attentive to our every need. She is a perfect waitress.
• The food was superior. We enjoyed our wedding anniversary.
• The priCes are reasonable for superior cooking. Nice selection.
• Julie was extremely pleasant and attentive. Top notch service.
• Decor is funky and fun. AppealS to our eclectic taste.
• Please stay in business until we get back from Seattle!
• We would like the recipe for the raspberry swordfish. Thanks!
• Excellent flavor, perfect portion sizes. Shows a love of cooking,
• Ken deserves four stars!
• Your Caesar salad is the best in town!
• Meredith was excellent. Quick. but not too quick. Nice earrings.
• Biscuits are fabulous!
• We like the way martinis are served in iced goblets.
• Decorations and "theme" collections are great fun!
• Keep up the good work - it was all DownEast said it was!
• We just wanted a light meal. We're very glad we came here.
• We had a great waitress. Think her name was Camille.
• Thought the Ladies Room was wonderful!
• Tracy was great! She reminds me of one of my best students.
• We will be back and will spread the word.
• Dessert is to die for, dahlin'.
• We're staying at the Inn at Park & Spring. Glad you're nearby.
• You are to be commended and recommended.
• A friend told me about Katahdin. Now she's a good friend.!

Nov. 13, 1992,8:00 pm
Lewiston Junior High School
$151$13, Reserved Seating

Sponsors: Fleet Bank, Clover Health
Care and Garrand & CompaflY

L/A. A..IS .
234 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine 04240

Tickets: UA ARTs.and
Lewiston/Aubum Shop 'n Saves

(207) 782-7228

MAINE

3

EXCLUSIVE

SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Androscogln Savings Bank, Liberty Mutual Group,
Fleet Bank, Clover Health Care, Shop 'n Save, Sun-JoumaL'Sunday, WCSH'
6A1ivel, Mechanics SaYinp Bank, Community Credit Union, SI. Croix Parish
Credit Union, St. Famille Credit Union, Rain~ Cwdi1 Union, Garrand & Co.

Jack McCall: ·Compasslon Is non-:ludgln, the other, wisdom Is Just seeln, What's really there. That's all you need. W

774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON·THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - I1PM

I

A conversation with

Jack McCall
Bath native Jack McCall is a former Episcopal priest. In
1988, he set out on a six-week pilgrimage to a Buddhist
retreat in the California hills.
He stayed four years,
sometimes sitting in meditation 15 hours a day. Back in
Portland now, Jack teaches Zen meditation classes in his
High Street apartment. He also leads evening prayers and
Eucharist at St. Luke's Cathedral on State Street.

One & two
piece
waterproof
snow suits
down Jackets

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified ... a chiropractor requires a minimum of .ix years
of highly specialized college and graduate school training?
Today'. Doctor of Chiropractic mu.t complete 4.485 hours of cl .... room instruction and
mu.t pass a rlflid chiropractic hoard of examination before earning a licen.e. In mo.t
states. continwng educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.

talk

Warm fleece
Polartec
jackets and
now sutis

What Is the essence of Zen?

The present moment. And good luck. It's the most-elusive
moment there is, the hardest to touch. To be fully present.
That's all. It comes in a very interesting and eXciting
package, but you open it up and that's all it is. Controlling
your mind by letting it go. It's complete paradox.
Life is a koan [puzzlel. The thing that bothers you, that's
your koan. If you're sitting there and you hate the person
next to you, the way they breathe, the way they're dressed,
you don't tell 'em. You sit with it. And pretty soon, if you
don't leak itSNAP!
It's gone.
By Paul Karr, photo by Tonee Harbert

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition. I have completed courses in sports injury rehabilitation. workplace injury
prevention and personal injury. My undergraduate .tudies took place at Northeastern
University in Boston. I have also earned the Doctor of Chiropractic degree from
Northwestern Coll~e of Chiropractic in Bloomington. Minnesota. During my training. I
was elected to Who s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. And.
I have visited a number of other chiropractic clinic. to study their methods and
procedures.
Additionally. three days out of each month I attend nationwide .eminars in Chicago.
Atlanta and New York. to stay current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. If you have hesitated
visiting a chiropractor. perhaps you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lenfths to continue their education in order to provide you with the latest technique.
and the most qualified service. Call me today and let me help you.

FLY DIRECT FROM PORTLAND
Warm hats.
Waterproof
Insulated
gloves and
mitts

The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are:

o
o
o
o

I
I

/

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

0
0
0
0

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

0
0
0
0

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold HancWFeet

,---------------------------,
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic,
please accept my special offer:

\

FREE EXAMINATION DURING NOVEMBER

I
I
I
I
I
I

Thi. examination normally co.ts $65.00 or more. I will include orthopedic te.ts.
neurological tests, a blood pressure te.t. a spinal alignment check. an examinatio~ for
restricted or excessive motion in the spine. muscle .trength tests and a pnvate
comprehensive con.ultation to discu5S the results.

I
,

76 Main Street, Yannouth
Evening and Weekend Appointment. Available

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

846-6100 • Dr. Bruce L. Abelson
ABELSON CHIROPRACTIC

---------------------------~

Waterproof

,
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Lacrosse

00% cotton
Baby Bags,
Snowsuits.
Helmets.
Mittens

(wann
100%
waterproof)

boots with
removeable
liners

terry velour
bathrobes
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FUNCTIONAL AND RUGGED
OUTDOOR CLOTHING FOR KIDS

tommy-Is
o

G E
273 Congress St., Portland, ME • 772-5357 •
K
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Mon.Fri. 8-6, Sat. 8-5

WALK IN COMFORT

ST. MAARTEN
*

$749

Depart
January 30
1993

Price Includes:
- 7 nights, hotel stay
- Round trip air from Portland
- Round top transfers airportlhotel
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148 HIGH ST., PORTLAND, ME n4·8294
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337 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME 04101
207·773·6601
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By LOOK - for dressing up this
fall and holiday season ... in
warm shades of cognac. The
top. in rayon chemille edged in
satin. The skirt in 'distressed'
matte rayon, also edged in a
soft sheer satin.

15% OFF
Hard Cover Books
Thursday, October 22,

5to9pm

:
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newsrelll
election results
Al Dillman
Disllster
leglilized bribery
term limits
letters
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police chief's job in St. Petersburg, Fla. Portland's top rop is one of .e!ght
candidates who will be interviewed over two days by a to-member CItizen
panel, which will forward its choices to the city manager.
HChitwood makes the cut he'll be asked to return for another interview
in late November. St. Petersburg's time frame for hiring a new chief is earl y
December, acrording to Andy Houston, director of employee relations ~or
• the city. After interviewing Chitwood over the phone, Houston called him
"an impressive candidate."
Chitwood said he wasn't seeking the Florida job, but was recruited for it.
H offered the job, Chitwood said he wasn't sure if he'd acceptit. "I've got a
100 calls saying 'Don't go: It has an impact/' he said. Chitwood currently
earns$60poo. The St. Petersburg post pays between $70,000
and $89,000. The city's previous chief, Ernest
Curtsinger, was pressured to resign in February
amid charges that he was insensitive to the city's
minorities.

AMARYLLIS

Inspirational Clothing
for the Adventurous Woman!
"

Creative Jewelry
M & W 10-6 • T, Th. Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-5:~0

7n-4439 • parking stamps alallable

..........

41 Exchange SUbrt1and. ME 04101

o'

Open dally 10.6 • Thurs· Sat 1(}9 • Sun 12'{)

52 Exchange Street

Nothing to Do on Thursday Nights?
Join the crowds rushing down to the Old Port on Thursday Nights for a night
on the town, and sign up for Amaryllis'Thursday Night give away of a $15 gift
certificate! Starts each Thursday Night through December 10th,
from 5 -9! No purchase necessary.
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The Whale Game

6.95
Reg. 22.95
:.:.' .

ACCOMPLlCE0

Thursday Nov. 5, 5-9 pm

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts at Environmental Consciousness

Be:a.utifn..Li
_.ra&nlCM
_ iced wilb
d>~

llfctimc warranty,

Investigators didn't find a body in the
debris of the old Dana Warp Mill building in
Westbrook, which was gutted by a fireon Oct. 18. Local
and state authorities roncluded that the fire was set
because the building had no electrical power and ron·
tained no materials that rould accidentally ignite. Since
transients sometimes slept in the building and the blaze
occurred on a freezing night, authorities suspected
they might find the fire-starters body in the rubble.
Samples from the debris are being analyzed to deter·
mine if an accelerant was used to start the fire, according
to Westbrook Fire Chief James Ru1man.

FASHION ACCESSORIES & GIFTS
9 MOULTON STREET • PORTlAND, MAINE
OPEN rnURSDAY till 9

207 . 871 . 0775

,.,.: ,':.:.'

~ON

THE TOWN
tr

The Children's Museum beat Its deadline,

:: .

: ':

CONCEITS
New England's Premier Collection Of
Vintage Ard Contemporary Fashion

Jewsry, Fun Gifts Arld Decorative
Pccessories
Buy one item, 2nd one

ThlXsday, Nov. 5, 5-9 pm

'of equal or ~ value excluding mage

$5

00

for

Used

CASH CD's
20 0/ 0 OFF
all blank tapes &. accessories on
Thursdliy evening 5-9pm
Right on the comer
of Lower Exchange Street
the Old Port· 774-6010

raising $2.5 million in time to assure the opening of its new
facility in Portland's Congress Square by April 1. Six weeks ago, the
museum stood $35Opoo short of the amount needed by Oct. 31 to guarantee
bank loans for the building's renovation. Intensive fund raising pushed the
capital campaign over the top on Halloween. "We gota tremendous amount
of rontributions, ranging from $lpoo to $5,000 in the last couple days," said
Shepard Harris, president of the museum's board of directors. Over 1,300
donors gave to the campaign.

A new store will open In the Porteous building in Portland,

1/2off*

NOW PAYING UP TO

Bus fares will Increase from 90 cents
to $1 per ride, and from $8 to $9 for a 10-ride
ticket,according to Metro's preliminary budget plan. The budget plan calls for a 2 percent
hike in Metro's total budget from last year.
Subsidies paid by Westbrook and Portland for
bus service will increase by $77,000 - and not
$317,000, as requested in Metro's first draft
budget. Metro general manager Sarah deDoes
said officials in both cities have told her the
revised subsidy increase is "reasonable." H approved by Metro's board of directors, bus fares
will be hiked on Jan. 1. A public hearing on the fare
increases is slated for 6:30 p .m. on Nov. 24 at
Metro's offices on 114 Valley St. in Portland.

fIX auperior heat dl.utbution.

10% OFF
STOREWIDE!
THURSDAY
NOV.S
S-9PM

..

A review of the top news stories
effecting Greater Portland
October 28 through November 3.

Mike Chitwood Is goln' south on Nov. 5 to be interviewed for the

1~/~5-

at
AMARYLLIS CLOTHING COMPANY

from 5 to 9pm
for Wining, Dining,
& Shopping

SPECIALS

3
5
6
7
8

12
12
13
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- Soft Dressing for the
Romantic Woman -

38 Exchange Street
In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-6,
Thurs 'til 9, Sun. U-S

5

which has been vacant since February 1991. Farrington's, a discount clothing
and footwear store based in Brewer, aims to open by Thanksgiving, according to rompany president John Vickery. "It looked like a reasonable gamble,"
Vickery said. ''Downtown seems to be alive and well. We'll be filling a need
for a lot of people who don't want to travel to the malls." Farrington's has
eight stores in Maine. Its newest shop will occupy the first floor of the
Porteous "annex," a two-story structure next to the five-story building that
once served as the flagship of the Porteous chain. The store will employ up
to 20 people, Vickery said.

Coyotes are prowling Cape Elizabeth and other suburbs. But
news that tworoyotes were recently spotted -and shot-in Cape Elizabeth
romesas no surprise to state biologist Henry Hilton, who estimates that more
than 12POO coyotes currently roam through Maine in search of food. The
royotes shot by Elmer Murray in Cape Elizabeth were feeding on a deer that
had apparently been hit by a car. They weighed 42 and 38 pounds. While
royotes are known to prey on livestock and pets, Hilton stressed that they
pose little danger to humans.

More Mainers are turning to hospital emergency rooms
for treatment of their routine ailments because they are uninsured or can't
afford private physicians. A survey by the American Association of Retired
People showed Maine ranked fourth among the nation's states in the number
of emergency room visits per person in 1990. Maine's figure rose slightly in
1991, according to the Maine Hospital Association.
Doctors say that low-income patients, who are uninsured or on Medicaid,
know emergency rooms will treat them, even if they can't pay their bills. A
private physician may require advance payme~t or proof of insuran~e.
Maine Medical Center claimed a quarter of Its emergency room bIlls are
notcollected,amountingtoa$l.5millionlossforthehospitaleachyear.The
shortfall means higher costs for paying patients and high insurance
premiums.

The first crack arrests In Maine were made in Portland on Oct.
29. Michele L. Morgan, 35, of SQuth Portland and Leroy Hughes, 34, and
Raymond Nozil, 41, two Haitians living in Portland, face federal crack
cocaine charges, according to U.S. Attorney Richard Cohen. "Although small quantities of crack cocaine have been seized
preViously ... these indictments and arrests mark what may
have been the first organized attempt in this area to traffic in
this dangerously addictive form of cocaine," said Cohen.
Law officers also arrested 11 others in an overnight drug
sweep, including a Portland man who was charged with
intending to sell marijuana within 1,000 feet of Portland
High School. Lawrence Hennewell,32,faces up to 100 years
in prison if convicted . The arrests were the result of new
joint efforts between the Portland police and the Maine
Drug Enforcement Agency.

Texas balked attaklngMalne's nuclear waste,
scuttling a tentative agreement between the two states. Maine
and Texas had been negotiating a deal fodour years. ButGov.
Ann Richards suspended talks on Oct. 27, saying that
Texas no longer wanted to be a dumping ground for
low-level radioacti ve waste from other states. Richards'
stand leaves Maine without a current option for the
disposal of its nuclear waste and increases the chances
that the waste will be stored in-state.
Maine's waste is now sent to a dump in South
Carolina, but that facility is slated to stop taking
waste in 1994. Maine officials are searching for a
dump site here. The list of 12 potential sites includes Pittston and Maine Yankee in Wiscasset.

.
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Portland's waterfront debate

moved
to City Council chambers on Nov. 2. In a twohour public hearing, proponents and
opponentsofwaterfrontzoningamendments
wheeled out their arguments before city rouncilors.
Advocates of the zoning changes, which
would allow non·marine uses banned by the
. city's 1987 referendum, said the amendments
are needed to bolster the waterfront's eronomic vitality. Opponents argued
the changes are too permissive, paving the way for upscale businesses to
drive out marine industries. Fisherman Willis Spear urged councilors to
strike a balance between the two views. "The property owners need all the
leniency they can get, but I don't want to see new buildings," Spear said.
The City Council has scheduled a Nov. 23 workshop on the zoning
changes and another public hearing for Dec 7. The council is likely to vote on
the zoning changes Dec. 21.

Reported by Bob Young and The Associated Press, illustration by John Bowdren.
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LOUISiana. On the eve of the eleCtion, a
hair salon in Shreveport had customers lining up for the "The Perot Cut. • About
25 women had their locks shorn in an imitation of the billionaire's buzz cut at
Lynda's Unlimited, according to salon owner Lynda Herzog. "This is more fun
than the rides at the fair,· said customer Rhonda Johnson.

... A New Hampshire town manager received a contract extension, but it's only
good ifhe keeps his desk clean. Selectmen in Salem gave Barry Brennera one·
year contract extension Oct 29 on the condition that he meet 14 goals
imposed by selectmen. One goal requires Brenner to get rid of the piles of
paper that cover his desk and office. Selectman Joseph Gagnon said Brenner
doesn't let people into the Qffice because of the mountain of papers. Gagnon
said town check vouchers got lost in the pile for six months earlier this year.
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ELECTION RESULTS:

Andrews cruises
U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews rolled to re-election in the 1st Congressional District.
Andrews topped Republican challenger Linda Bean by a 2-to-l margin. (See Al
Diamon, page 7.)
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FALL SALE
100% Wool Pile Berbers on Sale for
S29M Per Yard (Reg. S36 per yd.)
NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER

885 5464
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300 Roundwood Drive
Scarborougb
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(In Moucalian Oriental Rug Showroom)
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with Casco Bay Weekly.
See txAge 10.
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Our Biggest Sale of the Year!
Up to 30 0/0 Off

ShawMark

There are nineteen
Carpets including all of the
Anything Goes series on sale now (all Anything Goes have
the best warranty in the industry - see us for details).
From now to November 30, carpets ranging in price from
$11.95 sy to $36.95 sy will be available for up to 30% off.
Couple this with our excellent service and your home can
be transformed in time for the holidays.
Save. Come In nowl

Free Estimates • Rnanelng AvaUabla
Credit Cards Accepted
14 Oak Hill Plaza
(Behind McDonalds)
Scarborough

4 Course Dinner • $' a.v/'u'
"Theme Nights·· are Back
Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm

/

The
osprey

New York Deli Night. Thursday, Nov.
Mexican
Mediterranian

Nov 19
Dec 3

Caribbean
lntemational

Dec 10
Dec 17

Just 10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood Marine Center
Off Rt. 1275 • Overlooking Rigg's Cove
Reservations Appreciated
Call for Wine Tastings & Cooking Class Schedule
We Cater Holiday Parties

WfJJ8

Portland voters rejected a bid to repeal the city's controversial human rights
ordinance. Nearly 57 percent of city residents voted "no," keeping Portland's
landmark ordinance in place. The human rights measure carried 20 of 28 city voting
precincts, including several suburban neighborhoods where Equal Protection
Portland (EPP) members feared it would lose ground.
'This is historic," said City Councilor and EPP campaign leader Peter O'Donnell,
giving a discreet "thumbs up" to supporters around 11 p.m. election night. Minutes
later, O'Donnell stepped up to a podium, surveyed the tense, expectant crowd, and
said simply, "We won." As the room erupted into cheers and high-fives, O'Donnell
pumped his fist and allowed himself to smile.
"The people of Portland have spoken loud and clear," he said. "We have led 'the
way toward a city and a state and a country free from discrimination."
Earlier, while results trickled in from peninsula precincts, EPr's campaign surged
to an early lead. As results from the more suburban District 5 were tabulated, it
became clear that opponents seeking to repeal the ordinance would not win the
suburbs decisively. EPP won big in the West End, on Munjoy Hill and in the
Parkside neighborhood, and also marshaled surprising support in working-class
areas like Libbytown and Riverton.
Members credited a citywide canvassing effort with the victory. O'Donnell also
said that ordinance opponents' negative campaign - which included implied links
between homosexuality, bestiality and pedophilia - backfired.
The human rights ordinance takes effect Dec. 5.

Long Island secedes
Long Island became Maine's newest town, as island residents voted 129-44 to
secede from Portland. "In the short run everyone knew it wasn't going to be easy (to
become a town), but it had to be done for the long haul," said secession leader Mark
Greene. Greene predicted Long Islanders will patch up divisipns caused by the
election. 'There's been tension and disharmony, but most of it's been caused by four
or five people," he said.

Clenott, Cramer win county commission seats

1-800-244-0944 • 883-3438

371-2530

Equal protection prevails

rAnt

In the race for county commissioner, Democrat Esther Clenott won 69 percent of
the vote to defeat Republican Ron Dorler in District 1, covering Falmouth and
Portland. In the District 2 contest, Republican Lyle Cramer bested his Westbrook
neighbor, Democrat Alfred Porell. District 2 covers South Portland, Westbrook,
Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough, Gorham, Standish and Baldwin.

Upsets, change mark Statehouse races
Maine Senate: Republican challenger Phil Harriman upset incumbent Senate
Majority Leader Nancy Randall Clark in District 26. Harriman garnered 60 percent
of the vote to unseat Clark, who had served 14 years in the Senate.
Republican state Rep. Jeff Butland defeated Democrat Merle Nelson and Independent Mark Green in a three-way race for the open District 27 seat. Butland won 44
percent, Nelson took 40 percent and Green collected 16 percent.
Incumbent Democrat Don £Sty won 57 percent of the vote to beat Republican
challenger Al Hawkes in District 28.
Republican Jane Amero collected 54 percent of the vote to defeat South Portland
Mayor Ralph Howard in the District 32 race. Amero won Cape Elizabeth by more
than 3,000 votes, enabling her to overcome Howard's 600-vote win in South Portland.
Maine House: In Portland, Democrats rolled over Republicans, extending their
domination of the city's legislative seats.
The GOP had high hopes for Mort Soule in the contest for the open District 31seat, but Eliza Townsend dispatched Soule by snagging 64 percent of the vote.
Political newcomer Steve Rowe won the District 30 seat, collecting 75 percent to
vanquish Eric Day. Jim Oliver was elected for a third term in District 26, walloping
Robinson Verrill, 79 to 21 percent. In District 28, Fred Richardson won a second term
with 65 percent of the vote to defeat challenger Richard Harris. Four-term incumbent Annette Hoglund completed the Democratic sweep, collecting 67 percent to
defeat Jeff Lowell in District 32.
In other races: Stephen Simonds was re-elected in District 21. Sam DIPietro won a
third term in District 22. Peter Cloutier won the open seat in District 23. Bill O'Gara
earned a fifth term in District 33. Bill Lemke won a second term in District 34.
Republican challenger Gerald Hillock edged incumbent Elden McKeen by 22 votes in
District 35. Anne larrivee was re-elected in District 36. Carol Kontos won in District
37. Republican Joseph Taylor defeated Deb Rice by 25 votes in District 38. Incumbent
Gary Reed won a third term in District 39.

State's voters stingy on referenda
Voters just said no to four of the six baIlot questions that asked for money. Voters
rejected bond questions seeking funds to improve public port facilities, provide job
training for jobless Mainers, acquire railroad lines and bring state buildings up to
safety codes. Mainers approved a $10 million bond for recycling programs and
landfill closings. They also backed a $12 million bond for water pollution control
facilities.
Voters approved three changes in the state constitution, including Question 8,
which guaranteed funding for the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and
Question 9, which required the state to pay for mandates it imposes on cities and
towns.
By PaullVlrr and Bob Young

-&other

mistakes

• By Al Diamon

All that way for this
It would be nice to report that
Republican congressional candidate
Linda Bean learned an expensive
political lesson Tuesday evening. But
there's no evidence to suggest Bean
learned anything after blowing an
estimated $1.2 million or more on a
campaign that squandered her momentum, alienated her party and destroyed
what little credibility she had left.
She also managed to lose by a
landslide to Democratic Congressman
Tom Andrews, even though he ran one
of the least impressive campaigns of his
career. Nevertheless, Bean promised to
stay politically active, which probably
means she'll be burning up lots more of
her cash backing conservative causes and
candidates, vainly seeking a formula that
will either make people like her or make
people forget how much they don't like
her long enough to vote for her.
Andrew!! ~ounced Bean by nearly a
2·to-l margin, overcoming early
campaign anemia last summer when he
had trouble figuring out what his
message was. The congressman's
reputation for superb grass·roots
organizing was scarcely in evidence
until late in the race, as his formerly
fanatic followers shrugged off Bean as a
right-wing nut with no chance.
The fact that this was 100 percent
correct is still no excuse for taking so
wealthy an opponent so lightly. There's
ample evidence in Washington of the
nut-with-no-chance ending up as
Congressman Nut. If Andrews gets in
the habit of floundering around while
waiting for his opponents to screw up,
it's only a matter of time before some
inconsequential jerk (or some hard·
working moderate) knocks him off.
None of this isOto say that Andrews
himself didn't work damned hard. He
and his inner circle lost sleep and weight
trying to run a perennial outsider as an
effective insider without alienating
either Andrewl liberal core supporters
or the moderate and conservative voters
he needed to attract. In the end it was
Bean who created the unifying theme
Andrews sought: He's not her.
Bean turned herself into an ogress,
and changed what should have been a
competitive contest into a laugher
through a series of blunders. She
abandoned the excellent strategy she
used to win last June' s Republican
primary. In that race Bean carefully built
an image of respectability and rationality before nuking her chief opponent
with a last·minute attack ad blitz. Her
handlers kept Bean away from the
nastier elements of the news media (that
uncouth fellow at OIsco Bay Weekly, for
instance) without unduly alienating
most of the press corps.
The sensible strategy vanished like a
defense industry job once the general
election campaign got under way. "Back
in August we were really worried," said
Andrews Press Secretary Dennis Bailey.
"She was within five or six points."
Bailey attributed the congressman's
close encounter with Bean to her sixmonth television ad campaign that
drove up Andrews' negatives. Instead of
capitalizing on that advantage by
politely introducing herself to the
independents and conservative

Democrats, who might have been lured
into voting for her, Bean grabbed the
nearest goalie's mask, revved up the
chain saw and went screaming out into
the night in search of Andrews' vital
organs.
Her attack ads were slick and striking.
They were also full of crap. Instead of
making Andrews look like a fanatic leftwinger, they made Bean look like a liar.
When Andrews counterattacked, Bean
came unraveled.
"In the space of 10 days in early
September the race was over," said
political consultant Alan caron, who has
worked with Andrews in the past. "She
started to sound like (1990 GOP congressional loser) Dave Emery."
Before long Bean was running ads in
which she tried to smile spontaneously
for the camera, but succeeded only in
looking like a small-time hustler barely
concealing her panic at a scam gone
wrong.
There's an axiom in politics that "Only
October counts," no matter the mistakes
made in September. If Bean had taken
the traditional course of bringing in some
new, less ideologically rigid advisors, she
might have saved herself further humiliation, and even made the contest
competitive. Instead, she closed ranks.
Only her husband, Donald Folkers, and
her lap dog, Paul Volle, were allowed in
the inner circle that decided strategy.
Paranoia gripped the campaign. Bean
began running newspaper ads entitled
"Press bias," alleging a conspiracy
among most of the state's political
reporters and Andrews' press secretary.
Interviews with the candidate became
even rarer. Requests for basic biographic
information were turned Gown. The
daily campaign schedule was kept secret.
When Bean did emerge it was to hurl
bizarre charges. She attacked Andrews'
committee attendance record, but never
offered any proof it was below normal.
She claimed a small business-loan
program Andrews backed didn't exist,
even though it was actively handing out
money.
Bean could still have avoided a
landslide loss with a well-ilrganized. voter
turnout effort. But she never built on the
grass-roots organization she developed in
the primary. One campaign observer
noted, "To Linda, get out the vote meant
get on TV." On Election Day those calling
the Bean campaign for a ride to the polls
got a recorded message saying there was
no one in the office.
As the returns rolled over Bean on
Tuesday night, two happy Andrews
supporters at the Holiday Inn sang,
"Ding dong, the witch is dead."
Moderate Republicans were not much
kinder. "Her character is not worth
representing in Congress," said Portland
GOP committee chairwoman Ellen
Bickmore.
'When the Republican Party nominates right.wing extremists, this is the
result they can expect," said GOP gay
rights activist Robin Lambert.
The conventional political wisdom is
that having lost two elections (Bean also
blew a 1988 congressional primary), it's
time to accept the voters' verdict and
give someone else a turn. But as
Andrews pointed out in his victory
speech, "the conventional political
wisdom ... is history."
Bean has too little credibility as a
candidate to seriously consider running
for major office again, but too little
political savvy and too much money to
just go away. Before she joins Jasper
Wyman in the Big·Time Republican
Losers Hall of Fame, Bean told her
supporters on election night she "will be
out there working ... for things we
believe in." caw
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Continued from front page
With the high volume of oil traffic trundling in and out of
Casco Bay, the danger of a spill is real and ever-present.
About 450 vessels a year carry crude oil and other petroleum products - gasoline, diesel fuel and home heating oil
- to Casro Bay's five oil terminals and Central Maine
Power's power plant in Yarmouth. In all, the bay handles 3.8
billion gallons of oil yearly, more than three-quarters of
which is funneled through the Portland Pipe Line (PPL) to
MontreaL The pipeline was built in 1941 to feed Montreal's
refineries year-round, and volume grew so fast a serond
pipe was added in the 1950s. In 1973, PPL's peak year, the
two pipes carried 20 million gallons of crude to Canada each
day.
Since the 1970s, pipeline traffic has declined. B\lt PPL
President Wallace McGrew predicts that Montreal will soon
begin relying on Portland for its entire crude supply, and
import more for western Ontario refineries. U that happens,
Portland - second only' to St. John, New Brunswick, in oil
volume in the Gulf of Maine - will see even more oil
tankers negotiating the tricky rocks guarding its harbor.
Those rocks have played havoc with oil shipments before.
Between 1986 and 1988, for instance, 105 spills were reported in York, Cumberland and Sagadahoc counties,
according to the Commission to Stud y Maine's Oil Spill
Preparedness. They were small, averaging about 20 gallons
each. But four tanker spills of 100,000 gallons or more have
also occurred off Maine or New Hampshire in the past 30
years.
In 1963 the Northern Gulf, a Liberian tanker, struck West
Cod Ledge off Cape Elizabeth, spillirtg one million gallons
of oil. In 1972, the Norwegian tanker Tamano ran aground
on Soldier Ledge between Peaks and Long islands.The
vessel leaked 100,000 gallons of fuel, fouling beaches and
shorelines from the Spurwink River in Scarborough to
Falmouth Foreside. Cleanup crews worked for three weeks
SQpping up the oil by spreading hay on mainland and island
shores.
More recently, in 1980, the Christian Reinauer hit a ledge
off Metinic Island in Penobscot Bay, spilling 100,000 gallons
of gasoline and home heating oil through an eight-foot gash
in the hull.
These accidents occurred in U.S. waters, but a Valdezsize spill in the Gulf of Maine could spread oil on 500 miles
of U.S. and Canadian coastline, thanks to the gulf's churning, counterclockwise currents.
For this reason, the United States and Canada created a
plan in 197Vor assisting each other in the event of a spill
affecting both. The plan, known as the CANadian-U.S. Joint
Contingency Plan, AtLANtic Annex (CANUSLANT in
bureaucratese), requires the U.S. and Canada to test their

plan every other year. It also spells out actions the company
responsible for the oil-spilling tanker must take: It must call
in the Coast Guard, set up an emergency he(ldquarters,
provide communications equipment, direct the spill's
containment and cleanup - and pay any subsequent
damages.
That's why ,there were thousands of rice hulls floating in
Casco Bay a few weeks ago.
On Oct. 27, 600 concerned citizens in Portland and
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, tested the region's spill response
plans. The exercises centered on a scenario involving the
fictitious vessel Woodruff, carrying 20 million gallons of
North Sea crude through the Gulf of Maine.
The Woodruffs captain requested permission from the
Canadian Coast Guard to enter Canadian waters so an
injured crewman could be lifted out to a hospitaL While 20 '
miles off Nova Srotia (or about 180 miles due east of
Portland), two of the Woodruff s tanks were damaged in a
storm. It leaked 1.4 million gallons - a large spill, but still
just one-sixth the size of the Exxon Valdez catastrophe.
Local response groups also got to practice on a smaller,
but real-life, scale. Clean Casco Bay (CCB), a cooperative
formed in 1991 by seven local oil-handling terminals,
demonstrated the abilities of its 46-foot motorized barge, the
Casco Bay Resporider. The Responder used 660 feet of boom (a
floating barrier used to surround oil or keep it out of
protected areas) to corral rice hulls that had.been scattered
off East End Beach, simulating an oil spill.
In a related drill, the Marine Spill Response Corporation
(MSRC) dep10yed several hundred feet of boom in the Fore
River to skim other rice hulls. Eight miles outside the
harbor, a Coast Guard boat cleaned up still more rice hulls
with Canadian skimming equipment.

Let the spiller beware
But there's more to OPA-90 than just spilling bags of rice
in Casco Bay. The law creates new safeguards against oil
spills.
It requires all new tankers using U.S. ports to be built
with double hulls - a controversial requirement that
survived stiff opposition from the oil industry - and
phases out older, Single-hulled vessels by the year 2010.
The law mandates more thorough and frequent inspections
of tankers, and limits 'the hours tanker crews can work.
Lccally, the Coast Guard has made a number of changes
to insure safer passage of oil tankers into and around the
harbor and the Fore River. In one widely publicized battle,
the guard fought for a wider span of the soon-to-bereplaced Million Dollar Bridge. After a tense standoff,
Portland and South Portland city officials and the Coast

Guard oompromised on a span that would allow safer
formed by the very largest oil shippers and oil handling
tanker traffic without oosting the cities too much e:)(tra
companies. MSRC's northeast ri!gion, which includes
Portland, aims to have the capability to clean up a ninemoney.
Representatives of Portland's shipping, maritime and
million-gallon spill. To do it, MSRC is buying 16 210-foot
environmental interests have been meeting to discuss other
response vessels; only one vessel will be stationed here in
spill prevention IJ)easures. The Port Safety Forum has
Portland, but the other 15 would be sent to Maine after a
Valdez-size spill.
already successfully proposed navigational changes like
MSRC is currently hiring and training a local staff of
routing tanker traffic farther away from dangerous Witch
eight. It expects to open its Portland office next April, and
Rock and West Cod Ledge, and requiring inooming tankers
be ready to handle a spill by August, said MSRC operations
to meet harbor pilots farther out in the harbor.
manager Robert Umbdenstock.
Portland's terminal operators have also rome up with
spill prevention measures. Portland Pipe Une was surrounding unloading tankers with oil containment booms as
Heeding the call of the wild
a protective measure more than a decade before state
Protecting the shoreline, and its associated birds and
regulations required it. PPL also investigates the safety
animals, involves some of the most difficult decisions
record of any company that wants to send tankers to its
during a spill. Those decisions involve complex strategies
terminal; those with a history of problems are denied
for protecting stretches of shorelines - and determining
permission to visit.
which shorelines can be protected at all. But some of the
A tough Maine law requiring unlimited liability for oil
means to do so are controversial. And there is the potential
spill damage has also helped keep the harbor safe. Because
for property and ecological values to clash in a crisis.
of the law, at least 15 oil companies - including industry
The chief method of containing and breaking up spilled
giants like Shell Oil, BP, Texaoo, Chevron and Amoa>oil is through the combined use of dispersants and booms.
refuse to travel to Maine ports.
Dispersants are chemicals that break up slicks by bonding
Prevention alone isn't enough, however. In the event an
with oil and water, thus breaking up the complex hydrocaroil spill does occur, OPA-90 requires every shipper and
bon molecules and dispersing them through the water. The
terminal to have a plan for fighting the spill - and the
theory behind their use is simple: Dispersed oil, while far
means to execute that plan.
from harmless, is much less dangerous than large, freeThe first step, under OPA-90, calls for the spiller to notify
floating slicks of concentrated oil. The dispersants accelerate
the Coast Guard immediately.
natural breakdown of the oil by bacteria in the water.
"The rules say the spiller must make a 'prompt and
The controversy arises because most dispersants are
effective response,'" said Lt. Cmdr. Robert Hazelton of the
toxins deadly to fish and wildlife in the high concentrations
1st Coast Guard District in Boston, which has authority over
needed to work.
all Gulf of Maine oil spills. 'We work on this rule of thumb:
Booms are synthetic "curtains" used to surround oil and
We give the spiller 20 minutes to call in a credible restore it until it can be "mopped up." Booms are harmless
sponse."
and generally effective. But, in an emergency, free-floating
U the Coast Guard is not satisfied with the spiller's
oil is sometimes deliberately driven ashore with booms into
efforts, it takes over, "federalizing" the response.
"less sensitive" areas, thus buying time to clean it up. The
In a federal response, the Coast Guard would immediproblem is that people disagree about which areas are
ately bring in the u.s. and Canadian Coast Guards, as well
sensitive, and what the criteria for choosing them should be.
as private oil spill contractors. During the first 24 hours after
a spill, they would work together to stop the flow of oil,
contain the spiHed fuel and begin cleaning up the water.
Continued on page 11
The Coast Guard would fly a regional
strike team to the stricken vessel. The
strike team nearest Maine is based at Fort
Dix, N.J., so even though it's on call 24
hours a day, the team would need
between six and 12 hours to arrive on the
scene of a Portland harbor spill.
Equipped with helioopters and portable
pumps, the strike team would then board
a leaking ship and start pumping oil from
its ruptured tanks into empty ones or
standby barges and tankers.
Portland's harbor spill contractorsClean Harbors of Maine and Seacoast
Ocean Services - would be called in to
handle minor spills such as the ones that
occur ro tinely from dockside mishaps,
like overfilling fuel tanks.
But their roles would be limited in the
event of a major spill. Instead, the Coast
Guard would call on the two major oil
spill outfits in the region - CCB and
MSRC.
CCB was created by terminal operators at an initial cost of $3 million because
Maine law holds those operators partly
responSible for any spill caused by a
vessel bound for their facilities. So CCB
will respond to any spill up to 210,000
gallons in the waters off Portland, using
its Casco Bay Responder barge. The
company is building four smaller vessels,
and has stocked a mile of containment
boom and a host of different skimmers the mechanical contraptions used to
s<x>op, suck and otherwise lift oil from
the water.
CCB President John Ferland predicted
that the cooperative will be ready to fight
a spill by next February. Its role will be to
hold a spill at bay during its first 24 to 48
hours, until the big guns can arrive.
In major spills, CCB will receive help
Petty officers Tom LMh (left) and Kenneth BrumbalCh of the Portland Marine
from MSRC, a nationwide cooperative
Safety Offtea simulate an 011 Iplil by dumplne rice hulll from the Portland fireboat.
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"Free-floating oil is dangerous," noted Hazelton. "There
are cases where we are obliged to divert oil to sacrificial
areas. We are forced to accept the sacrifice 'o f less sensiti ve
areas in order to protect those that are more sensitive, or
areas that will recover faster. It's a lose-lose situation."
While Hazelton declined to make hard-and-fast rules, he
suggested that candidates for "sacrifice" might be sheltered
beaches with good road access for cleanup crews and
equipment. Sensitive areas of Maine' s coast have already
been mapped and inventoried extensively. The state also
calls for helicopter overflights to verify wildlife concentrations.
But, said Hazelton, "No matter how carefully the
sensitive area mapping has been done, we still need that
final reality check."
Also factored into the decision are federal mandates that
give rare and endangered species the highest priority in an
emergency. Protecting them can be a real challenge,
however, because birds and mammals migrate seasonally
or according to their lUe cycles. A bay that is very sensitive
because it serves as home to nesting king eiders in June
may become a "sacrifice" area in November, when the
birds are gone.
Despite all these factors, the final decision about what to
protect rests wi th the federal on-site coordinator. He or she
must consult with federal, state and local officials. But the
decision is that person's alone, and isn't subject to any
overSight.
It's also possible these guidelines and mandates won' t
always value animal life over property values.
If spilled oil does threaten wildlife, the first defense is to
move the animals and keep them away from the approaching oil. There are some general rules of thumb in place;
most birds would be herded to safer waters by low-flying
helicopters. Seals would be captured and transported
elsewhere.
But plans for capturing, cleaning and releasing most
birds and mammals during and after a Maine oil spill are
still far from complete. The state's Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife is still accepting proposals from
contractors.

Is anybody out there?
With the potential for ecological damage presented by
oil spills in the Gulf of Maine, local environmental groups
have been strangely quiet as OPA-9O's plans assume their
final shape.
The Maine Audubon Society has held a seat on the Port
Safety Forum since it convened in 1989, but Maine
Audubon representatives have attended only sporadically.
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DISASTER

Society Executive Director Thomas Urquhart described
Audubon's involvement as "tangential, extremely peripheral. Our focus is.elsewhere."
"Our input is at the decision tree," added Jady Jones, the
group's wildlife program director. "We are working to
assure that natural resources get an equal voice with social
and economic interests." In other words, if the choice is
between saving a marina or a bird nesting island, Maine
Audubon is for the birds.
Admittedly, Maine Audubon regards its primary role as
educator rather than watchdog. So Casco Bay Weekly queried
several other environmental groups that might be interested
in protecting seals, whales and birds from spilled oil.
The Natural Resources Council o'f Maine (NRCM) said
they weren't involved in the issue. "We haven't been
working on this in the past couple years," said NRCM
staffer Jud y Berk.
The national staff of the Sierra Club has been more
vigilant, and pushed to put more teeth in OPA-90, according
to Joan Jackson, chairwoman of Sierra Club's Coastal Issues
Committee. The Sierra Club advocated for many safeguards
that ultimately became part of OPA-90, including double
hulls, more frequent inspection of tankers, continuous
inspection and practice of spill response teams, and a
requirement that each contingency plan be tailored to reflect
the local natural resource priori ties.
Jackson stopped short of endorsing the' OPA-90 mandates. But the Sierra Club's wish list largely coincides with
the safeguards required by OPA-90.
Friends of Casco Bay's Baykeeper Joe Payne has been
attending Port Safety Forum meetings since September 1991.
Payne said he's focused mainly on identifying "vessels of
opportunity" that might assist in spill cleanup efforts and
identifying volunteers to assist with the wildlife rehabilitation program,
Payne could only speculate on the absence of other
environmental groups in the planning process. "I don't
know why [they aren't involved] and it troubles me," he
said. "Other groups may well be like the Sierra Club, and
when OPA-90 became law they assumed it met their needs
and were happy."
But it's still too early to assess local preparedness for an
oil spill, Payne said. "Preparation a year or two years ago
was woefully inadequate. We've made a lot of progress and
today our ability is more than it was a year ago, but it still
doesn't come close to meeting the worst-case scenario.
"It's still difficult to define where we stand now because
we're in the middle of everything," he explained. "Clean
Casco Bay is still forming .. , so we don't know just what
they will look like. We don't know if the oil terminals will
meet all regulations because the federal government is still
promulgating regulations. Finally, MSRC's reqUired legal
implementation date is August '93, so while their effort is
laudable we need to wait till August [to assess their ability].
"Right now," Payne concluded, "we're still in a phase of
keeping our fingers crossed." caw
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Bay R••ponder pulls. boom throuJl'l the waters off Fort Gorges during the cleanup exercises.

118 Washington Ave
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Stop the legalized bribery
Imagine that you're an attorney prosecuting a case in Cumberland County
Superior Court. You walk into the courtroom and see the opposing counsel approach
the bench and hand the judge a fat envelope. The judge thumbs through the
envelope's contents, counting dozens of $100 bills. Being an attorney, you're smart
enough to figure the fix is in.
You're also smart enough to say that scenario is ludicrous because bribery is
illegal. And you're right, so imagine this instead: A Washington lobbyist donates a
$5,000 check to the campaign of a congressional candidate, and $5,000 to another
candidate, and $5,000 to yet another candidate. What's the purpose of those gifts?
They're the way lobbyists gain entree to the inner chambers of government, skew the
priorities of our legislators, and make more uneven the playing field on which
citizen and corporate interests compete.
This form of legalized bribery happens practically every day. The average
congressman raises $4,000 every week to get re-elected. A U.S. senator raises $12,500
a week.
Politicians seeking election have to raise big money these days. As a result, much
of their time must be spent meeting with the high rollers and lobbyists who want
something in return for their money. The effects of
this dependency are clear, and are a major reason
why sO little gets accomplished in Washington. The
gridlock on issues like tax equity, health care and
the environment is the result of multiple collisions between sources of campaign
dollars.
.
While our current system of campaign finance is a sweet deal to big donors, the
costs to the rest of us are staggering.
We pay $3 billion per year in higher sugar prices because of price supports for the
sugar industry - or more than $30 per household per year.
We pay $40 billion per year in increased gasoline costs due to the auto industry's
success at keeping fuel efficiency requirements at 1979 levels -:- or more than $400
per year per household.
.
We will pay $500 billion over the next 30 years because the S&tL industry defeated
timely attempts to halt the crisis - or more than $175 per year per household.
This disease has invaded the bOdy politic of Maine as well. This year, state Senate
candidates spent about twice as much as they did in 1990, and almost six times as
much as they spent in 1984.
• Where's the money coming from? According to a recent study funded by the
MacArthur Foundation, Maine's legislative campaigns are being financed by less
than 1 percent of the state's voters. The majority of the contributions (58 percent)
come from business. Contributions from business are also well-aimed at legislators
in leadership positions. Legislative leaders receive 84 percent of their campaign
money from business.
It's no wonder the American people are so fed up with politics. They've lost
control of their government to lobbyists - and they're starting to realize it.
That was the most resonant chord Ross Perot struck. But the solution doesn't
require a billionaire to spend his or her personal fortune so we can reclaim our
government. The solution is so obvious, yet so elusive. The solution is publicly
funded elections.
$$$
All kinds of campaign finance reforms are being proposed, including limits on
campaign spending, limits on PAC contributions, limits on contributions from family
members of candidates, limits on contributions from regulated industries and limits
on contributions during legislative sessions.

But all these plans have an Achilles' heel- they allow private contributions. And
if a candidate's campaign is funded by private interests, common sense dictates that
he or she is bound to respond to those interests.
Real reform requires eliminating'private funding. And the best plan that's
surfaced so far comes from the Working Group on Electoral Democracy, a group of
researchers and citizen activists based in Chicago.
Here's how their plan works:
First, elections would be publicly financed by charging every taxpayer $5 a year to
fund campaigns. This would be less expensive than the present system, which costs
us about 50 times more in tax breaks, subsidies, bailouts and other favors won by
. large contributors.
Candidates would be offered full public financing only if they agreed not to raise
or spend private money. To become eligible for public financing, candidates would
also have to collect a relatively high number of $5 qualifying contributions from
within their districts before the primary election. This requirement would favor
candidates with actual grass-roots support rather than candidates with acc~s to
large amounts of start-up money. Candidates who raised the required number of
qualifying contributions would receive equal amounts of public financing for the
primary campaign.
Primaries would then serve two functions. They would determine a party's
candidate and they would provide a qualifying test for independent candidates and
for candidates of new or third parties. Candidates who qualified would be given
low-cost media time for their ads. But they would have to agree to a specific format.
For example, they would have to appear on screen for half the length of each ad.
Participation in debates would be required as well.
Publicly financed candidates would also be guaranteed matching funds if opponents, who had opted for private financing, spent more than they did. This would
provide a strong disincentive for candidates trying to spend their way to success.
They would be spending all their private money so their opponents could spend as
much public money, while concentrating on issues instead of fund raising.
$$$
The chances of getting Congress to.adopt these reforms are slim, conceded Ben
Senturia of the Working Group on Electoral Democracy. Most incumbents are happy
with a system that enables them to outspend opponents by a 2-to-l margin, while
getting re-elected 98.5 percent of the time. Bill Ointon, who had received nearly $8
million in contributions from business interests through August, has said he's
opposed to public financing.
So the Working Group on Electoral Democracy aims to get its reforms rolling on
the state level. And they've got one advocate in Portland state Rep. Fred Richardson,
who said he plans to sponsor a bill in the state Legislature calling for publicly
financed campaigns.
But Senturia admitted the effort faces another obstacle in taxpayers who will be
reluctant to fork over $5 a year to pay for the campaigns of politicians.
"People are so angry that the notion of giving tax money to those bums just blinds
people. But the problem isn't the bums. It's the system that forces a devil's dance,"
Sen turia said.
"And after every election we wake up to realize one more time that the public
bought the rhetoric while the big contributors bought the representation," he added.
It's time to wake up and realize that we can buy back government.
We at Casco Bay Weekly challenge all candidates elected Nov. 3 to push for
publicly funded elections.
(BY)

Limit media campaigns, not terms
• By Ian W. Rabbitt
As a non-American who has lived in Portland, the United Kingdom and Australia, I
have enjoyed the vagaries of three different electoral styles. I offer my perspective as
an amateur stJ.1dent of politics and a foreigner peeking in at an exciting election year.
I read with dismay proposals for term limits, when the problem is really the power of
the incumbent to assure re-election by accruing Iarge amounts of money through
political action committees (PACs). As an immigrant to this country, I see the overriding
influence of money in elections, which I have not seen in other countries. PAC money
buys all-important media time, and more media time means more influence on voters.
Rather than imposing term limits, each party could be allotted a fixed amount of time
and space in the print and electronic media, proportional to the number of its candidates
nationwide (and mercifully less than that currently purchased with PAC monies).
Candidates would then have comparable access to the media. And politicians would
not have the luxury of diverting attention to issues such as "family values" or the
patriotism of an opponent. We could level the playing field and possibly focus on more
meaningful issues. Politicians could spend more time governing rather than fund raising.
We could consider the (too radical?) Australian scheme of banning political
advertising for the two days preceding election day, allowing voters time to consider
their choices free of 11th-hour accusations and slurs. Incidentally, this period also
includes a ban on polls, an idea for which everyone might be grateful except perhaps
media moguls.

We should not be afraid to elect good public servants time and again. But our
political system should also encourage politicians to develop in their careers, not
arbitrarily snuff them out when they are just hitting full stride. Now more than ever
we need professionals of the highest caliber in office; "career politician" should not be
a dirty term.
How much more neatly could we package our politicians for the PACs than by
imposing term limits? Politicians' need to provide golden parachutes for themselves at
the end of their political tenure provides yet another handle for PACs to grasp and
shake the incorruptibility out of them. Knowing how
long a particular politician will be in office simply
allows PACs to allocate a precise amount of funding
for the given period.
The United States has a marvelous electoral system, but it must grow as the country
grows. It is essential that we look carefully at electoral reform; the country and the
world are not as friendly and naive as they were when the Constitution was drafted. I
urge voters to vigorously discuss whether limiting the terms of our politicians will
really achieve what those who advocate it desire.

citizen

Ian W. Rabbitt is a computer consultant in the Portland area and a concerned alien.
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Dioxin hearings
We would like to bring to your
readerS' attention a vital decision
being made about the future of
Maine's environment. It has been kept
quiet by the McKernan administration
for good reason. The governor has
advanced a proposal to relax the
allowable levels of dioxin discharge
into Maine's waterways.
Dioxin, as you may know, is the
most potent carcinogen known to man.
Dioxin is a byproduct of chlorinebased bleaching of paper. It causes live
and thyroid cancer in laboratory rats
and mice. Its presence in Agent Orange
has been linked to increased cancer
rates among Vietnam veterans and
birth defects in their children.
The governor wants to raise the
allowable level 40 times what it is
now. The current level was set by the
U. S. EPA for states that had not yet
set their own standards. The paper
industry would like to see even higher
permissible levels.
If you don't agree with this, there
will be public hearings Nov. 5 through
6 in Augusta Civic Center, the
Cushnoc Auditorium, Augusta. Even
if you don't want to speak, you could
show your support just by being at the
hearings.

~y-~
Karen Tucker
Miranda Grace
Portland

Taxpayer anger
Obviously City Hall did not
comprehend taxpayers' anger after the
1991 revaluation. We can only gawk
with disbelief at its acquisition of a
baseball team and a bank building.
Only unemployed, rich and
childless can attend daytime games.
As for the night games, only the
carriage trade can attend. Public
transportation by land or sea fails to
accommodate night owls. In regards
to the bank, its purchase removes one
more building from the tax rolls and
exacerbates the taxpayers' trauma.
Should we not consider Charles
Harlows suggestion of an elected
mayor responsible to the electorate, at
whose desk the buck stops. Today we
have no representative government,
and the tail (unelected officials) is
wagging the dog (council and citizens). As we discovered in 1991, no
one could or would answer our
questions. Everyone was referred to
someone else, and the council was no
wiser than the citizens, since they
depended for "facts," often fictive,
from irresponSible minions.
Instead of upping budget problems,
City Hall ought to concentrate its
strength fighting the state's latest
gimmick of passing teachers' pensions
to localities. Many of us who have
never used Maine schools and are
repelled by their products are sick of
paying over 50 percent of our assessment thereon.
Portland needs a change in its
governmental structure!

(4UJ.~
Pamela W. Quiers
Portland

Endorsement
not a mistake
Al Diamon's column regarding
Maine National Organization for
Women's Political Action Committee

(NOW PAC) endorsements of state
legislative candidates (9.24.92) was
balanced and fair. However, I feel
compelled to correct some
misimpressions this column may have
left with the voters.
Maine NOW PAC's endorsement of
Robert Smith in House District 34 is
legitimate. Mr. Lemke's notion that "a
NOW official told him the Smith
endorsement was a mistake," likely
stemmed from a conversation between
Mr. Lemke and me. In fact, I used the
phrase, "Maine NOW PAC's endorsement of Rob Smith was not a mistake."
, It is rare for Maine NOW PAC to
endorse a candidate while Dirigo
Alliance, a coalition of progressive
organizations including Maine NOW
as a founding member, endorse her or
his opponent. But, it does occasionally
happen. Each organization does its
own research, follows its own procedures, and reaches its own
endorsement conclusions.
In this particular case, Republican
Rob Smith, though not a NOW
member, has attended NOW meetings
and demonstrated a strong commitment to reproductive rights and
human rights and a great sensitivity to
the extent and effects of violence
against women. His questionnaire
amved sooner and indicated a much
greater willingness to lead on feminist
issues. We also agree that Bill Lemke's
legislative voting record is exemplary.
Portlanders and Mainers are fortunate
to have
these
two fine
candidates, and many other progressive
candidates as well.
Maine NOW PAC distributes our
Candidate Analysis to thousands of
Maine voters. Active in politics since
1980, I am very proud of how widely
NOW's work is respected. We did not
'10se direction" sorting through the
candidates. NOW is painstakingly
non-partisan in our endorsement
procedure. There is an old wise
woman proverb, "Feminists were not
born Democrat, Republican or
yesterday." Get active, get informed
and get out the vote!

letters

0/1- cfJ~"'/~
JoAnne Dauphinee
Maine NOW PAC

Save the wolf
The call of the wild is an alluring
thought; yet we as humans fail to
appreciate the ultimate symbol of the
wild - the wolf. Throughout hiStory
the wolf has been harassed, maligned
and slaughtered, all for human
reasons beginning with greed,
ignorance and cruelty.
Now, with the exception of scant,
isolated pockets, the wolf has long
since roamed the lower 48 states.
Indeed, Alaska is the wolf's last hope,
but they are struggling daily to
survive from the wanton ravages of a
sadistic few.
Truly, the surest threat to the
survival of the wolf comes from
spineless politicians, greedy fish and
game boards, and ruthless cowardly
hunters. These self-serving groups seek
to destroy the wolf entirely, and for
reasons of security, profit and perverted thrills have targeted the wolf as
an enemy. What gives them the right to
slaughter a magnificent and innocent
animal that is only trying to survive in
a hostile world? The wolf does not
belong to them, nor to anyone. The

wolf needs to be protected and
deserves to live wititout this systematic
and brutal discrimination.
Please help to keep Alaska wild
and free. Let us not allow the greedy
and corrupt few to determine the fate
of the last frontier and its wolves. We
can all help by writing our U.S.
senators and representatives and
demanding an end to the killing, and
also by contacting the Alaska Wildlife
Alliance, Wolf Fund, P.O. Box 202022,
Anchorage, AK 99520.
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Fairs not fair to animals
This year the Deering Oaks Family
Festival as well as the Cumberland
County Fair allowed petting zoos and
circus animals to be a part of the
exhibitions. In the Cumberland
County Fair schedule it states, "There
will be a tent with circus animals, with
daily shows to be announced. These
animals will be on display for your
observation ... "
All day and into the night the
elephant goes round and round in
circles, forced to give people rides on
its back. If he dares to stop he gets a
sharp jab with a stick that has a metal
hood on it. At night, in his cramped
cage, does he remember the smell of
the wild? What about the kangaroo, .
which could barely stand up in its
cage? His eyes were that of an animal
in fear and pain.
While visiting our fairgrounds, all
we have to do is stop for just a
moment and examine the plight of
these animals. Perhaps then we will
understand just how wrong it is to
keep them on "display."
It's time for Maine people to outlaw
this cruel treatment of animals.
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GEODESIC DOME (4958) Uniqueness and utility perfectly combined
offering 3 bdrms, 2 baths & 7 acres of
privacy. A lot of house@$145,000.
LORI GARON,
Off:773-1990, Res:761-4451.
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Islanders are not feuding
Bob Young's exaggeration of the
personal conflicts brought about by
the Long Island secession issue sets up
a cute "uncivil war" headline, but
does so at the expense of all islanders
(Long island's uncivil war" 10.15.92).
The referendum of Nov. 3 culminates months of community
communication, concern-sharing,
research and problem-solving that's led
to most islanders reaching their own
conclusion on the issue. Bob Young's
focus on community members having
the most difficulty with the process
falsely portrays the degree of personal
enmity brought out by the issue.
People who live on islands have to
communicate with and rely upon
neighbors to survive. The town of
Long Island's referendum could not
have proceeded as it hilS without
broad-based community participation
of island people working, not feuding
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maximum exposure!

Starting Thursday, November
25, you're invited to explore
Casco Bay Weekly's exciting

sections that spotlight how and
where to find the best

Holiday Gifts!
For more
information on
this advertising opportunity, call
your Casco Bay Weekly
representative at
(207) 775-6601.
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YOU'VE SEEN OUR SWEATERS AND KNITWEAR ON THE COVERS OF ELLE
AND GLAMOUR AT BERGDORF GOODMAN, NEIMAN MARCUS, I. MAGNIN.
YOU'VE SEEN OUR COMPANY FEATURED IN DOWN EAST AND ON MADE
IN MAINE. NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE OUR QUALfTY APPAREL AT OUR FOUR
COMPANY STORES,

Ozsa> Boy Wukly's office is at 551A
Congress St in downtown Portland.
We are open Monday through Friday
&om 8:30 a,m. to 5:30 p.m.

.

How to find the paper
Every Thursday, CASCO Boy W.tkly
distributes '17,700 copies at 260 hightraffic locations. To find a distribution
site near you, call Customer Service
Manager Robyn Barnes at 775-6601.
CASCO Boy W.tkly is available free of
charge, limited to one copy per reader.
No person may take more thiln one
copy of each issue of CASCO Boy W«kly
without written permission from the
publisher.

ALL STORES WILL BE OPEN 12:00·5:00 SUNDAYS BEGINNING NOVEMBER 29
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How to submit a correction
Casco Bay W«kly strives to report the
news fairly and accurately, If we have
published. misstatement, we will
endeavor to correct it quickly and in an
appropriate place in the newspaper.
Please contact News Editor BOO Young
about mistakes In news stories. Please
contact Arts Editor Ellen Uburt about
mistakes in "Art &: Soul.'"

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
207.775.6601
fax 775.1615

AssoclaUon of AlternaUve Newsweeklies

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER
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How to list your event

Glsco Bay W«kly welcomes letters on
all topiCS, but will not print unsigned
letters or letters that have been sent to
other publications. Letters are printed in
the order they are received, on a spaceavailable basis.
Be brief and to the point Letters of
more than 300 words may be edited for
length. Be sure to include your
signature, full name, address and
daytime phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verlAcation only and will
not be printed.)
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If you have a MasterCard or Visa, you
can place your ad simply by calling 7751234. Otherwise, you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. All classlAed
ads must be received by 6 p .m, on
Monday for that Thursday's issue, and
all must be paid in advance,

How to submit a letter
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• By W.D. C~~lip

, . ,."Lewiston-Aubum's Community. Little
Theatr!! opened its brief run of "Assassins:'"
a new music.aJ by S,t~ph~n Sondheim; on .
Oct. 29. The ~tory comes from a book by
John Weidman~ thebo9k is based on-an
by Charles Guiteau Jr. .' ,
And who is C'h arlesGuileau p) A man-with"
many ideas, one ''of whIch, Y(l1i'alte~~~'o~:·' .
wit Write a ~ory aboUt Amerfcas no'taQl~: ~,~,~'
assassins. Another'Othi;better-kilOWn' ,: , ' ,
ideas was: to.aSsassiriate P~5id:e~t' James
Garfield, an idea 'that Guiteau,
carried into reality in the
summer of 1881.
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Back issues and extra copies of the
current issue are available for $1 each at
our office. Mailed copies are $2 each.

To have your meeting or event listed
In" Art & Soul," mail or fax complete
Information to Arts Editor Ellen Uburt.
Include all the details and don't forget
to include a phone number. Listing
infonnation must be received in writing
by noon on the Thursday proceeding the
issue in which the listing is to appear.
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How to place a classified

164 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 04101

concerts
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How to buy a back issue

$49 for one year, payable in advance.
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CJJsco Bay W«kly is available by mail.
Subscriptions cost $29 for six months or

GENERATED IMAGE
207,774,4455
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How to subscribe

Take unfair advantage of your grandmother's emotions
and buy her a custom-made calendar with twelve full-color photos
of you, your kids, your pets or maybe a few vintage pictures
of Christmas 1%4 when she got your grandfather that brand new pair
of wading pants for his fishing trip in Canada. Yea, that'll get her.
Call 774-4455, or just stop in with your favorite photos.

silver screen
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How to find us

PORTLAND 463 FORE STREET (OLD PORT] MON - SAT 10:00 - 5:30 THURS 'TIL 8:30
CAMDEN 11 ELM STREET /7 DAYS /10 :00 - 800 IN SEASON
HALLOWELL 115 WATER STREET 10:00 - 5:00 MON - SAT
BAR HARBOR MAIN STREET / 7 DAYS /10:00 -10:00 IN SEASON

Great Grandmother Bait.
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Continued from page 15

for his unique post-election analysis.
Mark Russell lets both sides have it and
lets us in on the merriment as he spoofs
the ridiculously pompous and the
totally outrageous.

Mark Russell will tell us what really
happened in the election. The political
satirist and humorist, star of one of PBS's
most popular TV shows, brings.his
gleeful irreverence to Portland

Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28

Tuesday, November 17,7:30 pm

Vi~nna

Cboir;6oys

Wed.,
Dec. 9

~

II[PCAlI

At his trial, Guiteau claimed that the assassination was
originally God's idea, but he lacked sufficient evidence
(material witnesses, letters in God's handwriting directing
We make our 5 different heart healthy doughs from
Guiteau to carry out the assassination, etc.) to prove this.
scratch and let them slowly rise in individual pans.
Conspiracy was eventually ruled out, and Guiteau was
It's the only way to make pizza crust that captures
hanged.
the full flavor and texture of old-world breads.
In any event, Guiteau gained more fame as a gunman
than as an idea man - and thereby hangs an idea: Four
presidents have been assassinated (Lincoln, Garfield,
McKinley and Kennedy), and at least seven other presidents
l~tJ·ltl.)i41
were the objects of unsuccessful assassination attempts
\ $1.00 OFF
I
I
\
.DY
(Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin Roosevelt, Truman,
10" or 1&"
or
I
I
I
Nixon, Ford and Reagan).
PlDaOB
I~I
\
Any
OalsoDe
Much has been written (and will be written) about those
_,rooD'"
I _.,rooD'"
I
\ .0l'Ua
oaJ;r
.. 40aJ;r \
presidents, but what do we know about their assassins?
I bp.ll/BO/" I
\ bp.l1/IIO/11 \ .
Who were they? What motivated them? What were they
L. IlIIWl.JI!2!' _
L. ~~-!!.I~ like? What would they do if you put them in a room with
their peers, the other presidential assassins, and asked them
all to sing? Would there be harmony, discord, jazz, blues,
what?
Sondheim answers these and other questions (with
varying degrees of success) in about 90 minutes. The quality
of Sondheim's music and lyrics ranges from banal to
beautifu!TCommunity Little Theatre's production of
"Assassins" ranges from good to very good.
There were a few awkward directorial touches, such as
the occasional introduction of smoke on stage - intended,
no doubt, to enhance the audience's suspension of disbelief
(John Wilkes Booth is not really up there doing a pas de deux
with Squeaky Fromme, folks: It's only a play) - but the
choreography is unified, pleasing and easy to watch; and the
actors interact with conviction and panache.
One of the musical highlights of the evening was
"Unworthy of Your Love" - a duet consisting of Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme (Eileen
Rosenberg) and John
Hinckley (Raymond Marc
See Stephen Sondhelm's
Dumont) singing a torch
MAssasslns" Nov. 7-8 at
song to Charles Manson and
Community Little Theatre,
Jodie Foster, respectively.
Great Falls School, Aubum.
(The message of this little
783-0958.
number is essentially, '1'm
• nre Mounting {wi'. , ..ella_}
gonna kill the prez for you, baby." An enchanting sentiment,
• nre Rotation
yes?) Another good moment - worth the price of
• Winter Safety Inspection
admission, the drive to Lewiston-Auburn and then some • Air Pressure Check
was "Another National Anthem," an operatic summation on
~ Rides To & From Work
the civic value of assassination, delivered by the entire
college of American preSidential assassins. Strong vocals,
tight harmonies, thoughtful lyrics ("Where's my prize?"). A
tour de force.
Other highlights include Christian J. Behr's inspired
portrayal of Sam Byck, a down-and-out tire salesman
determined to drop a 747 on Richard Nixon's receding
11
hairline; and Rhonda Lee Martineau as Sarah Jane Moore,
Rosenberg/Squeaky Fromme's would-be assistant assassin,
11
a part she infuses with great neurotic energy. She misses as
an assassin, though. (Which is surprising: The cast received
in-depth instruction in gun safety from the Lewiston police.)
11
All in all, "Assassins" is a good show; three thumbs up. Go
see it. Wear your bulletproof vest; though.
"Prices effective unlil11111192. Studs exira.
It should be said here that although "Assassins" contains
many comic moments, it is not a comedy. It is a serious,
thoughtful exploration of assassination as a personal
disaster and an historical force - and as a source of dam
good entertainment.
80
But seriously, folks. "Assassins" was originally set to be
released two years ago, but the Gulf War intervened;
Sondheim was afraid that it might be misunderstood. Now
that all that is past, I believe people will find" Assassins" to
be quite palatable - even satisfying, given the fact that this
is, after all, an election year.
"Prices eliBctive unlil11111192. Studs exira.
Speaking of that: One wonders what would happen if this
1
KEEP Y0
6 Credit Plans
play had been released before the New Hampshire primary,
LkJ
Available
and all the candidates had seen it before hitting the
----.......
...,
Call
775-3777
campaign trail. Would they still want to be president? Or
& AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
1-800-696-0699
would they quit the campaign trail and pass into obscurity,
185 Kennebec Street &Pine Tree Shopping Center, Portland • Route 302, No. Windham
never to be heard again?
Now there's an idea. caw
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COMING SOON

Tues.,
Jan. 19

Garrick Ohlsson

772-8630 or

TEN DAYS ONLY PRE-SEASON

stage

Snow lire
Blow
Out!

FREE•••
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The Nutcracker
is moving to Portland!

__ _ _

Now at Portland High School Auditorium
(formerly at City Theater in Biddeford)

featuring

Andrei Bossov, Former Principal Dancer
of the Kirov Ballet, Russia

l00tb Anniversary production

Rachel Miscenich, Former Principal Dancer
of the Basel Ballet, Switzerland
Famed Mime Tony Montanaro
Mary Hussey

Scott Potter

Karen HurU Montanaro

EE

70 Series Snows*
All 13 (reg $69.9~4282.
All 14 (reg$78.9 !5574
All 15 (reg $88.7~5964
.. .. _.. .. - .. .. HI Perlormance

The Portland Ballet Company's

December 4-20, 1992
call 772-9671

17

185-SR14 (reg $89.95)88478
185-BIII14(reg $93.40'88
185-B5815 (reg$96.! 73'4

195-B1II15 (reg $98.9595
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Go to the dogs

thursday 5
Be Infonned,
get Involved
& stay amused.

• When the goughing gets tough, the
tough get goughing to a reception at
the Photography Co-op (547A Congress St.) for Julie Smith Gough's
surrealistic rural scenes,
"Diana & Pinholes," today
from 5-8. 781-4578.
• Have yourself a tony
evening: Join a discussion of
Toni Morrison's latest novel.
"Jazz," led by
Portland-area writer
and teacher Kate •
Kennedy. IT you've

read ''Jazz/' come

and share your
thoughts at 7 p.m. IT
you haven't, come
and learn all abou tit
-at Thomas
Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Road,
Cape Liz. 799-1720.

friday 6
• Prodigal's return: Trombonist/
composer (and Portland native) Tim
Sessions returns home for the weekend from NYC to perform at cafe no,
with drummer Jeff Ballard (a threeyear veteran of the Ray Charles Big
Band), guitar virtuoso Brad Schoepach
and another former Mainer, bassist
Ben Street. Sets begin tonight and
tomorrow at 9 p.m. Tix are $6. 7728114.

saturday 7

IlIIIIIOne what he could do wtth a Slinky! Accord this man your ears Friday, Nov. 13.

• Do the time-warp: Greg Stump's
"Skiers Guide to the Galaxy" - a
hard-edged, one-hour action film that
visits various skiscapes in their best
seasons - slaloms into T-Birds (126
N. Boyd St., Portland) this afternoon
at 1. Tix are $6. 773-8040.
• A reunion concert Adam Gussow, a
highly educated white harp player
and academic, met Sterling Magee
(Satan), a seasoned black blues
musician, on 125th Street in New York
while looking for a quicker way to get

TIlE ALLIGATOR RECORDS
CHRISTMAS COLLECTION

to work. They got together, formed a
street band called "Satan and Adam,"
were seen by Bo Diddley's manager,
and thrust onto the national scene,
New York Newsday recently called
this two-man juk~joint orchestra
"New York's hottest new blues act."
They perform tonight at 7 in USM
Portland's Luther Bonney Auditorium, as part of a celebration of the
"Evening Sun" show, fourth anniversary, sponsored by WMPG and the
Southern Maine Blues Society. Call
780-4598 for ticket info.

Together again: reunited, and It feels so good ... Saturday, Nov. 7.

wednesday 11

Norman Maclean played by Craig
Sheffer. It's a visually striking tale of
how Maclean and his younger brother
were taught the art of life through fly
fishing by their Presbyterian minister
father (for whom, Norman says,
fishing and religion were virtually
indistinguishable).
Set in Missoula, Mo., in the first
quarter of this century, "River" is an
absorbing parable about accepting .
life's rare moments of grace in the face
of its inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays
the headstrong little brother, Tom
Skeritt plays the perspicacious father
with fastidious restraint, and Emily
lloyd does her best as Norman's
somewhat undeveloped love interest.
Call Hoyts Clark's Pond at 879-1511
for show times.

'~'.

··.~~ .."~·~:
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• Music of the spheres: Encounter
Hesperus, an ensemble who will give
a concert consisting of works spanning Columbus' encounter with the
New World (primarily what are now
Central and South America).
Playing period instruments, the
quartet presents music of 16th-century
Spain, works of the same period from
the New World and songs from
traditional Indians of Bolivia and Peru
- as well as music written after the
encounter, a blending of Hispanic and
Indian cultures, including Renaissance-style villtmcicos and negrillos
(which imitate the dance rhythms and
dialects of New World blacks). Hear
Hesperus at USM Gorham today at 4
p.m. Tix: $12, $8 for seniors and USM
staff, $5 for students. Call Portland
Concert Association at 772-8630 for
reservations.

• Attention, all lost planet airmen
(arid women)! Command~r Cody
brings his rockabilly, bOOgie-woogie,
old-time rock 'n' roll to Raoul's
tonight and you're commanded to be
there at 8 p.m. "Last time, it got so
crowded we had to close the doors at
9 o·clock. ... He's wicked fun; bring
your dancing shoes," said Raoul's
waitress Sandy Smith. Tix are $7.7736886.

thursday 12
• Riel poetic: Poet Steven Riel reads
from and discusses his newly published collection of poems, "How To
Dream," in a talk called "FrenchCanadian, Catholic and Gay" for the
Matlovich Society tonight at 7:30 in
Portland Public Library's Rines
Auditorium. It's free as your dreams,

657-2850.

_ '" friday 13
t U es day 10 :. •
"
.

• Johns across America: Elizabeth
Johns, art history professor at University of Pennsylvania, gives an art
lecture, "Ah Wilderness! Gifford, and
Church and the Outdoors" today at 4
p.m. in Payson Smith Room 1, USM
Portland. 780-5460.

monday 9
• Metaphors "R" Us: Robert
Redford's newest directorial effort, "A
River Runs Through It," is based on
an autobiographical novella by

The annals of mammals: Learn
more about marine mammals of the
Gulf of Maine today at 1:30 p.m. in
Room 165 of USM Portland's Science
Building. Steven Katona of Bar
Harbor's College of the Atlantic gives
the talk, one of the university's
Natural History Lecture series. Bring
your lunch. 780-4612.

glimpses of our Uvea by J'eitter,
Pinter, Pintauro, Batner and others

• All you need is "Patience": The
Brunswick Choral Society presents its
20th annual Gilbert and Sullivan show
today at 2 and 7:30 p.m. "Patience," a
spoof of the "aesthetic movement,"
which was just reaching its zenith at
the time, premiered in 1881 and was
the sixth of the musical team's 14
comic operettas. Take it in at the
Chocolate Church on Washington
Street in Bath. Admission's $12, $10
for seniors and kids under age 12.
Reservations: 442-8455.

Submissions for Entertainment
Weekly sections must be received
in writing on the Thursday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar
and Ustings infonnation to Ellen
Ubutt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

-The Incredible String Band
Leaf now for Mackworth Island. and
you can still take in some fiery fall
foliage before it's dead. wet and
underfoot. Speaking of dead. wet and
underfoot Gov. Percival Baxter. who
lived from 1876-1969. bequeathed
Mackworth Island to the state of
Maine in 1943. He stipulated that the
land should be "forever maintained as
a wildlife sanctuary ... and [that] the
state maintain forever the burial place
for my dogs.· The Govemor Baxter
School for the Deaf is Mackworth's
only tenant. Cars aren't allowed past
the parking lot at the island's entrance.
Whether the governor's munificence
was primarily intended to provide
posterity a place to escape sub- and
urban angst. or whether he just wanted
a peaceful resting place. for his 19
beloved Irish setters (and horse), we
can only guess.
We do know that when he was
governor in 1923 and Garry Owen his favorite dog - died, Baxter had
the Statehouse flag lowered. When the
commander of the Maine Dept. of the
Grand Army of the Republic (an
association of northem Civil War
veterans) angrily protested the
governor's gesture. Baxter agreed to
raise the flag - but only after the
dog's funeral in Falmouth. (Deke. Eirie.
Skip and countless Garry Owen
namesakes followed the dog's demise. but none ever replaced the
original in Baxter's heart.)
The island. with its well-tended
paths and pet cemetery. is a lovely
place to kill some time in these. the
dying days of fall.
Get there by taking 1-295 to Route
1. then take Exit 9 for Falmouth
Foreside. Cross the Martin Point bridge
into Falmouth. Take the third street on
the right. Andrews Avenue. and follow
the sign for the school across the
causeway to the island.

EXPOSB
YOURSBJ

cUnoto4 b7 AI Miller

C.D.s

saturday 14

The falling leaves
that jewel the ground.
they know the art of dying.

Pottery Lessons

More Uncensored Memoirs

X-MAS

• Pleats that bleat: For a third spectacular year, Big Sounds From All
Over presents "Accordions That
Shook the World," a celebration of
major accordion styles by five of the
instrument's masters: Savoy-Doucet
Cajun Band, featuring Marc'Savoy, the
leading proponent of traditional
Louisiana Cajun music (as well as
fiddler Michael Doucet of Beausoleil);
the Art Van Damme Jazz Trio, led by
the king of jazz accordion; Guy
Klucevsek, the avant-garde virtuoso
who's created an entire body of work
for accordion; Joe Burke, traditional
Irish accordionist; and Santiago
Jimenez Jr., the most prominent
spokesman for the traditIonal norteno
music of South Texas.
Bring your main squeeze tonight at
8 to First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St. Tix are $15. 774-0465.

and
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STOCK

classes begin

2nd week in
november '

October 22 - November 8

ThUl'8-Ba.t a.t 8 Sun Ma.tInee lit 2

Presents

the smash-hit musical comedy

~e1t4e

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS
Only 15 min. from Portland

Route (Jne,\arnouh. &4>-4711 . Open 0dIy, lOan 1o lCfrn

Directed by Edward Rdchcrt

5AT7TH

:

I

Fridays at 8pm
Saturdays at 6 & 9pm
AIl Seats Reserved· $10
For Reservations Call 797-NUNN
b~,onli

FOR'n~G!

579 Congress SI. Ptid.

t::.."

L,r t::..

Mon-Sat 772-8929 ~ ~JT~ ~ "'"

·n. the sea5On...soonl

the Et9fth crotts WQf1(shop

OYER

I
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STfAI>V ERNEST

McAuley Performing Arts Ctc.
631 Stevens Avenue • Portland

n2-4334

8par!RNCl))' .abblnl CooNI.IotIaft '" eoop.r.tJn IDltO AlWDau..

FRl611i
VELCRO PEASANTS

November 13, 14, 20 & 21

(PORTLAND POTTERY)

$10/$8
72s.8S84

llIRSffii

Betty Longbottom Marie Pressman
Ellen Emerson Amy Roche Ann Slattery

IT'S IL\HIT

(Gt)

SWlFTICEaJBE5

featuring

Box Office Hours: Mon-Fri •

14 School St.
Bl'UllBwlck

YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE

PRESENT THIS AD FOR 75¢ OFF
YOUR FIRST BREW AT FEDERAL
JACK'S BREW PUB
THE SHIPYARD. ROUTE 9

lOWER VIllAGE ° KENNEBLNKPORT

I

.
~71

great food
• great music
• great beer & wine

WHEIlE'S A BINTlIm
1IE1ISTUPl'

SECRET INTOWNI

NOW ORUS A 5D.lC1ION Of

QIUN MrN. corm IIEAHS

° MUGS °

COfIUMmR5

:

II

______92!-~1!... _____ I

Enjoy breakfast and see us

Br~~~~~o~a.m.
Lunch M-F 11:45 a.m. to 2 p.m.
0 app.Ieo _ _ ~

,. _ _ _

L-.._ _ _ ___
_O_Tn-_ZON
_ _ _ _ _-'

SELECTED

BHBWSPRon

AHOflND THE WORLD

IVov. 5110 FRANK CARLBERG
'" CHRISTINE CORREA
Duo· ..ano 4 .... ocaI.

IV"". rrom New York Qt)'
6110 & 7110 THE TIM SESSION QUARTET
with baN... BEN STREET

DART BOARDS· POOL TABLE
plenty of~ parlci.ng

IV"". llllo Samuel Reckett·. ENDGAME
IV"". 12110 THE DAVID AZARIAN QUARTET
nMnadOlW welcome • elOMl:d monday.
20 danforth et. • 772-3114

open from

10 am, 7 OOys
1'73 Ocean Street
South Portland 799-2821

20

a.sco &y Welkly

NowmlJer 5.19~2

what's
where

silver
screen

Due to scheduling changes after CBW
goes to press, movie goers are advised
to confirm times with theatres.

lied .... B_ld8etRoger Moore plays a mystery man
who washes up on the beach of a rambling old estate
on the Maine coast. where Ruth (1he late Colleen
Dewhurst) and Ruth's daughter-In-law Claire (Talla
Shire) and granddaughter Cassie (Nina Siemaszko)
are tJyInl unsuccessfully to operate their home as a
bed and breakfast. The women are suspicious of
Adam at nrst. but he Is so smooth, so delightful and
more Important. so handy abOUt the house, that all
their suspicions fade.

'1M

BECAUSE
I'M NOTA
CHRISTIAN.
l.ookfor Te3tllTchfindings N~ 19.

•

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Ave .. Portland, ME 04103
(2071 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley· Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music· Childcare provided

~ A hook-handed killer disembowels

and plucks apart several people In a Chicago hoUsln&
proJecl A university student (VIrginia Madsen) balIeves the killer Is a black man - not Sammy DaIIls
Jr, - who was martyred a century earlier for a
forbidden love.
~ItInIAdun. Two married couples fool around
wlth wife swapping. When one ofthefernale swape8s
Is murdered, her new paramour (Kevin Kline) Is
framed for the murder. ·What a setup,· he mutters.
Soundls like another taut psychological thriller. Also
stars Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonlo. Directed by Alan
J. Pakula (·Presumed Innocent·).

awee

DoctDr
Larry Drake (from Ws ·L.A. Law·)
stars l1li Evan Rendell, a man who wants desperately
to be a physician - like his murderous father,
famous for performing heart transplants using live
donors. Instead of medical school, Evan ends up In
a mentallnstJtutlon. He escapes with a white coat, a
black bag and a thirst for blood - what more does
an ambitious doctor need?

4th An~c.lebnltlon Elg11teen animated shorts
from 11 countries examine everything from politics
and death to life as a snail.
aIen..,ry Glen _ . SUrvival of the nttest becomes
survival of the sleaziest when a group of smalftlme,
unscrupulous salesmen compete against each other
to sell worthless real estate. Based on David Mamet's
Pulitzer PrIze- and Tony Award-winning play. Very
cleYer, very brittle , very draining. Stars AI Paclno, "lee
Baldwin and Jack Lemmon.

NOV. 7-10
SAT-SUN 3,9
MON-TUFS9
NOV. 11-17
WED-FRl7!J
SAT-SUN 1,7

MON-TUES7

10 Exchange St., Portland 772·9600

...... Dustin Hoffman plays a fugitive con man who
rescues passengers from a plane crash. Fearing the
resulting publicity will blow his cover, he lies \ow and
watches another man (Anfty Garcia) teke credit for
his deeds. AlsO stars Geena Davis. Dlracted by
Stephen Frears (·The Grifters ").
1IoMy_ In V.... Sarah jessica Parker plays a
New York schoolteacherwho headS tovegas with the
Intentlon of getting married. Things get dicey when
hernance (Nicolas cage) treats her like achlppv end
loses her In a high-stakes poker game. Also stars
James Caan. ·Honeymoon· transcends Its
simpleminded premise with a very funny portrayal by
cage as the earnestly Inept paramour.
H..boo ......... WIves Woodj Allen's 2200 film focuses on two married couples who are forced to
review and re-<!\laluate their Ideas conoemlng marriage, friendship, fidelity, trust and 11M!. Life Imitates
art. Great flick. Stars Allen, Lysatte Anthony, Judy
DaIIIs, Mia Farrow, Juliette Lewis, L1am Neeson and
Sydney Pollack.
InMOMIt Blood A beautiful vampire, who teeds only
on nasty people, makes the mistake of biting a mob
chieftain. He not only survives her attack but Is
transformed Into a ruthless vampire, who she feels
obligated to destroy, with the help of an undercowr
cop. Directed by John landis.

........, EJ&I!t Andy Garcia plays a bumed-out homIcide detectlve on the trail of a psychotlc _Ial killer
who has a penchant for murder1ng women who are
blind and beautiful. As the detective searches for
clues, a beautiful blind woman who witnessed one of
the crimes comes forward. Not surprisingly, the
detective Is soon bllnd-slded by love. Also stars John
Matkovich.
LMt of the Mohlc_ Based on James Fenimore
Cooper's classic novel about colonial Amerlca, In
which the French and English, each allied with NatIve
American tribes, waged a nerce and bloody battle for
the new continent. Amid the connlct. Hawkeye, a
frontiersman born of English parents but ra\sed by
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately In \0\/8 with
the daughter of a BrItish offlcer. Stars Daniel DIrt
lewis Md Madeleine Stowe. ·Mlaml VIce· creator
Michael Mann directed and co-wrotethescrlpt VIvid,
lIIoient and Ir1I/lgorating.

Mr. ....-1 Tom Selleck stars as an aging baseball
player who strikes out for Japan to try and revive his

car_.

s.tu....,

Mr.
"IJht In his dlre-ctorlal debut. Billy
Crystal stars as Buddy Young Jr., a 73-year-old man
who's looking back over his life and career as a
stancl-upcomlc on the fringes of show business. The
story focuses on Buddy's relationship with hiS brother
and mMager Stan, who has aided and abetted him
In his l.WISucoessful attempts to claw his way to the
top. Also stars David paymer and Julie Wanner.
othaIIoOrsen Welles directed and starred In this film
adaptation of Shakespeare' play. which won the
PIIIm O'Or(l.e .. best film) award atthe 1952 Cannes
Festival.

"Jaht ..... til.

City Robert De Nlro stars as Harry
FabIM. a self-promotlng, ambulilllC4Kheslng lawyer,
In this remake of Jules Dassln's 1950 nlm nolr.
FablM, tiring of his petty hustling, Impulsively tries to
strike It rich In theblg.tlmeworld of boxing promotion.
jessica Lange plays his co-schemer and loVe Interest.
.....".., 57 Wesley Snipes stars as an airline
security expert forced to match wits with an International terrorist while the two, along with a planeload
of pe&sengers, are 40,000 feet In midair.
A IIIwr Rune Through It Robert Redford directs this
adaptation of Norman Maclean·s autobiographical
novella about the authofs ",Iatlonshlp with his
reckless, se~-destructlve brother and his father, a
Presbyterian min Ister, who taught his sons the meanIng of I~e through fly-nshlng. The author wrote the
book In M attempt to fathom the mystery of his
brother's death. Stars Brad PItt. Craig Sheffer and
Tom Skerltt.
A Room wtth • YI_ An Innocent young English·
woman (the ravishing Helena Bonham-Carter) travels
to Florence with her persnickety chaperone (Maggie
Smith) In 1908 and finds release from the mores and
conventions of VIctorian England. She also finds
\0\/8, and retums to England unprepared for the
consequences of her trip. The cast Includes Julian
Sslds as her love and Daniel Day Lewis In an
uproarious performance as her rejected suitor. DIrected byJames Ivory. A perfect film (and one ofE.M.
Forstefs few uplifting tales).
Single White FerMI. Allison Jones' (Bridget Fonda)
search for a roommate ends when the seemingly
demure Hedra Carlson (jennifer Jason leigh) arrives
on her doorstep. But this perfect setup tums Into
roommate hell when Hedra also moves Into the most
personal aspects of Allison's life, Imitating the way
she dresses, walks and talks, winning over her
friends and attempting to seduoe her boyfriend. The
two characters are well developed uptoa point, then
SWF deteriorates Into the usual bloodbath.

1:15, 3:45, 7:15, 9:30
Sneakers (PG-13)

1:30, 4:05, 7. 9:45
Dr. Giggles (R)

,

12:45,2:50,5,7:10,9:20

~3AND

Uncler Siege (R)

12:50, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50
Last of the Mohicans (R)

1:15. 3:45, 6:50, 9:40
Consenting Adutt. (R)

1, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10
Jennifer 8 (R)

1:35,4:20,7,9:45

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark·s Rd., S. Portland
87~1511

Dates effective Nov 6-12
Night and the City (R)

1:10,3:50,7,9:30

ClnThursday November 19th,
you're invited to help yourself
to CBW's guide to exciting
winter activities in Maine.

A River Runs Through It (PG)

~n't miss this one! Advertisi~g deadline is this

Mr. Saturday Night (R)

9
Hero (PG-13)

12:50, 3:30, 6:40
Glengarry Glen Ross (R)

1:20,4,7:20,9:50
Mighty Ducks (PG)

1, 3:40, 7:10, 9:40

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

The Candyman (R)

1:30.4:10, 7:30, 9:55
Passenger 57 (R)

1:40, 4:20, 7:40, 10
Bed and Breakfast (PG-13)

12:40, 3:20, 6:50, 9:20

At BACK BAY TOWER we turn
simple demands into simple pleasures

:ix ISI:j;:j::m
• More space
• Parking
• Recreation room
• Security
• Closei Space
• Laundry faCility
• Backyard
• Leisure time
• Less commuting
• View of the city

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SpaCiOUS 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartmenls
Enclosed parking garage
Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas
State-of-the-Art Security
Walk-in c10sels
24-Hour laundry faCility, plus hookups
Landscaped rooftop park
On-site maintenance
In-town in the heart of the cultural center
Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains

BacJr Bay Tower off"" 25 diiJerem floor plans from which to choos~. Same have private
terraces and balconies. AU Ibis and more awaits )IOU at BacJr Bay Tower, Portland's finest
m-town address. open House Hours: Sunday .. . 12-4, TU8Sdays & Thursdays.. . 10<;, or
caJJ for an appointment.

@~

Nickelodeon
772-9751

(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

Dates effective Nov 6-12
Second shows run Sat-Sun only
Innocent Blood (R)

1:40, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50
A League of Their Own (PG)

1, 3:40, 6:30, 9:10
Honeymoon In veg. . (PG-13)

1:50,4:30,7:20, 10

1:20, 4, 6:50, 9:30
Wind (PQ.13)

1:10, 3:50, 6:40, 9:20

SPECIAL.
6 Oceana Roses
long, beautiful
peach roses
The Rolls Royce of Roses

$22.50
available elsewhere
for twice the price!

~

H:'!~9N'S ~~BA~rB2,~,,:s
~tbrook

Portland

774-5946

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

~.:
@
·'·V ' I

';w?l~~~E:':':l:;I

Temple and Middle streets, Portland

1:30,4:10,7.9:40

WlrMI Matthew Modlne plays a skipper whose sailing
blunder costs the United States the America's Cup
forthe nrsttlme ever. Nowhe's outtowln It back, with
the help of his girlfriend played by Jenn~er Grey.
Great salling scenes, insubstantial plot. Directed by
Carroll Ballard (·The Black Stallion·).

JJrnter Handbook features a different editorial theme:
everything you need to know before you head for
Maine's outdoors this winter, including the lure of
the back country, 50 cheap winter thrills and a
guide to hitting the slopes while saving money.

Thursday, November 12.

12:30, 3:10, 6:30, 9:10

Single White Female (R)

a..cua

sentenced to coach a losing ~hockeywan.
From Stephen Herek, director of ·BlII and Ted's
Excellent Adventure."

Dates effective Nov 6-12
Mr. Baseball (PG-13)

Husband• • Wives (R)

A
of Their own In 1943, all the b8seba1f
playing men were at war oversaas and women were
given their chance to play professional ball. Pehny
Mlnhell directs this comedy abOUt the AlfAmerlcan
Girls Professional Baseball League. StarrIng Geena
~Is, Lori PettY, Tom Hanks and Madonna.

'1M MICJItJ Ducu Emilio Est8\lez stars as 8 former
hockey player picked up for drunk drilling. Instead of
being sent to the pen, I.e .. the big penalty box, he's

GREATER PORTLAND

774-1022

Matinees Sat & Sun
Othello
Nov 4-10
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 4; MOil-Tues 7
A Room with a View
Nov 7-10
Sat-Sun 3, 9; MOIl-Tues 9
The 4th Animation Celebration
Nov 11-17
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 7; Mon-Tues 7

U.... S\ele A group of terrorists capture a U.S.
battleship on Its way to being mothballed, Intending
to sell Its nuclear warheads. The entire skeleton crew
Is dnugged - except for one man, a fonmer Vietnam
vet and CIA operative, played by Steven Seagal who else?

Ive yourself a hand.

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland

10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600

break Into ·lmpenetrable· places to test security
systems. They are led by Martin BIshop (Robert
Redford), a fugltlve from the '60s. When a govem·
ment agency discovers Bishop's true identity, he and
his ·sneakers· are blackmailed Into participating In
a covert operation. Directed by Ph II Alden Robinson
(·Fleld of Dreams·).

•

General Cinemas

The Movies

~ A group of security experts are hired to

21

Delivery Available

854-2518
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CONGRATULATIONS
, . :' MR. PRESIDENT SPECIAL
• Plain bagel with honeyed
butter and small coffee

$ 1 25

879-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland

~\

~~

Nouember 5,1992
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U/sco

E _ Klrklend (blues) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction .
865 Forest Aw. Portland. 773-6886.
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·lIIe &N_n Town M ..lc....• LA ARTS presents
the Wildwood Marionette Theater Nov 7 - Sat 2 pm
- at lewiston Junior High School, Central Avenue,
Lewiston. The $6. $4 kids. 782-7228.

I

.

,J, I

S Master Squeezebox Pia

~s

Art & Soul con linued from ptlge 20

.

.

1r"~

·lIIe Crucible" Windham Center stage Theatre presents Arthur Mliler's drama about the Salern Witch
Trlals Nov 7-8 at Windham Center Stage Theatre.
Windham Community Center. 8 School Road.
WIndham . nx: $7. $5 kids and seniors. 892·3315.

Some of our
other classes:

MONTH
En NOW AVAILABU
CALL FOI DEtAILS

fFREE-l
!WEEK!
AT
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Union
Sfi!ion
: UNION:
:STATION: Fitn~
I

I

•

• As The Fat Burns
• Power Crunch
• Combo Slep
• Ultra Fit
• Step Interval
Training
• Power Hour

I

with this coupon,

. _-----_ ..
expires

11/5192

~I

Union Station Plaza, Portland • 879-9114

The Stlrcrlll'. (rock) Geno' s, 13 Brown St. Portland.
772-7891.

KNOX

So_Me_ BI .... Society {blues jam) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc with Ken arlmallll' (acoustic) Wharfs End,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.

SANDRA

Swift I... Cubea (progressive rock) Granny Klllam's
Industr1al Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St Portland. 7612787.

QUINN

Open Mic with Nell Collin. (b.y.o. electric) Granny
Killam's Industr1al Drlnkhouse. 55 Markat st, Portland. 761-2787.

The Theater Project
opens Its season with a collection of contemporary
one-act plays and vignettes by such writers as Jules
Fel1Ter and Harold Pinter Oct 22-Nov 8 - Thurs-Sat
8, SUn 2-at14 School St. Brunswick. TIx: $10, $8
seniors, kids and students. 729-8584.

The DIrty D8wp,Vock) Repetes, 128 Free St. Portland. 774-1114.

Deellll'
(wo~dbeat/·60s &. '70s rock) The
Uvlng Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
8740022.

·HoIt SUapiclon.· at The Mystery cafe Dinner The-

lWIated Roota (original rock) USM College Room
Pub, Bedford Street, USM/Portland. 874-6598.

·on the V....• Portland Stage Company presents II
comedy about three VIctorian women Who go time
tnM!IIngNov 3-22- Tues-Thurs 7:30 pm; Frl8 pm;
Sat 5. 9; Sun 2. 7 (the first SUnday of every production) - at Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
ForestAw. Portland. nx: $19.50-$28, with a va~ety
of discounts. 774-0465.
·R....hllCk.. Inn" Gorham High School presents a
mystery.comedy in three acts Nov 6-8- Thurs 7 pm,
Frl-Sat8 pm, SUn 2 pm -atGorham High School, 41
Morrill Ave, Gorham. TIx: $5, $2 tor students. 839-

5006.
·lIIeWild Duck" Henrlklbsen's Ironic look at the lifegiving power of lies Nov 6-8 & 13-15 - Fr~Sat 8 pm,
SUn 2 pm - at Schae1Ter Theater, Bates College,
Lewiston. nx: $4, $2 seniors and students with 10.
78&6161.
·Worklng" Waynnete SChool presents an adaptation
of Stud TUll<el's novel Nov 12-14 - Thurs-F~ 7:30
pm. Sat 3 pm - at Waynnete School , 360 Spring St,
Portland. Free. Reservations . 772-6832.

z.,...

~

Point

IIIIrMk. with Ra<:ket Rua1y (karaoke) Spring

care, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland . 7674627.

Deeley a ... Pow ... (karaoke) Ti pperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161.

Open Mic with Ken GrI ....1II)' (acoustic rock) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

concerts
thursday 5
Portlend Eerty Mualc COMOrt (baroque) 8 pm , Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
Free. 786-6330.

friday 6
DevoMquar. and Don C.",pbell Tllo· (pop/ fo lk) 8
pm . Gray cage . Bates College, Lewiston . T1x: $7, $5
with student 10. 775-7532.
Main. a.roque Enswnbl. (claSSical) 7:30. Arst
Parish Church. 9Cleveland St. Brunswick. nx: $5. $3
sen lars and students.
Maine French FIcIdI_ (Acadian) 8 pm. Bishop Feeney
Auditorium. St Josephs College, on Sebago Lake,
Standish. T1x: $5. $3.50 seniors & kids. 892-6766.

friday 6
Upa_.. (rock) The Barl"ng Spider, 94 Maine St.
Brunswick. 721-9662.

TBA Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress SI. Portland. 7739873.
lIIe T1mS_ QuartetOazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
Wlndowz (clasSic rock) Chapples. 1192 Forest Aw.
Portland. 797·9155.

MIICLMn .. WI,. Uau) 8 pm, Ma<Hiorse Theater,
955 Forest Ave, Portland. T1x: $7 In advance, $9 at
door. 725-2154.
Maine a.roque EMembIe (classical) 7:30 pm,
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. T1x:
$5, $3 seniors lind students.
Portlllncl Community c:!torw (patriOtic) 7:30 pm. Port·
land High School Auditorium, 284 CUmberland Ave,
Portland. T1x: $8. $5 students & seniors. 892-9437.

oac.,

Hot Ch"'; PIe (rock/dance) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton SI. Portland. 774-0444.
Bob MelJlOlln Blu. _
(blues) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

ABSTRACTIONS

ART

15 Oak Street
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
Tel. (207) 633-6849 (gallery) or 633-2336
Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat., 10 AM to 5PM
Other times by appOintment

Open IIIIc NIIJrt with ReM Form (thrash) Repetes,
128 Free SI. Portland. 774-1114.

Open Mlc NllJrtwlth Pet.. a ........ (acoustic) Spring
Point !:<te, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627.

•

wednesday 11
Open MlcwttllJ. .eJ_(b.y.o . acoustlc)Geno's,
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.

Middleman (Jamaican-British Invasion) Granny
Killam ' s Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Port·
land . 761-2787 .

Th. Velcro P. .Hnta (swing, hardcore, rockabllly,
ska) Granny Killam's Industr1al Drlnkhouse. 55 Mar·
ket St. Portland. 761-2787 .

BIIC ...lors' NIIJrt (topless) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, Portland. 774-5246.
Hot Cherry PIe (rock/dance) Old Port Tavern. 11

Airbus (Dead cover band) The Living Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 8740022.

Moulton St Portland. 774-0444.

Hot Cherry Pie (rock/dance) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, Portland. 774-5246.
DelUeh (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton SI. Portland. 77-«>444.

leIop JIIIZ En......... Gazz) The Porthole Restaurant, 20 Custom House Wharf. Portland. 772-5575.
C"",",,,nder Cody Band (rockabilly. boogle-"MX>gIe)
Raoul' s Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. Port·
land. 773-6886.

_en '"

side Attraction. 865 ForestAve, Portland . 773-6886.

Open Mic N/jIIIt with
the a .......1cs (heavy
metal) Repetes, 128 Free SI. Portland. 774-1114 .

....... S.ndwlch (rock) Repetes , 128 Free st, Portland. 774-1114.

5k_on Crew (blues) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf SI.
Portland. 773.()()93.

Red UIJrt Rwue (R&'B) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627.

Open Mic Nllhtwlth The Cool WIIlpa (b.y.o.jam) The
wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Aw,
Portland. 775-1944.

p.,.. 2 ~ (dance rock) T·Blrds , 126 N. Bo~
St. Portland. 773-8040.
Merc B.. nn (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara
Hotel, S. Portland . 77&6161.
l1li..... (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave . Portland . 775-1944.

dancing
GottIIDeMe, Inc" locations to be announoed. Smokeand chem-free dances with swing. latin & ballroom
music F~days from 9-12 pm & SUndays from 3-6 pm.
$5. 773-3558.

saturday 7
U.,.-.. (rock) The Barking Spider. 94 Maine St.
Brunswick. 721-9662.

TBA Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress St.,Portiand. 7739873.

The T1m 5 . .10.. Qullrtet Uazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
Wlndowz (clasSic rock) Chapples , 1192 Forest Ave,
Portland. 797·9155.

The OIJvz .. lIIe 1 _ FrIsbeM (original grunge
rock) Geno' s, 13 Brown St Portland. 772-7891.
St. .eIy Eern.t (ska) Granny Killam ' s Industrlal
Drlnkhouse , 55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787.
Only _10.. (dance/ worldbeat) The Living Tree
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022.

DelUeh (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11 Moulton St. Port·
land. 774'()444.

The Zen TrIc...... (Dead cover band) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

SIt"'" Sandwich (rock) Repetes, 128 Free St, Port·

The LlVI,. T_ Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Port·
land. African , world beat, reggae and alternative
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 8740022.
Meine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Ewry
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required.
77 3.()()()2.

The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 &
drafts 25$ ; Fr~Sat until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chern free.
Cover: $3. 772-1983.
SIIlut_, 20 Milk St, Portland . Open nightly until 1
am. No cover. 7744200.
T-Blrd'•• 126 N. Boyd st, Portland. SUn: comedy
night; weekdays: special events; Fri &. Sat rock &
roll. dance. 773-8040.

WIler. . . . o.nce CI'" 29 Forest Ave, Portland.
Progressive music. F~: chern free, all ages with
deejay; Sat: women 's nlghtfrom 9-1 with deejay Deb.
874-9770.

Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wad: chem-free;
Thurs : cuttlngedgedanca; F~ : live national acts; Sat
deejay till 2:30 am, liw at The Cave; SUn: request
night. 773-8187.

land . 774·1114.
Red LIIIrt Revue (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland . 7674627.

Peraon 2 Person (dance rock) T-Birds. 126 N.
St, Portland. 773-8040.

Bo~

GU Do....III (pop/rock) npperary Pub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel. S. Portland . 775-6161.

llllna" (hard rock) The wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.

sunday 8

sunday 8

Open JIIIZ Jem with 5 _ Gr...... Oazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114.

M"ne Baroque Ensembl. (baroque) 3 pm, ~3tes
Chapel. Bates Co llege, Lewiston. Free. 7~30.

a.rry Klngaton-Solo (acoustic rock) Old Port Tavern .
11 Moulton St, Portland . 774-0444.

Holiday
Premium Book

Sam... NIO .. " ' _ Playa.. (African new wave
from Zaire) The Living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth
St, Portland. 8740022.

SplICed 811_ (o~glnal rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.

(alternative rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portland. 774-5246.

Jez Lowe (folk) 8 pm, The Chocolate Church, 804
Washington Ave. Bath. TIle $8 In advanoe; $10 at
door. 729-3185.

FINE

land. 773.()()93.

~

saturday 7

gleason

1oIatIc. (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port-

Th. Zen TrIc...... (Dead cover band) Raou I'. Road-

~t.

~I

Fnlnk C.,lburJ" ChMtlne Cor_ Oazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.

ZhCo
Generic JUl BlInd .. lIIe OIIklKnt
Boy. (blueWass) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.

work'OIl at the same time' "Hip-hop" and "boose" music keep
things moving, Achallenging and exciting class for
participants of all levels. Let's get rosy!

PEl

RECEPTION FOR THE ARTISTS
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 5-7 PM

Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 774.()444.

STEINHARDT

·N......... Big 2 Do Productions presents a mus~
cal comedy about some goofY nuns Nov 13-14, 2().
21 - Frl 8 pm. Sat 6 & 9 pm - at Mcauley
Performing Arts Center, 631 Stevens Ave. Portland.
T1x: $10. 773-6866.

Get it all with Union Statim's newest: Basic step movements
and weight tJ3ining exercises
set up at 6O-minute "stations"
pfOYide for a no-nonsense,
killer work -out! Each
participant rotates the circuit of
15 stations a t<UI of 3 times
during the class. Recommended
for those participants familiar
with the Step and basic aspects
of weight training.

ELIZABETH

BII Broth.. (pop)

ALICE

atre, Verrlllo's Resteurant, 155 Riverside Dr1ve, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8. For Into and
reservations call 693-3063.

Super Circuit

NOVEMBER 7 - DECEMBER 1

Wlndowz (classic rock) Chapples, 1192 Forest Ave.
Portland. 797-9155.

$5. 797-3338.

Learn the freshest, funkiest new street moves and get a great

BROEKMAN

DelUeh (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11 Moulton St. Portland. 77-«>444.

.Mot. Unc_ _ Memol..•

Street Jam

thursday 5

monday 9

JESSYCA

Stet. 5tl'Ht T..dItIonal JIIIZ _
(New Oriaans
jazz) Cebele's Bistro. 57 \\tIarf St, Prtl. 77&6257 .

Mad Horse Children's Theatre presents
Its wrslon of Roald Dahl's story Oct 31-Nov 15 - Sat
1 pm. 3 pm; SUn 2 pm - at Nathan CII1Tord
Elementary School, 180 Falmouth St, Portland. T1x:

TWO GREAT NEW CLASSES:

,

Hot Cherry PIe (rock/dance) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, Portland. 774-5246.

·_IeI..

We offer over 35 classes per
week, Something for every level.

clubs

Ken allmaley (acoustic &. electric) Wharfs End, 52
Wharf st, Portland. 773.()()93.

tuesday 10

Portland. T1x: $6. 772-8114.

AEROBICS

IIMcIII_COIMIIyN/jIIItwlthC"'ncelAnltOft(~

edy) T-8lrds, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040.

Don Tonini .. Frtencla (acoustic folk) The Living Tree
Culture Club. 45 Danforth st, Portland. 8740022 .

• Endp_" Vintage Rep performs Samuel Beckett's
classic absurdlst piece about existence In a harsh
world Nov 11- Wed 8 - at cafe no, 20 Danforth st,

I
I
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Art & Soul continued on page 24

Save More
Than $4,000 on
Portland's Best
Goods and
Services & Help
the Portland
Museum of Art
[njoy terrific new gift
ideas and tremendous
savings - in the
Portland Museum of
Art·s new Holiday
Premium Book. With all
the great gift ideas
and an averge savings
of more than $50 on
each one. you are sure
to gel more than your
money back for the
purchase of Ihe
Holiday Premium.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
SPECIAL OFFERS FROM THESE
AREA MERCHANTS:
A.H. BKNOI7' CO.
AHlBSRC SKI ANO SPOH7' SHOPS
BAYCIJIB
6J...ICK TIl C.4TERINC
IONI.4"1T11'
BOOKlANO OF AWNS
CAIlIUBASSK7T SPRINC 11'ArKH co.
ClNTUIYTlII
Till C/lUT1f}()1
CONCUSS SQI/.4U CA/J,UT
aT0' THllIXJN
CfJOOLKIJ011'N
CYCLKHANIA

'*

£CHO,INC.
Ilf~ MI.4NCILS
I'ILL-I7'-UP, PlKASS

•
•
•
•

&mUD, STOIlI'OI 'ITS

•
••

CRKK/V1f{jf' CAlLKRlKS
HAllMON'S BAfI7'()N'S
HAYSN'SCANOIKS
rHS HOUSS OF STILKS
INNISS 'UOTO SUfa
INTUN.4TION,u, 'UJOIS LTI.
lOS 10N£5 SKI ANO SPOR'!'S
lOSfjf'H'S
JUSTII.
LKSIJOOCS
1.1:. McNALLY,* ASSoc.
HAINS CSlLUlAJ{
HUNS COW ANO SllYSR
HAINS WRKATH ANO FLOWKH
HOUCAUAN,* SONS INC.
TIIIIUSIIIII SUO,
IUUIIITSTUIT
01lON.4L:S' NUISID~
rHSPUN7'£OHOHSS
PANACHS

'*

aw'ANT

'ITUSON.
PISRCS J7JRNI7'URK
POR'!' HAf{fj()R HARINS
POR'!'HANr£AU
quliN 0' H.4ts
IUFJ'LKS CAJ'£ BOOKSTORK
SBSSTABLKS
rH£ SPIRlrSO COUHN£7'
SPRlNC£R'S ISWSLKHS
STAfUJIHO PIANO ANO ORCANSHOPPS
STSIN CAlLKRY
SUNI.4YI/fUSKW.4Y
rAY£CCHIA
UN/CUJII IrUCUI/V Tl.4flllNC.
rHS WHIP ANO SPOON
WO/lKOf//' FI7'NKSS S1YJRK

]992 Hoh"day
• Premz'um Book Order Form
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

•

/

Yes! I'd like to save money this holiday season
and help the Portland Museum of Art.
Please send me _copies of PMA'S Holiday
Premium Book
$_ _

_ Premium Books at $50 each
Postage and Hondling $1.50 each

$_-

TOTAL

$_-

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CllY

ZIP

DAYTIME PHONE

o Please charge my credit card

o VISA

DMC
Please make checks payable to:
Portland Museum of Art, Holiday Premium Book,
Seven Congress Square, Portland, Maine 04101

CREDIT CARD NUMBER .
EXPIRES
SIGNATURE

.I

24 0Isc0 Bay W«kly

Art & Soul continued from ptlge 23

On the Verge

art

by Eric Overmyer
directed by Greg Leamlng

November 3 - 22. 1992
Three Victorian women travellers explore the deepest recesses of
'Terra Incognita'. A work of imagination and humor from one of America's
wittiest writers.
'A frolicsorre jounl...'

Natural Personal Care Products
at Healthy Discounts

Single tickets on sale nowI

(~I GOU"~ 1:<1'11',\1. M",,,;':\lI'.\r. I"':

The New' York nmes

Porlland Performing Arts Center
2SA Forest Avenue, Portland. ME
Bolt Office: 207 774·0465

Sponsored by:

q--\9

D1A TRUST, N.A .

Now located at the LaCayette Center.
Downtown KennebWlk

-

Open Monday. Saturday 9:30 ' 5:00
985·387of

•

openIng
The But.. fI.11ery Maine College of Art, 619 C0ns~ Portland. Opening reception N<w 5 from 57 for 'Balancing Acts: Designs on Art,' the work of
ell#1t American graphic designers. Throu8/l Dec 18.
Gallery talk Nov 12 at 6 Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 11·
of, Thurs 11·9. 775-5152.

gress

'IlIe C"-IIIt. Clurch fIIII'-" 804 Washington SL
Bath. Openlngr..... ptIon Nov 8-from 3-5 for 'Choices, "
scu IptuA> of Don Justin MesetVe and paintings of lou
Storey. From Nov 6-28. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri ~.
Sat 124 . ....2-8627.

I
1 r

!I

I

Sunday Nights
Don't Have To Be Dull!
BECAUSE
All The Fun Is
At The Ramada Inn

It's SUPERGOLD
SUNDAY NIGHT

.,

~

N~O

~~

FM100

WKZS199.9 FM

STARRING STEVE HARVEY
The King of Rock and Roll Oldies. Hear All Your Favorites From the 50's, 60's and 70's
Bring The Gang, Or Come To Meet New Friends
Enter To Win Your Own Sock Hop For Up to 100 People - STARRING STEVE HARVEY
JUST CLIP THIS/FILL IT OUT
AND BRING IT TO THE RAMADA.lNN THIS SUNDAY NIGHTI

Name ______________________________________
Address ___________________________________

Zip ______=-:__;----,----,-_ _ _ Phone -,-____----,--,-_____
(Prize includes room & entertainment only/
Subject to availability/Must be used within one year)

PI ... T_ Shop .. 1I8yvI_ fI.Illery 75 Market 5t,
Portland. Opening reception Nov 10 from 5-7 pm for
'Portland: Yesterday and Today: n_ and old views
of PoItJand. Greater Portland landmarks reoeives a
portion of the proceeds from the reception night
sal• . Showlngthrough Nov 30. Gallery hours: MooSat 9:3().5:3O. 773-3JXJ7.

The SpI,"," caowrn.t 142 St. John St, Portland .
Opening reoeptlon Nov 5 from 7·9 for 'What I Did on
My SUmmer Vacation," the work of Judy Schneider.
Through Nov 12. Hours: Mon-Frll0-6, Sat 1()'2. 7732919.

around town
'IlIe Art G811ery • Six DMrInc StINt 6 Deering St,
Portland. New paintings by Jim Klnnealey. Showing
through Nov 21. GaIlei)' hours: Tues·Sat 11·5 the
nrst two weeks of the month; thereafter by chance or
appointment. 772-9605.

Coner--.... Q8I'-" 42 Exchange SL Portland.
Group show of gallery artists Including Philip Barter,

It's All Happening At The
Yankee Clipper lounge
AT

City ____________________________ State _ __

RAMADA INN

Jessyca Broek/nan, lindsay Hancock and Henry
Isaacs showing through November22. Gallery hours:
Moo-Sat 10:3().5. 774·3369.
_
Art fI.I..". 'IlIe _ ... ArtIata· ....... 34
Danforth St. Portland. 'Maine COntemporary ere...
Ing Exhibition: a show jurled by Sigmund Abeles.
Through Nov 13. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11-5. 7756245.

'IlIe F..... Cent. 295 Forest Ave. Portland. Original
lIrtwork of the store 's staff. Through Nov 16. Hours:
Tues &Thurs 9:3().9. Wed & FrI 9:3().5:3O, Sat 9:3()'
4. 774-1260.
a ....hut Gellerl.. 146 Middle St, Portland. 'Maine
Women of the '90s: a show of paintings, jewelry,
pottery and painted floor cloths. Twenty percent of all
sales to benefit MalneWomen's lobby. Through Nov
10. Gailei)' hours: MDn-Frl 1()'5:30, Sat 1()'5. 772·
2693.
~ fl8I1ery Portland Public library,S Monument
Square, Portland. 'Crossing lines: 8 pictorial PIOfile of .Jews and Gentiles In Bangor, MI. Desert Island
and calais, Maine. Throu8/l Nov 24. Gailei)' hours:
Mon, Wed &Fri 9-6: Tues & Thurs 12·9: Sat 9-5. 871·

1700.
Nancy ~oh G.11ery 367 Fore SL Portland. De<»
ratlve arts, featuring whimsical earthenware by Lau·
rellzatd and Edwin Shelton. Throu8/l Nov 12. Menorah
shoW Nov
15. Gailei)' hours: Mon-Sat 10-6,
Sun 11:3Q.4. 77!>3822.
_ _ fI.11ery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. "Country
In Mind: The Spirit of Aboriginal Australia,' showing
from Nov l·Jan 31. Gailei)' hours: Tues-Set 12·6, or
by appointment. 871·1078.

ls.oec

PARALEGAL
"According to the U,S, Department of Labor, the demand for
legal assistants will increase 75%from the years 1988 to 2000."

Are you "interested in the following career opportunities:

'IlIe Photo Gellery Maine College of Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. The photos of Rosalind Solomon,
showing throu" Nov 13. Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs
8:30 8111-9:30 pm. Fri 8:3().5, Set·Sun 11.... 775-

3052.
I'ottIIIIId M ....n III Art Seven Congress SqU8N,
PoItJand. Hours: Tues. Wed , Thurs 1()'9. Fri & Satl()'
6, Sun 12-5. Admission : adults $6. aenlor citizens
and students with 10 $5, ~ 6-18 $3.50. children
5 and under are free. Museum admission Ia half·
price 10.n00n Saturday. 773-2787.
.ArtjeU You

Litigation Assistant
Paralegal Specialist
Assistant Clerk of Court
Collections Assistant

I
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other MIl.

t...

Title Clerk
Legal Assistant
Consumer Advocate
Paralegal

Call Andover College today for information
on Paralegal Programs and many more exciting careers
of today and the future.

774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110 in ME, NH & VT

Classes Start on November 16!!
901 Washington Avenue. Portland, ME .04103 .207-774-6126.800-639-3110

Works by European masters of the past two
centuries from the Joan ""'lIney Payson Collec:tion
and other private lende,..
·The EIepnt Auto: F_ _ DMI&JI III _
~ One-of-<H<lnd automobiles, att-deco furniture
and jewelry. period paintings and other products from
this era of revolutionary Industrial design. Throu."

Nov 8.
·llIe AIt III DleCCPIery An exhibition of m_ from the
age of exploration . Through Dec 13.

TIle .......... Club R_. . . 1 Exchqe St,
Portland. 'Splrltad Gardens!" the work of Joyoe
CO)'leandChr1a Sheridan. Throu8/l November. Hours:
11·11. 772·7311.
'IlIe st.n G.11ery 20 Milk SL Portland .• North Carolina Glass Show.' new work from 15 new artists,
showing through November. Gallery Hours: Moo-Sat
11-6. Sun 11·5. 772-9072.
ThoI. M<». Cillllnetm8k... 415 Cumberland Ave.
Portland. Oils, pestala and sculpture by Diane Bowie
Zaltlln through Nov 21. Hours: Moo-Sat 9-5. 7743791.
TIle T_. G8I1ety 112 High SL Portland. 'PalntIngs,' the work of Richard WIlson. On view throu."
Nov 8. Gallery hours: Thurs 5-8, Fr~Set 12·5, Sun 124 . 772-1961.
'IlIe WMt SIde R......nt 58 Pine St, Portland .
Recent work by louisa Boehmer. shoWing throu8/l
Nov 21. Hours: Mon-Thurs 7·2:30, !>9; Fri 7-2:30, 510, Sat 6-2:30. 5-10, SUn 9-2:30. 5-9. 77~:223.

Art & Soul continued on page 26
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Practice your music
and your schmoozing
• By Patti Lmtigan

to Maine last year. "From what I've
'The North East Music Seminar is a
read and seen Portland is a very
self-empowering kind of event. Going
vibrant and exciting place mUSically.
to the seminar will give local
It's an unsung area. Maybe we
musicians the ammunition (Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.) will
information, knowledge and rontacts
be able to attract other people here
- that will enable them to apply
because of our name in the industry."
themselves today to where they want
When a big name sets up new
to go tomorrow," said Louis-Philippe,
headquarters, as Prince did in
coordinator of the seminar and head
Minneapolis, it can change the whole
of Reindeer Rerords.
Modeled after seminars held in
chemistry of a scene, bringing in new
cities with larger music industries, the
blood and casting local artists in a
seminar aims to help local musicians
different light.
But hard work is a bigger part of
sort through the romplex and often
success in the music business than
ronfusing aspects of the music
many hopefuls realize. "A lot of
business. It offers workshops on
young people who attend the seminar
songwriting and musicianship, and
learn quickly that it's not the fantasy
explores the roles of the media,
they think it is - that it's a lot of hard
agents, managers, clubs, record labels,
rerording studios, producers, music
work, but they can make a living in
music if they apply themselves," said
publishers and entertainment lawyers.
'1t's strange that artists in general
volunteer panelist Barry Arvin Young,
who performs with his own band,
don't pay attention to the business
side," commented George Sweating of
works in a music store and does
Bad Habits record store and label,
sound for local clubs.
who will make a presentation on
This year's seminar includes live
rerord labels and rontracts. "Even
performances by a cross section of
artists who've performed a lot can
local artists. On Saturday Darien
learn more about how to protect their
Brahms, Michael Danahy and D.J.
interests and rights when working
Landry appear at USM Gorham. An
all-ages showcase of young, local
wi th rerord labels."
bands Saturday night at the campus
While the bulk of the seminar's
includes Toast, Shadow and Fuzz
panelists work in Maine's music
Gun. Sunday's closing ceremony
industry, professionals from Boston
features Devonsquare.
and New York will also add their
"We've got people from all
expertise and more urban
different genres. The shows reflect
perspectives. Bob Ludwig, a worldwhat's being discussed on panels,
class mastering engineer presently
particularly the cover versus original
working on albums with Sting and
band issue," said Steve
Bryan Ferry, will speak
Gerlach, entertainment
at the closing luncheon
coordinator. On Friday
on Sunday at 2 p.m.
and
Saturday nights a
Ludwig's ability to
Learn more about musical
seminar ticket admitS one
make high-tech
artistry and business at the
to local clubs for
rerording equipment
North East Music Seminar,
produce the sounds he Noy, 7-8 at USM Gorham,
performances by Only
imagines has given the Reetstratlon: 874-9002,
Motions, Airbus, Kanagi,.
right effects, dynamic
Dave Roberts, Joshua
range, clarity and flow to albums by
Russell, Person 2 Person, The
The Kinks, Bruce Springsteen, The
Buzzsaw Frisbees and Spaced
Rolling Stones, The Police, Sting, Roxy
Basement.
Music, Bryan Ferry and others,
If you've worked hard on your
including Devonsquare.
music but avoided networking and
In January, Ludwig and his
turned a deaf ear to all the noise of the
business partner, Dan Crewe, will
music business, attending the North
open Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.,
East Music Seminar may advance
in Portland. 'We're hoping to put
your career. To succeed in music
Portland on the map," said Ludwig.
today you can't wait to be disrovered
"We're pretty ronfident that a big
and given a rontract, cash and a
percentage of our business will follow
limousine. It's big business. Empower
us. Bryan Ferry and others are looking
yourself by learning about it and
for a great excuse to rome up to
making valuable rontacts.
Portland."
As Devonsquare guitarist Herb
"You can walk down the streets on
Ludwig noted, 'The seminar seems to
a Saturday night and hear music
bring together people from the four
roming from everywhere. I'm looking
rorners of the music business who
forward to digging up alternative
never see each other. When you have
bands," he said. Ludwig worked as a
all of these people at the same place, if :
recording engineer before learning the
you are doing good work, it will be
specialized craft of mastering, the last
recognized more qUickly." caw
step in the recording process and the
first toward manufacturing.
"One of the problems with the
music industry in Maine is that it is
fragmented," said Crewe, who moved

music

The first full-length debut
C_D.lCassette available on:
Community
Cable Network
week of 1116/92

John Roberts
& Tony Barrand
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium

SA T

NOV 14th

8 pm

Reservations/Information: 773-9549

$2 Discount With this Ad!
Good mly at One $10 Regular Admissim

CAlL IN PORTlAND; Alive call in with Mayor
Cl'e3rles Harlow. On the topic of Portland's
Middle Schools. (1 hr)
• BACK YARD MAINE: Getting your garden ready
for winter. (112 hr)
• DISCOVER USM: Contiming IIlCOIIlters. (112 hr)
• POWER AND 11&11 ON 1ltEATER:
Review 01 local area 1heater productions (112 hr)
• TIE PSALTAY: Franco Arreric:an !lUie. (112 hr)
PrOfllll1l1 prem 111'. Fri. 7·1 Opm, and II. rlPlllld SIt.' lIOn .1....
& 7·1Opm IIId TUII., WId., &
cable Clianlll137ln Portllrid, So. Portland, CIIII EIDbItIt,
Falmouth, & Scarborough. Clwinlll varils In Gorham.

n.n. _-noon.

Nooember 5,1992
".. C _ 01 Cultu_ Greater Portland interfaith

Art & Soul amtinued from page 24

Saturday,
November 7 at 11 AM

..

i '

40A Lafayette St., ilL 88 l'

\'Mmouth, ME 04096 (at Low~r Falls l=ding)

l' 20'1-8460306

Michael]. Caduto, the environmental educator, wonderful storyteller,
and best-selling author of such boks as KttpeTS of the Earth and KttpeTS of
The Animals will visit Harbour Books for a talk and book signing. This is
your chance to hear the storyteller in action and buy signed copies of his
books-books which will be treasured by the young and the old alike.
(Michael Caduto will also be appearing from 2:00 to 3:00 PM at St. Mary's
Church in Falmouth for an event sponsored by the Maine Audubon
Society. Reservations and info at (207)781-2330),

M-

art
out of town
Art8al1elJ UStNGoIham. Palntlnp by John IIlmbell,
winner of the 1988 All Maine Biennial. Throullh Oct
19. Hours: SUn-Thurs: 12-4. 78().5009.
Bowcloln Co/1ep Mu....m ~ Art Walker Art Building,
BowdolnCollege, Brunswick. The museum Is open to
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10.5, Sun
2-5. 72!>-3275.

°Leu Ie More: ".. PrInt . . IiInlMln Works from
the permanent collection exploring the na1Ure of the
"cabinet pI1nt."

Throu"

Nov 22.

°Ann AIcImI Lofqulet Recent landscape ~.
ThroU811 Dec 13.
°Vlll8lt.v.l lit IIowdoIn The creatllle and technical
prooesaes of prlntmaklngthrou" the examination ~
contemporary pr1nts produced at Vlnalh8llell Pre...
ThroU811 Nov 29.
*ClndJ ~ Photos on view throu~ [)e.
cember In Moulton Union, lAncaster Lounge. Hours:
Moo·Thurs 7 sm-12:30 am, FrJ.Sat 7 arn-2 am, Sun
7 am.11 pm.

oThe Notth Ameotc.n ..... n The photos ot Edward
S. CUrtis. On _through December In the H<MIhcJme.
Longfellow Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8 :30 am-12 am,
Sun 10 am-12 am.
° The F1onI~M81ne The drawlnas ofl<ate furbish On
vlewth~ December In the Hawthorne-t.ongtellow
Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am, SUn lOam12 am.
Cry ~ the ..... Art QIIIIery Route 302, S. Casco.
Winners of the 1992 Lake RegIOn Juried Show.
ThroU811 Nov 8. Gallery hours: dally 9:3Q.e. 66!>-

5060.
CUI'tN ~ L.IbnIry 23 Pleasant St, Brunswick.
"Columbus and the New Wo~d Order." Maine artists
exploring the Columbus theme. Through Jan 3 . HoIn:
Moo·Wed 9:JO.a, Thurs-fr1 9:3Q.e, Sat 9:30-5. 7255242.

The hllery lit WJcIIeon Core Stud.... Route 123, S.
Harpswell. Work ot gallery artists. Through Novem.
ber. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 11-4, Sun 12-4, or by
appointment. ~1.

THE GOATS - Never turn yo ur back on
a Goat. "Tricks Of The Shade ,"
th ei r first a lbum is str ictly un -A merican
hip hop backed by pl ayers who are A-live .
Don ' t like it? Funk you. Fe aturing the
first vo te of diss -idence, Typical
American, dedicated to Uncle Scam.
Available November 17th

Icon Com.mpor-.y Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick.
Paintings and drawings of Honour Mack. Through Nov
27. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat 1-5. 725-8157.
M81ne MarItI .... M _ Marltlme History Bldg,
243 Washlnaton St, Bath. Gallery houB: dally 9:305. 443-1316.
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...... ReepclMlbllltl.. 01 Nonprallt _ ... Lee Ur·
ban provides a review of the legal responsibilities of
nonprofit organizations In Maine Nov 9 from 7·9 pm
at USM/Portiand. Cost $25. 87~500 10 register.

the N_ LatIn AmeItca Herberto Padilla,
CUban poet and founder of the literary quarterly
"linden Lane,· offers a public lecture Nov 5 at 5:30
pm In Room 3OlA, Payson Smith Hall, USM/Portland. Free. 78Q.4640.

..... _

Tu WOIICahop The I RS hosts a specialized wor1<shop
on deductible travel Jlnd entertainment expenses
and recordkeepingforsmall businesses Nov 10 from
10 am-12 pm at Campus Center B, USM/Portland.
78Q.4205 or l-8OQ.287-1471.
W _ In JewlIh Llterllt",. Sylvia Barack Rshman,
Senior Research Associate ot the Cohen Center for
Modern JewIsh Studies at Brandeis University, lectures Nov 8 at 7 pm at Temple Beth EI, 400 Deering
Ave, Portland. Free. 774-2949.

cape

Book Arts The winners In the Stephen Harvard Prize
competition for excellence In the book arts In Maine
show and discuss their books Nov 11 at 7 :30 pm at
the Baxter Society meeting at the Portland Club, l56
Stele St. Portland. The winning books will be displayed at the PortIarId Room, Portland Public Library,
5 Mooument Square, beglmlng Nov 15 and oontlnuIng until New Year' s Day. 773-4200.
CIIIIt F"r The League of Maine Craftsmen Invite you
to Its annual Christmas Craft Fair, featuring the wor1<
of more than 60 craftspeople , Nov HI from 10 am.
5 pm at Westbrook College Gym, 716 St8Y8ns Ave.
Portland. 883-4556.
Drewln,D1ecllMlon/WorkahopExpiore drawing Nov
7 from 11 am.12 pm at the Danforth Gallery, The
MaIne ArtIsts Space," 34 Danforth St. Portland.
Free. 77!>-6245.

sense
Ap.... lIMN Southem Maine Apple Users Group
meets Nov 5 at 7 pm at RIVerton Community Center.
1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 892-9982.
Book ....,.. Michael J. Caduto, environmental
educator, storyteller and best-seiling author visits
Harbour Books tor a telk and book signing Nov 7 at
11 am at Lower Falls landing, Yarmouth . 84&6306.

The DeerIng High School stefl',
parenti and students Invite the Portland community
to dilCUSS the skill •• knowledge and attitudes that
high SChool students need' to succeed Nov 5 from
5:3Q.8:30 pm at Deenng HI" School, 370 Stevens
Ave. Portland . 874$260.

.tIIIIent

I'ortIenII Public IJIIraoy Inv~es children to enjoy Its
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos , Nov 6 at 10:30
am; author/111ustrator presentatlon of the book "The
Legend 01 Blazing Star," Nov 7 at 10:30 am; Preschool Story Time, Nov 9 at 10:30 am; Tales for
Twos, Nov 13 at 10:30 am. The library's located at
5 Monument Squa-e, Portland. 871·1700.
..,....,. . PlaylaM I<1ds ages 2-4 years enjoy art.
music, drama and tumbling Sats beginning Nov 7

from 11-11:45 pm at ReicheCommunl1¥Center, l66
Brackett St. Portland. eo.t: $10 tor four~s. Preregister by Nov 5. 874-8873.
RIverton IJIIraoy otters Toddler TIme for 1- to 2-)'NI'
olds, Including games, stories and songs, Wed at
9 :30 and 10:30 am & Frlat9:3Oarn; Preschool Story
Hour for ages 3 to 5, Frl at 10:30 am . The IIbrary's
10cated at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 797·2915.
_reilly IIym Kids ages 6-12 years e!'joy gym fun
Nov 7, 14 & 211'rom 12:30-3 pm at Reiche Commu·
nltyCenter,l66BrackettSt, Portland. Cost:.5O per
day. 874-8873.
SlIIy~. The Portland

of workshops

tor

YMCA presents a series
pre-sChoolers. 874-1111.

Y~ Veterans for Peace host a forum, "Yugo-

wellness
CIIoIeatWCII and IlIood Presaure ScrMnlnl USM
lifeline offers public screenings Nov 4 from 8 am·l
pm and 4-7 pm at USM Gym, Falmouth St, Portland.
eo.t $9. 7804170.

ExploIt. AcInI A forum for women ot all ages and
backgrounds to explore the experience of "lIIng as
Mmen In our society Nov 7 from 9 am-4 pm at Best
Western Merry Manor Inn, 700 MaIn St, S Portland.
Pre-registration Is required . 871·2841.
FlrIIt AId CoII_ The American Red Cross offers
nrst aid courses , Including adu~ CPR Info and
f1catIon, throughout November and December In
Portland. 874-1192.

cert.

Flu CUnlce Portland ' s Public Health DIVIsion sponsors flu shots throughout November at Munjoy Health
Station, 134 Congress St; Reiche Health StaUon,
166 Brackett St; and Riverton Health Station. 1600
Forest Ave. Cost: $6. Call 874-8300 for times.

pm.

M ...... WOIICahOp USM offers hands",n training
Nov 6 from 6:30.9 pm at the gym on Falmouth Street,
USM/Portland. Pre-registration Is required. Cost

$19 . 7804170.
Ordinary MaJIc An Introduction to meditation pr8C'r
tlce In the context ot the Shambala tred itlon as
taughtbyTIbetan meditation masterChogyam Trunga
Rlnpoche Nov 6 at 8 pm at North Yarmouth Academy.
123 Main St, Yarmouth. Free. 993-2834.
WOItcaIIop on Homoauuailty: YOllth lind F....I1I. .
Planned Parenthood otters a workshop with Wayne
Pawlowski Nov 6 from 9 :308111·3 :30 pm atVerr1IIo's
Restaurant, 155 Riverside St, Portland. Cost $50.
874-1100.

y ..... RHtorIItIv. ~ Take a vacation from stress
by practicing restorative poses Nov 7 from 8 :30-11
am at Portland Yoga Studio, 616 Congress St,
Portland. This workshop Is perfectly timed to teach
you how to ease your way Into the holidays. 797-

5684.

CIIIIt F.r Westbrook Music Boosters Invite you to a
talr with Iotsa food and Items from 40 craftspeople
Nov 14 from 8 am-4 pm at Westbrook HI" School,
125 Stroudwater St, Portland. 854-9369.
Creftl St. Maximilian lIolbe Parish Invites you to a
craft fair Nov 7 from 9 8111·3 pm at Black Point Road,
ScarboroU8ll.883-3700.
Downeeat Fair WOodfords congregational Church
Invites you to attend a "Chanes Dickens Christmas"
sale teatunng food, booka, homHlaked goods and
children's actlV~les Nov 14 from 10 am-2 pm at the
Church Par1sh House, 202 WOodford St, Portland.
772-8555.
~uhIonecI Fair Everything you could want from a
fair plus a special Scandinavian gift section Nov 14
from 108111·3 pm atSl AnsgarLutheranChurch, 515
WOodford St, Portland. 774-8740.

Ram. and C. .no NI&Irt Luck be a turkey IOnl8llt1
Cumberland North Yarmouth Club sponsors a turkey
shoot raffleand casino night on Nov 13 from 7-11 pm
at the Westcustogo Grange Hall, North Yarmouth.
Cost: $2 donation. Persons under 21 not admitted.

FREE
Konica Film
-and-

FREE

2nd sel of prints

EVERYDAY
with the Big Deal

Alrlcan Dance Clal The Casoo Bay Movers Dance
Studio hosts an African Dance Class with Lisa
Newoomb and drummer Jeff Densmore Nov 7 from 12 :30 at 151 St. John St. Portland. Cost: $10. 871·
1013.
BlIck Country Skin, Explore the na1Ural beauty of
southwestern Maine with guided cross-oountry ski
touring In the White Mountains. Dally guided tours by
appointment or special weekend packages. For more
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 625-8189.

One Hour
Service
Available

MIIlneoutdoorAcMntureClubbringslOgetherpeople
who enJoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trtps and '
events to people of all skill levels, beginner to expert.
Upcoming: Nov 7 , MI. Tom tie Id day hike (846-3036).
Ongoing: Baxter Blvd walk every Tues at 6 :15 !rom
Payson Park. For updated trtp Into, call the OUtdoor
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and membership
Information call 772·983.1.

30 City Center, Portland 772-7296
71 U.S. Route" Scarborough 883·7363

Monday - Friday 7 :30·6:00
Saturday 9:00 .. 1:00

Outdoor Trip Une For the latest bicycling, hiking and
other outside actIV~les Info, sponsored byC4sco Bay
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club,
call 774-1118.
Saturellly Danc. Dance the day awflj every Saturday
at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614a Congress SI, Portland. Dancing for beilnners from 8-9 pm; all others
dance from 9-12 pm . Cost: $5. $3 for beginners
dance. 77J.OOO2.
ScuINI I..nIone Portland Recreation otters ongoing
lessons at Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland.
799-7990 . .
Swlmrnln, ~ The Portland YMCA starts a new
session of swim lessons Nov 10. 874-1111.
W_'s RuIbY The Portland women's rugby team
welcomes new and old pla)oers. join us for practice
Tues & Thursfrom 5:30-7:30 pm at Baxter Boulevard
field, Portland. 878-5087.

•

our

towns
lIakeel 8.an 'uppe, Parks Ide Neighborhood
Assoclatlo n Invites )'Ou to supper Nov 6 from 5:306:30 pm at Sacred Heart Church , the comer of
Mellon and Sherman streets, Portland. Cost: $3, $2
for kids. 773-4200.

a.kIItbIIl ProJrem The Portland YWCA Is now
acceptlng registrations for Its youth basketball progr8l11 for children In grades one through eight. 8741111.

Church CnII't F"r Our lady of Perpetual Help Church
Invites you to II fair with crafts, baked goods and
raffles Nov 14 from 8 am·2:30 pm at 919 Roosevelt
Trail, Windham . 772-0130 .

811 8rvther/.I.... to Be Prepare )Our three- to tenyear-old child tor the arrival of a new baby with a twohour actIVity session Nov 15 from ~5 pm In the 1st
f100r conference room at the Brighton Medical Cen.
ter, 335 Br1811ton Ave , Portland. Cost $10. Call 8798458 to pre-register.

Chrism.. CI1Ift FIIlr Blue PolntConWegatlonat Church
offers crafts and a fish chowder luncheon Nov 14
from 9 :30 8111-3 pm at the church, 236 Pine Point
Road, Scarborough. 767-7604.

Chlld,.n'. Muak: Rick Charette plays his songs for
kidS Nov 7 from 3-4 pm at the Jordan Small School,
Raymond. TIx: $5. IIldS under three years are free.
65!>-3778.

CountryChrtstrn. Creftl Buy baskets, cards, handmede ornaments, glngerbreed houses and more Oct
30 from 10 am-8 pm and Oct 31 from 9 8111-4 pm In
the vestry of Washington Avenue Methodist Church,
618 Washington Ave, Portland.

Beptlst ChurCh, 466 Stevens Ave, Portland. Lunch
will be served from 11 am.2 pm. 774-1355.

family

5483.

C _ Riders are wanted for a se~-supportlng
commutervan from Portland to Auguste. Regular and
occasional riders welcome. Stops In Freeport and
Yarmouth. 287-2271.

the buying Nov 7 from 9 am-3 pm at Central Square

Church Clvla1mu F.r Everything a talr should be.
Great food and gifts are )'Ours for the buying Nov 11
at 9 am at United Methodist ChurCh, 618 Washln&ton Ave . Portland. 797-6633.

".. Children'. M~ ~ MaIne invites kids 10
enjoy Its wor1<shops: "Magic, Sorcery, SUperstitionS
and Spells," Nov 9 from 3:30.5 pm; "Thanksgiving. "
Nov 16 from 10.11 am and 3 :30-5 pm. Free with
museum admission. The museum 's located at 746
Stevens Ave, Portland. Reservations requested . 797-

ChUrch FJII, Sebago Lake United Church of Chnst
Invites you eat great food and buy great gifts Nov 7
from 9 am-2 pm In Sebago Lake Village, Route 35,
Sebago. 642-2464.

VIII. . . Fair A treasure trow of wares are yours for

slavia: Past, Present &. Future." Nov 12 at 7 pm at
USM/Port1and. Free. 766-5158.

Lakota Inipi C.,~ David McCart explores the
sacred lakota Inl pi ceremony Nov 13 from 7 :30 am.
9:30
Cost: $10. He also offers a weekend
workshop Nov 14-15 from 10 am-5 pm each day.
Cost: $90. For more Info call 725-6370.

J

COLUMBIA

those who keep ajoumal or those who wish to start
one New 7 from 11 am-4 pm at the Maine Writers
Center, 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 729-6333.

5ebelCOdelen ArtIsts Gallery Route 24, Great Island. Wor1<s by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: TuesSun 10.5. 833-5717 .

r

1

JounIIII K..... Alfred ' DePew olfers a class for

H. . rt Sav., USM Lifeline offers an adu~ and pediatric CPR course Nov 10 from 6-8:30 pm and Nov 14
from 8 :30 am.l pm at the gym. Falmouth St, PortIand/USM. Registration deadline Nov 6 . 7804170.

Qull1lnlWOItcaIIop Make a snowflake or a magnet or
decorate a card Nov 12 from 6 :3Q.7:3O pm at the
RIVerton Branch Library, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland.
797-291510 reser;e a space.

j

Int.mIIt'l
belll.._ ASSE international. a
non-profit orp1l2atlon , offers acadernlc)'Nl' or sum.
mer procrams to high school students Interested In
vlsltinll various countries around the world. 8465894 or l.aro677-2773.

O'F....I Gallery 58 Maine St, Brunswick. "MultiplicIty," a trawling exhibition ot edltloned works by
artists and fine art publishers shows through Nov 14.
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10.5. 729-8228.

Pott.ry Work.hOp Maine ceramic artist Peter
MacDouaal presents a workshop on plaster, slips
and mold-maklng techn Iques Nov 7 from 12-4 pm at
Portland Pottery, 8 Fox St, Portland. A slide presentation of Peter's work will be Included. Cost: $25.
7724334.

I

lNIandalld tIM ~ Community Adrian O'Neill.
Irish vJce.consul, addresses the irish AmMcan Club
at a dinner meeUng Nov 12 at 6 pm at Father Hayes
Center, St. Joseph's Parish, 695 Stevens Ave, Portland. eo.t $5 for members, $10 for others. 77~
5756.

H.thll Y..... for PMpI. with AIDS Is available every
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument
Square, Portland. Cost: $1. for those who can afford
It. 797-5684.

Elizabeth . Small-scale abstract paintings In
untraditional materials by Lisa Bentley. ThroU811 Nov
21. Hours: Mon, Wed, FrJ.Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9.
799-1720.

t

.... to .........

MIIMUIft 01 Art, Oln Arts C.nt., Bates College,
Lewiston. "New Prints/Old Prints: contemporary
prints primarily from the Landfall Press In Chicago
and old master prints from the permanent collection .
Art historian and print specialist David Becker discusses old master pr1nts from the Lisa and Leonard
Baskin Collection Nov 12 at 7 In Lecture Hall 104,
Olin Arts Center. Through Dec 18. Hours: Tues-Sat
10.5, SUn 1·5. 788-6158.

TIIo",.. Memorial Ubrery 6 Scott Oyer Road .

CYPRESS HILL - IF YOU DON' T
ALR EADY HAV E IT, YOU M UST BE
HIGH . They smoked ' em with How I
Could Just Kill A Man , Stoned Is The
Way Of The Walk, and Hand On The
Pump . Now the y' re pass ing around
Latin Lingo. GE T UP ON [T .

Council presents an evening of reflection on the
coming of Columbus Nov 8 at 7 pm at Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. OJ. Dana Saw)oer
speaks on "1492 as Cuiturallcon" and Dr. Eunice
Baum_Ne1son discusses "Sp1rItuaIlmperlallsm. "
Question and answer period follows. 774-4060.

Chrlstnw. FI1r Senior CItizens of Franklin Towers
hold a fair Nov 7 from 9am.3 pm at 211 Cumberland
Ave, Portland. Lunch at noon. 761-0589.
Christ..... Fal, Portland Recreation Senior Adu It
Programs presents Its tlrst annual Christmas Fair
Nov 7from 9am-3 pm at Rlllerton Community Center,
1600 Forest Ave. Volunteers are needed to make
desserts and crafts. 874-8870.
Christ..... F., St. Edmund's Parish Is holding their
annual Christmas Fair Nov 6 from 5-9 pm and Nov 7
from 9 am<1oon at the perish, 355 Br1811ton Road,
Portland. Enjoycratts, a white elephant table , baked
goods, country kitchen and knitted Items. 854·5188.

etc
ACT UPjMeIne (AIDS Coalition To Unleash P - l
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, dlract
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and
the sd-em~rment of People LIVIng with AIDS
Community. Meetings open to the public and held
every Mon from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St. Portland
(Andrews Square Building) . New members welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more Into write ACT UP/
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082
or 828{)401.
ACT UP/portI_Iveyou angry that people are dying
because Individuals In the federal and local govern.
ment are Ignoring the fact that we are In a health
crtsls - and that because of their Ignorance, prej..dice and fear noth Ing seems to be getting done? join
us. We are a W8Ssroots organization of volunteers
dedicated through nonviolent direct action to ending
the AIDS crisis by dispelling Ignorance through ed..cation . Open meetings are SUndays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spr1ng St, Portland. WheelChair accessible. 828-0566.
AdoptIon Sean:h C_ltanb A search and support
group tor adu~ adoptees, birth parents, adoptive
parents and others affected by ado~lon meets Nov
7 from 1-4 pm at Luther Bonney Hall. Room 410,
USM/Portland. 77~3378.

The AIDS Project has an urgent need for volunteers
with cars who can ass 1st clients who need transportation to doctors appointments, support groups,
grocery shopping and other lite errands. Volunteers
are also needed to cO'o/er telephone lines and perform
11811t 01Tlce wor1< at TAP. 774-6877.
Book Publllhi. party for "Crossing the Reid" by
JC.ate Brown and Slrl Beckman Nov 6 from 4-7 pm at
Gulf of Maine Books, 61 Maine St, Brunswick. 729-

5083.

Art & Soul continued on page 29
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Dlvorc. P...pect!V" Bob Hancock and Sally
Juenemann discuss the ·10 Commandments for
Staying Emotionally Healthy" Nov 11 at 7:30 pm at
Woodford, Congregational Church. Support group
for people facing problems In divorce meets year·
round Weds at 7:30 pm In Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodford St. Portland. Donation of
$1.50 requested. 774-HELP.

21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND

774'0016

LUNCH

DINNER

MON-FRI

EVERY NIGHT

)1:30-2:30

5-11

The

Eclectic Folk M&.WIc Portland Folk Club Invites you to
share evenings of music while sipping coffee and
munching cookies 1tlethlrd Sat of Nov & Dec at 7:30
pm at SWedenborgian Church, 302 Stewns Ave.
Portland. Proceeds benent the club and the church.
Tlx: $5 In advance, $6 at door. 773-9549.

Good Egg
BREAKFAST
MON-FRI
SAT&SUN

I

f
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Offering a huge selection of videos,
magazines and toys for the
discriminating adult ...
~

1
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I

"We II(H'e W/w t lOll 're Sea rcltillg
For ... AI/(i Theil Some!"
Newly Remodeled
& Newly
Expanded!
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Also in KITTERY

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday 1-11

I
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BUY - SELL - TRADE
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100.9
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7270.

3900.

I

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

I
I

•
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Folk Croft F.lr The Merrlconeag SChool offers a-afts ,
toys and craft supplies for sale Nav 7 from 10 am·3
pm at the school on SOuth Freeport Road . EnJoy a hot
lunch. pies and puppet shows while you shop. 865-

• By PIIUl KInT

t

J

:z
en

Food, F_ IIIId Mora Food Over 24 area chefs
prepare their speclali~es for you, all to benefit the
Kidney Foundation of Maine. Enjoy dinner by candlelight as you listen to IlIIe jazz Nov 5 from 6-9 pm atthe
Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St, Portland. Tlx: $35. 772·

Traveling from India
to India Street

!j

,

---

Portland, Bangor, bath, Augusta, Lewiston

c:::

.,."..nlolo Apinot Rope (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm
for discussion and planning. join us If you are a
femlnlstdatermlned to help make Portland a cltyfree
of sexual violence . 799-7242 or 772·5941.

I

i

Wise Trading Company, Inc.

There is a
Rock In Roll
Heaven.

•

G:I

Enriched QoIden,-,. Center Invites men and women
60 and aver to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland
Ave. Portland. Meal at noon. Donation: $2.50. 7746974.

r'
I

ANTIQUES • TV'S • TOOLS. SILVER. GOLD. SILVER. DIAMONDS

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9

.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 •
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FInally he .tapped do.. In and you could
Funding the Maine Chapbook series
_ tho 6l1li drop .Iowly, gently down,
for eight years was one of the finest
and a eItot r:racked out.
things the Maine Arts Commission
The man returns through the
(MAC) ever did. It brought us the poetry
elephants unharmed, like "Moses
and fiction of both well-known and
through the Red Sea," while the coiffed
unknown Maine writers like Bob Chute,
passengers gape and swill gin with relief.
Dennis Ledoux. Ruth Mendelsohn and
This is not Hemingway's language, of
Betsy Scholl. I say did, because MAC
course, but it addresses some of the same
recently announced that, due to state
themes he did: sorrow, loss, mortality,
budget cuts, it has suspended the series
man's place in nature.
indefinitely - perhaps forever.
Rogers also exhibits a keen ear for
We must work to ensure this doesn't
language. Maine lobstermen, aristocratic
happen. But if it does, the chapbook
English tourists in deepest India and
series will have exited with a terrific
various
elderly folk are all rendered
bang. Because John A. S. Rogers can f)atdeftly. Their voices compensate for the
out write.
narrrator's occasionally annoying one.
Portland resident Rogers, who is
The longest story - "Vee Olde Peedescended from a family of Cape Cod
Pee Shoppe," set in Portland - crowns
seafarers, has lived a variegated life.
the collection. Rogers is at
Graduating from
the top of his craft when he
Harvard University in
writes locally. "Pee-Pee
1949, Rogers wrote
Shoppe," which follows the
furiously at first,
John A. S.
reads from adventures of a band of
publishing stories and
hi. chapbook - "The
street people as they eke
poems in a handful of
Elephant on the Treeks end
out a living with their
literary journals. Then he
Other Stories,· Muse Pre..,
uniquely '90s scam, is salty,
set writing aside to begin
Portland, 1992. $8 humorous, sweet, a little
an eclectic journey,
Wednesday, Nov. 11 at
sad. It's peppered with
working as a teacher,
M..... Wrtt... II Publlshen
to Portland, too,
references
sailor, jazz violinist and
A1nance, 12 PI....nt St.,
which makes reading it
Maine Youth Center
Brunswick, II Thursday, Nov. more fun.
employee. Now, after a
12 at Books Etc., 38
But the story slands on
4O-year hiatus from
Exchen,. St., Portland. Both its own merits as well.
writing, Rogers has
reaclllIiI •• at 7:30 p.Ift.
During one interlude, our
taken up pencil and
heroes drift from the Army Surplus Store
typewriter again. The result is a book of
on Congress Street down to the Old Port:
short stories characterized by their depth,
AntI_ an hour Iat., - and , don't
grit and intelligence.
_
to play butrrpfW _ with hw In the
"The Elephant on the Tracks" follows

pages

Roe.,.

a Pakistani train through the countryside.
The contrast between the train, which is
carrying a load of well-heeled .
passengers, and the land becomes
suddenly evident when the train strikes a
baby elephant - a symbolic event if ever
there was one. As the injured elephant
lies aCl"Ol5 the tracks, and adult cows
circle in mourning and anger, a guntoting colonel strides into their midst.
There is a moment of beauty, power and
menace:
[n.. Colonel] ...",." to . . . to
",., - . then the otItcw of the adult
. . . . . ". epoU , . quote alotW tine.
The .,.",..",. tnfch«l-lIIm, tIwIt 1IttI.
.,.. -"w qvlc:Idy In theI, ".., open
fIIcee, tIwIt _
. . . . . . bnNIdIy,

6ent1Y.... w. thocCIIf .... cOllld ... him
bend to the email ",.",..", once IC6JIn
IItId then etand to .."... the eId.,..

"""flit _

ttyltW-CfJ room, no"",.JImbob - ,hoi,

,...a
.....m,

InaIIy . . ."ed and _

til about _ _ty buck, and,

a_

}-ete, •

""", NCh and n....
"". . .,. do"" to the

o.k'. E/wI- a dau teetllflnlllt If twIN

GOfI,... appI.. -

....... • tutr up with
_
fIlM .... can Nt. She
two
",.". , . tip IIfII4 wlnlu at me.
"'Stash won't last long, this rate," I say.
"It ain't IIteIInl to IIIsI, Jimmybob," she
says and she gives me a funny look. ...
That ragtag bunch succeeds in their
brief fling with capitalism, and you cheer
a litlE. You laugh. You wonder why it
comes to this. You also frown. The book
succeeds, too. Beautifully designed and
handmade by the folks at Muse Press in
Portland, it's a winner. CIW

'./W..

Freeport Hlltorlc8l Society presents a new exhibit
• New and Recent Additions to Our Collections •• from
10 am·5 pm at 1tle society's Harrington House, 45
Maine St. Freeport. 865-3170.

Frlendl oft"" Moin. Youth Center are Interested In
meeting wl1tl others who are concerned about the
effects of budget cuts on 1tle center. 854·9872.
Qrandpe_ su~ Qroup meets to provide emotional support and action the last Moo of each month
from 7·9 pm at Keeley's Banquet Center, 178 Warren
Ave. Portland. 797·9227.
A NI~ In Br_1I For all you Brazil nuts, dance to Latin
music by the Mambo Kings, see dance demonstrations, eat delicious Brazilian food and maybe win a
door prize Nov 7 from 8 pm·mldnlght at the Campus
Center, Bedford Street. USM/Portland. T1x: $15.
Proceeds to benefit The Partners of the Americas. a
non-prof~ organization promoting exchange between
Maine and Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. 828-1088.
Nor'Mlter Flyers The kite club has reunited for
some great fall files. 871-0035.
North E80t Mulle S.... lnar The Maine Musicians
AsSOCiation Invites you to a weekend conference that
Includes panel discussions, exhibits, many network·
Inllopportunltles and a clty·wldese",lng of live MaIne
music Nov 7-8 at USMjPortiand . Last year's event
brought 200 musicians and Industly folk together.
Cost: $49, wl1tl a 35 percent discount to students
with IDandto bands wIth at least four members. 874-

Now thru November 7

The
Ray Sisters
Shower Show &
Foxy Boxing

9002.
Peopl. Apinst Cll.... provides classes In personal
defense strategies at 565 Congress St, Suite 207.
Portland. 7~7.

P.....ntlaol C• .,..... The Maine Historical Soc.
ety presents • As Maine Goes. " Two Centuries of
Presidential Campaign' through Nov 20 at Maine
HIstorical Society, 485 Congress ST, Portland . The
exhibition features artifacts. prints and photographs
documenting presidential campaigns from 1840present. Hours : Tues·Frl and second Sat of month
from 10 am·4 pm. 774-1822.
Woys of the W.baNlkl Master storyteller MiChael
Caduto performs Wabanakl myths and legends Nov
7 from 2·3 pm at the Church of St. Mary1tle VIrgin. 43
Foreslde Road, Falmou1tl . 781·2330 .
Women BuIln... Ow..... of GINter Portllllld hold
theIr mon1tl1y meeting Nov 5 at 6 pm at Verrill and
Dana, 1 Portland Square, Portland. HelenBames will
discuss ' Employer/Employee Relations from a
Woman ' s Business Perspectllle.· $8.50 Includes
light dinner. 761-0041.
Women Vets '" Servlc. Women seacoast Unit 1197
hosts a luncheon Nov 5 at Dunstan School Restau·
rant, Route 1 . Scarborough. Register and begin
socializing at 10:30 am. lunch begins !It 11 am.
Cost: $13.

en

Appearing November 10-14

Alexandria
Qui n n AdUlt rum star behind aD 1he controversy.
PENTHOUSE
PET
SEARCH
Here at Markls Showplace • November 12-14
Hey guys, do you know a girl who would like a shot at being a
PENTHOUSE PET? Well in November they will get their chance, here at
Mark's Showplace. Earl Miller the most published and only staff
photographer for PENTHOUSE masgazine will be here at Mark's
Showplace interviewing and shooting prospective models for
PENTHOUSE Magazibe. Girls only need be 18 yoors of age and be
willing to take a chance at their dreams.

Direct From Surfers Paradise

•

BRAND NEW SHOW ~ , ~:
~

~ ,..

International Tour
. .., 9"(" R
Sunday, November 22nd
Doors open at 6:30 '
Show Starts at 8:00

\.., \

INTERNATIONAL
ACCLAIMED
MALE REVUE

Guaranteed to beat any local male review show.
I

200 RIVERSIDE ST • PORTLAND ME • (207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006
MONDAY-THURSDAY 4 PM - 1 AM; FRIDAY & SATURDAY NOON-1 AM
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AEROBIC BOXINGlKICKBOXING IN~GIfyoullllfinilllJlll(Wpe

and raallylewn r-»daflndyoullllf. No
Far EasIIm ~ _taught. Fitn. Plus SIucIo. m5435.
BIORHYTHMS-Learn how und8lStJndIng blorl1ythrra may help you avoid accldents & bad decisions. BIorhylhrra
Profil.Sl&/it1r. Compati bUlly Profiles$7. lllClul8l & wor1cJ/IojJI available.
Send names & birthdat..: Cosmic
Cycl... 135 Oumon1 St. Lewiston
04240. 786-5228.
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. catl Tyler n4-1183.
CONTRACEPTIVE BlUES? The tried &
true cervical cap II here! FDA approved.
ComforlSpomaneity. Effective. AIIordable. A barrier llIIIhod ranaissance. For
information call casco Bay Midwifery
and Well Women Carl. 799-4467.
DEEPMUSQ.EMASSAGE-KaI'enAusien.
MA. LM.T" Ucensed Massage l'I1Inpis!. AlIg,oja\e chroric backaches. headaches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sc~
iIIica. stress. ilr4!IWe flelcibilily. muscle
lone, circulation, IfhIetic performance.&i
appoin1rrent, 865-002.
EXPlOREANO HEAl WITHIN your relationship through couples therapy with
Jane Gair, 774-8633. Also, an ongoing
women's therapy group has openings
now. Call for details.
FOOT REFlEXOLOGY- Head. neck.
shoulders massage- Enjoy foot
reflexology treatment ImprOYe circulation. rei_stress. Combine with head.
neck & shoulders massage. Elke
Rosenberg. Ms.T.• 774-8889.
JACKI'S STRONG STEP. strength and endurancetrai ning.AeroIicconditioning.Low
IfI1l3Cl Hgh energy. On-going. Portland:
Father Hayes Center. Tues & Thurs 6::rl.
Saturdays Bam. South PMland Oance
Center. Wednesdays. 9am. S!Bp rentas
available. $4 drOlHn, first class free. catl
Karan 929-4846 or corra by it
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PSYCHIC-CLAIRVOYANT-Astrological
horoscope readings fu n; entertainment
(1 011 1) bV app1. Holiday office{home
parties. 1993 "The year of the big
changee". Marla 883-3223.
PSYCHIC-CLAIRVOYANT-Astrological
witdomtolutlons to decilions-Rega~
1110 now &'93! YOIII hMth, lOb. str-.
financial probloms. pets. moving.
disablillties from accidents. Holiday offloe partyen1ertainment.Appoin1ments:

883-3223.
SHIATSU OR sWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is _ _style massage.
Special in1roductory offer of 2O'JIo off
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland licenu.
TAl CHI CHUAH II an anclen1 Chi neee
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One Iearns'lD blend with an
opponen1lforcetocontrol it TAl CHIli
a fluid system based 011 meditation in
Il'1OV«I'a1l Excelent fo rsplntual growth.
radlan1physical hellth and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and !enslon In ones liII. Beginners through
adVanced classes. Including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information cal Gene Golden. 772-9039.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODYWORK forwomen (male cliems accepted
on referral only): Recovery issues. stress.
body awareness, health main1enanca. Andrea E.1'Iice. LM.T. 87Hl121.

roommates
2 BR HOUSE TO SHARE in YarmouthOcean view! $37&mo. 846-1590.
APARTMENT TO SHARE or room for
rent In Saco. NtS woman only. $240$32&mo. includes all utilities. Call 2849547 between 6-9 pm.

CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615
GM AND CAT SEEK NIS M/F roommate
to share 2BR North Portland apt. $25&
mo. +112 utils. Available immediately.
797-2680. leave message.
GORHAM- 2 BR RANCH to share. $2S(V
mo. tdeposit includes all utilities & cable,
HBO. Furnished. nice. Female preferred,
quiet, IfS, tfpeIs. Call Brent 839-4670.
GORHAM-Ahouseholdof humor. caring,
laughter. and mischief seeks 4th person.
Various interests & all inhabitants very
Independent Avail. 1111. 892-5356.
LOOKING FOR GM 10 share house in
Camden. NIS. $200'mo. +112 utilttles
and own bath. 236-8935.

MORNING ST.• EASTERN PROM- 1-2 PROFESSIONAl.. DISCREET GM. 34.
people for 3-4 room attic suite in 3- seeking NtS. responsible M/F. GIS
story townhouse. seperate stair. views.- . roommate for large. modern home. 3
share 2nd floor bath! kitchen with NtS. acres. WID. fireplace. own bath. $3251
tW vegetarian. Yard. basemen1. ga- mo. includes healJcable. 892-1056.
rage. S200-S300/mo .• negotiable.
+utils. 766-5846.
QUIET. DISCREET GM looking for same
or accepting mae to share house in niee.
O.O.B.- Quiet area, near beach. GM. coun1rylocationinYorl<Coun1y.NlSpr&3Os.lookingfor NlSM/F. GIS. environ- ferred. SI751mo. +112 utils. 793-2795.
men1aly aware housemate. Cheap rent! ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
Now 1i1 rrid-May. 934-9530.
HOUSE in Windham- All the comforts
OLD ORCHARO BEACH- 2 Prof GM's of home: WID. cable. fireplace. Pets
seek prof. NtS M/F to share 38R multi- welcomed. MIF. $350/mo. includes
level. WID avail. $2201mo + 1/3 utils. uti Is. 892-7145.
- - - - -- - 934-7579. leave message.
SEX DOESNT MAnER- M/F NtS to
share 2 BR in Biddeford. W/O. storage.
porch. parl<ing. 112 utilities. $2501mo.
includes heat Call 282-7503.

For Details call 775 - 1234

NOVEMBER ONLY!

FREE
Personal ad with purchase of
a two-week Classified ad!

FREE
Classified ad with placement of
every Personal ad!
NOVEMBER ONLY!

SHARE QUIET 3rd flOOR with ,.,S
female. 35. plus cat & dog. Please. no
drugs. mature. professional MIF pr&ferred. Near Eastern Prom. $3251mo.
874~342.

SINGLE FATHER Of TWO school-age
children seeks mature. considerate
roommate. Nts. MIF to share spacious
cape-style home In quiet. convenient
neighborhood. S20OImo +112 utilities.
References. 797-4421. leave message.

aplS/rent
N'T RENT- GORHAM. 2 br. 11.5 bath
townhouse. fully appllanced. easily
accesigle. owner on premises. $5001
mo + sec. utils. 8»2509.
BACK COVE-2IJedroomwithwalBrviews.
Clean &quiet Includes heat &hotwater.
$57IYmo. Call 773-2245.

THEQARDEII
Unlock the spiritual ~
created by you as a couple

Peter A Rush, MA. LSA.C.
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.W.

772-8214

Get Healthy

cozy. YEAR-ROUNO COUNTRY 1 BR
house. large deck, lake access. 8 miles
from Portland. heated. S395/mo. 8928206.

DEERING OAKS- VERY BRIGHT. nBVt1y
painlBd2-3BR, beautiful hardwoodfloors,
bay windows. pets negotiable. heaItliW
included. $485Imo. 879-()643.

SOUTH pORTLAND- QuainL recently
renovated cape. Share wtth creative. Nt
S. vegetarian & 2 Siamese cats. Steps
to Willard Beach. Be progressive. responsible. quiet and neat $280/mo.
.112 eHicient uti Is. 799-2022.

DEERING OAKS. Recently renovated.
heated 1 bedroom apartment. Sunny.
cheerful. hardwood floors. ceiling fan.
quleVSecure building. $3951mo. Pets
allowed. 773-7002.

Classi/ieds:
775-1234

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

'"""" ACUPUNCTURE
WITIIOUT NEEDLES

SptediiAltgWlgt I'odtoIotist

Kripalu Certified Massage
CranioSacral Therapy
Polarity

142 High St. t535
Portland

WJutd.,. Clrt(rtd
879·1886

Addiction •• ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency· Individuals
Groups' Couples

Lucy C_ Chudzik, LSAC
Licensed Substance Abuse

Lisa Bussey. M.A.. C.E.D.T.

Counselor

Indivudual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on
• Ealing
,Body Image

761-9096

LINDA E. IRJSTON
Early Childhood

• ScxUl.lily
Hi-weekly Sal A.M. Workshops

Behavioral Consultant

879-0509 (ans. ~ch.)

CUMBERlAND AVE- Clean. modern 1
BRtownhousew~oft hardwood floors
&WfN. skylighls. spiral staircase. offstreet parldng. $500'mo. 781-4740.

SOUTH PORTlAND- Professional Mseeks
M/F NIS for 4 BR, 3bath. 8 room housewl
fireplace. WIO. O/W. deck, yard. $4251
mo. Includes utilities. 767-3581.

,...•.• ••• speedl and accent offeroo by
W. JIIJII Amutroog, M];., CCC.sPIL

Ja cqueline Ren{e Lacoste

Having difficulty PARENTING
in a aeative positive manner?
Tired of reading parenting
books to resolve conflicts
with your children?
Call for: Individual or Group
Consultations, Home VISits

BUXTON-Efficiency. private. 1st floor.
clean. ideal for 1 person. heat & electricity included. $3701mo. call 9295660 or 799-5988.

OEERINGCENTIR-Sunny2BRapt..2nd
floor. parldng.S55OIrro. +IlIils.•sec.dep.
& lease. catl773-9558 after 5 pm.

on a P.honetic analYsis of your

"PLEASE
DON'T SIT
ON YOUR KIDS!"

774~751 .

GentLt. relaxing, h~a ling.
A" u;paienu 0/ d"p balanu

Incividualized pr~rams based

• Balanced Diet

775-1142

SHIATSU'
ACUPRfSSURf

ProlUJlUlCiftl E",Us.1S a
Semnd Language oIfmd In
small group or Individual
dlSSlS begtnnlng soon.

Traditional Chinese
regimen for nourishing
physical and mental
health
• Oi Gong Exercise
• MassaQ9 - acupunctlJl'8
without need/SIJ

BRACKm ST.- Fabulous waterfront
and garden views. Sunny. 2 BR w/deck
& garage parking. $550/mo. heated.

SIXTH ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large Victonan apt.. centrally located.
Must be a progressive-rriOOed. animal-loving person. Small allic room.
5100/mo. +1/6 utils. 871-9015.

Personal Training
Body Build· Tone· Lose Weight

The ChInese Healing
Arts Center
Dr. Zhao Mel

BEACON ST. 1101- Sunny. quiet 2 BR
in nice area w/hdwd firs. yard. deck.
storage. WIO hookup. $62&mo includes heat 774-4231.

EAST END- Spacious3 BR townhouse.
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED. spacious 3
SOUTH pORTlAtll- Responsible NIS F $65O/mo includes aMonitor heal sysFor
Details
call
775
1234
BR apt. near Emern Prom. Seeking
neat responsible. NIS to share w/one L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- l to share fully furnished. cen1rally located tem (very efficient). Separate family
condo. Parldng. WID. $22&mo.• 112 utils. room and off-street parking. Call Mike.
other professional woman. Available MfF ROOMMATE TO sHARE small 2
774-3392.
OOBISACO- Responsible single male Call 799-3417• please leave message.
now. $275o'mo. +utils. 87t ~509.
BR. good location i nPortland. $237.50/
teacher. age 28. seeks NtS MIF. Share TOPSHAM- 2 women seek 3rd to share EASTERN PROM- Morning St. perfect
CASCO BAY SIDE- PorUand. NIS GM to mo. includes heat electric & HW. Avai~ modern furnished 2 BR condo near large. sunny. nBVt1y renovated apt. in single apt.. great neighborhood. water
share28Rhome.Parking.laundry.yard. able now. call 774-7427. References. beach. Full bath. appliances. $285/mo historic land marl< home. rrinutes walk view. $45(Vmo. +utils. 774-3427 eves.•
JOBSATISFACTlON-S1Dpsermhingwitit- clean. quiet convenient $280 + utils. leave message.
+ uti Is. 283-8420.
to downtown Brunswick. $25(Vmo. in- weekends.
out success. OaIine your goK Match
Call 871-9940. Oep.• no lease.
MIF
ROOMMATES WANTED ASAP to PlEASANT AVE.- Female NIS wanted cludes heatIHW. fireplace. LR. 2 baths.
Interestuoo skills. Learn 10 markstyouryard. parl<ing & storage. No pets. NIS. FOREST AVE- Modern 2 BR w/dishself & Interviewweil. Patty Williams, MA. CODMAN ST.- Spacious 3 BR. 112 du- share beautiful four BR home in Port- to share spacious 3 BR apt. in nice. 725-5618.
washer. disposal. microwave. eat-in
pltlll. 1st ftoor. fireplace. laundry. parl<- land. Prefer kind. considerate. finan- residen1ial area. No pets. $21 OImo. +1/
kitchen. $56!1r'mo. includes all uti Is.
career Counselor. 799-3344.
Ing. to shari with ,.,S. professional. no cially stable. dog-loving types. $262 3 utlls. Call 773-5100.
WEST PROM- NtS MIF to share 3 BR call 823-3600.
LET'S GET PERSONAl! (Rtness Train- pets. $3O(Vmo. +112 utilI. 775-1817.
+utils. 774-4070.
apt Hdwd flrs & fireplace. $233.33/mo
PlEASANT ST.- Sunny. spaciOUS apt.
FOREST AVE. #999- 2nd floor. 1 BR.
ing. that is.) Energy. motivation. liP&'
+ 1/3 utils. Heat included. 775-9036.
CRAMP
&
SAVEl
W
Ii
MIF
WANTED
TO
SHARE
great
apt.
on
to
share
wleasy-going
33
y.o.
male.
Nt
ideal for any couple. SkylighL unusual
ciallzed programming. fitness evalua. i ngtosharesmall1 the hill. Very bright with porch. yard. Spreferred. S17&mo. + 112 utils. with
sunken tub. off-street parking. Jenntions. all in the privacy of your own
BR apt with compatible person. Inlown, and a view of harbor. $2751mo. in- washer & intlllpensive gas heat. Call WESTERN PROM- Female to share Air in kitchen. $450/mo.+ uti Is. 797home. Trust us with your body. Eric &
pleasant sunny 2 BR apt Hardwood
neareverylhing. $5OIWk. includes ... Stu- cludes WHW. Available immediately.
Matt. 774-4195.
Sharon. 774-3435.
floors. yard. parldng.$285/mo. includes 8846 days.
dent! short-lBrm O.K 874-9002.
775-3405.
heat. lindsay. 774-8734.
FOREST pARKAPARTMENT8- CharmLIVING FROM THE HEART- Creating EAST PROM- Prof. f. NIS to sharl3BR MALE NIS TO SHARE PEAKS ISLAND PORTlAND- Prof. female seeki ng 2 Mf
F's to share 4 BR home in professional WESTERN PROM- Female to share ing 1 & 2 BR heated renlal homes
LOlling Relationships. A dynamic perapt. wI same. WID. Musllika cats. $275 house w/same. now through April :rl. neighborhood.ll12 baths. yard. hdwd pleasant sunny 2 BR apt Hardwood overlooking Back Cove & Baxter Blvd
sonal growth seminar for women. Sat+ utilI, deposl~ & rsfs. 772-9838.
S1801mo. includes utils.• WID. 766- firs, fi replace. $:rJOImo. +113 utils. 773urday. 11/14. S60 if pnt-reglstered bV
floors. yard. parl<ing. $285Imo. incl udes jooging palh. From $46&mo. 773RENT.
8206. please leave message.
FRIENDlYPOOCH, TEAl)£R,grall-stu- 5958 after 7 pm.
11/9. Call Meg DavilOn. 443-9308.
heat. lindsay. 774-8734.
,
dent seeldng NIS mature, considerate.
PORTlAND- Prof. female seeking 2 Mf WINDHAM. 2 BR cape- Quiet dead- HOUSE-SIT/SUBLET: 6 months- BeauMASSAGE THERAPY- Retum to a feelF's to share 4 BR homein professional end. 15 minutes Portland. nearGorham' tiful 6 room. partially furnished apt.
Ing of being in your body. Release pain stable cltimn who doesn' mind recycling (prefer 25+). to shari mostly furneighborhood. 1112 baths. yard. hdwd Westbrook. ResponsibleNtSMfF. Must near Eastern Prom. Nov. 15-May 15.
and trauma. recenter.1.5hoursessionl.
firs, fi replace. $:rJOImo. +113 utils. 773- like animals & fresh air. $35O/mo. in- negotiable. $4501mo. plus. NIS. referBru nswk:koffice. Stu Philips, LMT. 737- nished. 2-story. house nearUSM. $2901
mo: .ail heat catI871-7212.
ences. m-6953.
8206. please leave message.
cludes utils. 892-02t5.
8576.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

RELATIONAL
RESOURCE
CENTER

June Lizotte, LSAC

Ilona Silverman, KMT

O.ui Provider

Thc:npcutic Massage

Cathy Erikson

Swedish
Neuromuscular Technique
871-1300

LSAC,LCSW

Addictions. codependeltcy,
childlwod issues, dreamwork

LIcenMd Paychologlst

,

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

"

KENT ST. PTLD. LARGE 1BR & 2BR
immaculate& quietapts. w/garden.yard.
parking, privacy. snow plowed. plus all
appliances! ,.,S. no pets. 773-5144 for
appt.
MASS AVE- Bnght & sunny t BR with
basement storage. $45(Vmo Includes
heat. hotwater.laundry.parldng &snow
removal. Call 773-7368.
MUNJOY HILL- One large. sunny. 2 BR
apt. in newly renovated Victorian 3-unit,
$55(Vmo.lncludesnewappliances, heat
water & parl<lng. Available Immediately.
call 773-9549 8I'enings.

NEAR LONGFElLOW SQUARE- Small.
but comfortable apt.. 2 rm. kit. and bath
wI shower. Ouiet house. second floor.
773-{)685. evenings.
OUTER CONGRESS ST.- Studio apt.
W/O. parl<ing. cornstoveon raised brick
hearth. kit. bath. $300'mo. 774-3165.

SCARBOROUGH- Beautiful. large 2 BR.
1-112 bath townhouse. inexpensive
monitor heating. WID hook-up. storage.
parl<ing. yard. conven ient to everything.
S700/mo. Low utilities. 773-1067.

SOUTH PORTlAND- 2 BR condo. quiet
building. includes W/O. storage. r&seNed parking. NIS. no pets. $5751mo.
PARKS IDE. GRANT ST.-Large. clean 1 .utils. Call 799-5023.
BR on 3rd floor with modern kitchen &
bath. Security intercom system. $3251 SOUTH pORTlANO- Conveniently 10cated 2 BR In quiet neighborhood. Parkmo. heated. Telephone 773-3154.
ing. storage, no pets. $4751mo + utils.
PINE ST.• 127- Sunny. spacious 2 BR Call J99.()316.
wlyard.laundry.$525.'mo. heated. IlEACON ST.. 11 50- Newly renovated 5 BR. SOUTH pORTLANO- Mildred St Quiet
S7501mo.; 1-112 BRs. $42SJmo. w/yard. neighborhood. 1 BR. large yard. offparking. laundry. 781-51osm3-285O. streetparl<ing. Heat & HW incl. Ideal for
single person. $450/mo. 7WHJ772.
ROSEMONT AREA- Large. adorable 1
BR. HWftoors. WID . newwlndows. lots SUBLET DEEERING ST. EFFICIENCYofstorage. off-street parld ng.largeyard. Dec.-April. heated &parldng. S330Jmo.
Call after 9 pm. 761-0567.
deck. pets OX $5751mo. 871-0532.

real uzzle

Call for infonnation

772-0460 Rhea Key, CTP

oUlces/rent

USM AREA- F NtS to share sunny. spacious. quiet 2 BR apt. $2651mo. • tl2
utils. (gas heat) No pets please. call
7n-1658.leave rressage.

LONB.Y HOUSE LOOKING FOR OCCUPANTS or options. Beautiful Munjl¥cape.
2 tiled baths. skylights. hardwood floors.
2/3 BR. oil heat 773-2811 .

SPACIOUS OFFICE wlfireplace in historic building. nice neighborhood. central Portland. to sharew/a psychotherapist. 50/50 @ $2251mo. Contact Oavid
Bigelow. 874-2278 or 767-6t37.

VERY LARGE ANO SUNNY. 1 BR with 4
other rooms, tiled bath. quiet building.
yard. gas heat &HW. S37&mo. +. 7732811 .

PEAKS ISlAND- Charming 2BR collage
THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE aton the ocean. Fullyfurnished. woodstove tractive. professional officespacein Portback-Up. jacuzzi. bicycles. sundeck. Until land. $8Ihr. or $1801mo. All utilities
June 1. $5OOImo. References. Call Dr. induded. Parking. Referrals. call Dr.
Robinson. 773-5573.
Robinson at 773-5573..

WEST ENO- 3 BR. 2 floors. 1.5 baths.
fenced-in backyard. hardwood floors.
high ceilings. WID hook-up. 5700/mo.
Heat. waterincluded. No dogs. ,.,S. Val.
766-5717.
WESTGATE-Large3BR, realdining room.
living room. eat-in kitchen, private deck &
smrageshed. Stainedglasswindows, hardwood floors & good parking. Perfect apt
for an in-house occupation. such as counseling. Very professionarri brick building.
$65IVmo. plus. 846-6682.

PlEASANT. COZV2 BR RANCHinSouth
Portland. Quiet neighborhood. low heating costs. $65(Vmo. +utils. No lease.
Call 799-2377.

oUlces/rent
MASSAGE THERAPIST looki ng for other
Health Care professional(s) to look for
and share full-time office space in Portland area. 797-7412.

art studios/rent
ART AND CRAFT PEOPLE- Renta worldng
studio in building dllYoted 1Il you. 317
CumbertandAvenue.Lights, heatincluded.
ParXing available. CalI7n-6527.
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inclusive. tin ceilings. artists sinks. high
energy environment. Darkrooms to
suttes with views. $125 to S2501mo.
799-4759.

By Don Rlibin

Ship
shapes?
Ea~h of the flags at the
right stands for a letter of
the alphabet (though not
the same letters used in the
international code).
Reading from top to
bottom, the flags spell out
the names of different
types of vessels. See how
many you can name.

(Orm Rubin',

You just have to feel it!

houses/rent

apts/rent
IMMACULATE. SUNNY. 2nd floor. 2 BR in
quiet building. NEJiNpaint paper. carpeting
& rrini-bllnds. Priva\esilrage room. large
yard. parking. Must be neat & quiet Discreel gays welcome. $5OOImo. +utils.
Sec.dep. & references. 854-8717.

The Trager Approach
10 holistic bodywork

Individual Counseing for Aduks
and Adolescents
C~les and Family Therapy
Emphasize Adjustment Issues:
ACOA. DepI'ession. Stress
Stu Zubrod, Ph.D. n4-S741

book, BRAINS1ORMS, .... recently pwbIisIurJ by H"",., md Row.)

~~~~:m~II!r;:::? Solution to Real Puzzle # 146

Alberta·s for the fust-prize winner.
The second1'f'ize winner receives
two free passes \0 The Movies at
Fxchange Street. Winners will
receive their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at random.
Conflostanls are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed
per per.;on per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, Nov. 11. The
solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the Nov. 19 issue

of Casco Boy Weddy. Send your
best guess \0:
Real Puzzle 1148
Casco Boy Wttkly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
This week, Paul M<.Guire and a
friend will dine at Alberta's, Anne
Tatgenhon;t will take in a movie at
The Movies at Exchange Street.

(Heads or tails?)

business services
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• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY •
PI'ofessionnl

-

PEOPlE'S PAINTING- Interior & exterior, 25 yeers experience, insured, free
estimates 774-7254 .
PRIVATE GERMAN LESSONS- House
cleaning, child & dog sitting, general
housework, references. Tanya87HII28
or 799-1884.
REUPHOLSTERTHATRJlNITlREintime
for the holidays! Try New Image Upholsterers, free estimates, quality 'MlI'k at
reasonable rates. 88J..0118 or 839-6941.

-

MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAME5- New and ut8d. Also was/lers
and dryetS and appIianca&. We also buy
unwanteditems. CraditavailalN 772~7.

1982 OLDSMOBILE 98- 2 dr, va, brand
new inspection sticker, rebuilt engine,
approx 56k miles, good condition,
power, AMlFM stereo, $2,SOD 799-2736.

ROUN[)"TRIPTICKETTo Chicago- Leaving Boston on Nov. 20. Return date
anytime thereafter. $150. Call 774-8733

WAGO~ Engine is P8/fect Fix up or parts
car. Best Offer. 839-2994 Of 282-m7.

SAVE 200.4 AT J&P GAllERY on prices
marked with gold at Toys, pottery,
candles, bask8tsand rroreon sale! Mon.Fri. 9:~, Sat. 10-5:30. Southgate, 426
Rt. 1, Scarborough 883-4556.
STRES5-fREE SHOPPING AT HOME
year-rou'nd. Just in time for Christmas.
Mail $5 for 160pg and 50pg ca1a1og to
J.G. Enterprise 297 Preble St. So. Portland ME 04106.

1982 SUBARU GI, 4X4 BERKSHIRE

NOTJmIber 5,1992
CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89
Man:adesS2OO; '87 BMW $100; '6SMustang $50. U.s. public auction, Drugiord
properties. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE Information- 24 hourholiine.
801-37g.2930. CopynghtIMEI14RC.

1983 BUICK SKYHAWK- Auto mns, PS,
PB, good condition, runs super, has some
surface rust $1700 ~976.

FORD F-350, 1987- XLT dual wheels, king
cab, loaded, black wnt. gray, buroundy
interior. 431< rriles. Asking $15,!liO. Call
247-3000; after Bpmcall793-8852.

1984 4WD TERCEL WAGO~ 5 speed,
II)(C8llentfor partsorcamp mad. Rusty but
no body damage, good tires and radio,
$450. 929-8498.

HONOA 50 TRAIL BIKE- 3sp automatic,
hardly used, exceilent cond., good starter
bike. Paid $1,000 new, will take $600- 2
years old, 883-9698.

33

ATTENTION!
GAS & OIL PROVIDERS, FIREWOOD DEALERS, HEATING
CONIRAcroRS, STORM DOOR & WlNDOW INSTALLERS,
FURNACE DEALERS &. CLEANERS, WOOD & COAL
STOVE MERCHANTS. FIREPLACE EXPERTS & CHIMNEY
SWEEPS, INSULATION INSTALLERS, AND ANYONE ELSE
IN TIlE BUSINESS OF KEEPING CBW READERS WARM:

THE

HOME HEATING
RESOURCE

1985 VANAGON GL- Good condition, JEEP WRANGLER, 1988- Black, new
SUNSHINE CLEANER5- Housecleaning,
new muffler, new coolent system, good wheels, new tires, one owner, weil-mainweekly or bi-weekly, by professionally
speakers. Asking $4,SOD 828-12891eave tained, great shape, 54K rriles. $8,900.
trained stall. 16 years experience. Afmessage.
774-1505.
fordable rates, excellent references, in- UNIQUE HANDMAKE ALASKAN
sur9!V bonded. Free estimates. Greater BrushwolfHat$50flrm. 12ga1s.Cabots 1986 CHEVY 5-10BLAZER, excellent con- MITSUBISHI MONTERO, 1989- 4-WD, 2Portland. 799-5323.
O.V.T. stain, color:sagebrush $100. dition, 4wd, loaded (PIS, PIB, cassette, dr., whije, 4-speakar cassette, excellent
Highest grade Trustworthy oil stain, tinted windows, PA., PfN,) nawtires, bat- condition. $8.700. 7In-5078.
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING- Mainte- color.mesabl red S30 for 4 gals. Call tery, 99k. AskIng $4,095 883-9178.
nance & furniture moving- Painting, 883-4990 leave I1l8S8age.
PONTIAC 6000, 1984, \'6, automatic, AC,
1986 GRANO MAROUI L5- Loaded, 4 dr, AI.NFM Stereo, requiressomework. Make
house cleaning, odd jobs, landscaping,
lreework, rubbish removal, handyworlt. WEBUYMOSTTYPESDlUllldWlaogaT'lllll. va, exceIlenl condition, 58k. $5,IIlO. Call an offer. Call 82!Hl354 after 6pm.
Cleaning at1ics and basements. Free \IHS II1l't'ies, & CDs. Ueed rmYie8 for sale 883-6496 after 6:30pm.
SUBARUGI,4X4WAGON,l987,exc.conestimate, low rates: Can 761~193.
irdudingadult.S9.~ CalDn\1deo, 0aktiI
1988NISSAN SENTRA- Blk, 2dr, axceIlent dition. PW, Pl, automatic, 75K. AC, roof
Plaza. Scarborough. BB:Hi424.
condition,
highway
rrileage.
$2,SODorBO.
TUCI<ER'S lRUCKlNG- Local or long asrack, gokVbrown. $3,995. 871-1813.
tance. General trucking & professional WOOD STOVE, JOTIJI. 1602- Green 85&0556 leave message.
rro.oing 01 all types. Rubbish removal, enamel, excellent condition. $275 or 1990 CHEVY BLAZER- 1500 Silverado, stJllRJ STATION WAGON, 1981-113k,
I
basements, allies & garages cleaned, B.0. 871 , I , ;
auto, excellent condition, 4x4, V-s. 33k somerust. needssomeworlc, engineexcelfreight hauing. 8 to 24 footers available.
rriles, running boards, tinted windows, Ien~ new battery, runs great $500 or B.O.
761-4054.
Best rates around. Pmfassional service.
fUlyloaded,gr~/siver,$15,SOD76H.278.
Fall clean up, calI761~193.
AlJOISOOOS,l988-Extraclean, red,loaded. TOYOTA COROLLA LE, 1987-4 dr, 5 spd,
What did the drafty door sat 10 the
Must sail! Asking $7,900. Call 247-3000; one owner, very good condo $3250. MUST
SEE! Call Thurs.- Sunday. 7~9.
drafty window?? "THE DOOR DOCTOR
after Spm 247-3743.
IS BACK!". Repairs. replacements and
CAMARO F-41, 1982- $000; Ford Escort WI VANAGON GL- 1985, 4 spd, good
quality weatherstripping for windows
station wagon, 1986- $1000. Both as is. cond, pslp~, new muffler system. coolant
and doors. 839-3204.
system, & tires am-fm cassette. Asking
283-3200 or 934-2698.
$4SOD. 828-1289, please leave message.
WINTERIZE YOUR PROPERTY. FREE ARMSTRONG STUDENT-MODEL
estimates for removal of dangerous FLUTE; American stamp album wi CHEVY WINDOW VAN, 1983-Runswell
Limbs, Trees, Tops; Gutter cleaning, hinges, gauge & 1W~. $92. 856- and reliably. New sticker, front brakes,
exhaust windshield and more. Great
Raking, Retaining walls repaired, etc. 6887, leave message.
Call MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE SER- GUILD MADEIRA ELECTRIC GUITAR-First work vehicle-seals four. $1595 or 8.0.
799-2810.
VICE,883-8746.
$92 gels to play a hawt tune. 82lHl729.

will appear in Casco Bay Weekly

on November 19

$92

Stuff

Before our readers hunker down for anolher
Maine winter, Ihey should know where Iheir next
BTU is coming from_
.

for Sale

real estate
$99,880- PlEASANT HILL- 3 BR, dead
end street near golf course. Full finished basemen~ large yard, luxurious
new marble bath. REJMAXCoastal, 7736400. "DIANA'S MY REALTOR!"

PORTLAN[)" Unique2.farrily ranch with
income unit. Main house: 2 BR, fireplace, hardwood floors. 2-car garage.
Rental: 1 BR, BackCoveviaw. $111,900.
799-90581773-0157.

CASCO- 30 acres with a privatBcountry
location, yet still closato Portland. Asking $44,900. Ask for Barry at Toole
Really Group. (207)693-&00.

RENT ONE HOME- LIVE IN THE OTHER.
Located In Munjoy Hill area. Waterviaws,
fencedyard,deck,gourmetk~chen , wellmaintained. Reduced to $144,900. For
appointment call Pat Verrill, Century21,
Northeast Assoc. 856-5124.

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SALE?
Why not advertiseil through THE SURE
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
PORTLAND- IMMACULATE 3BR ho me
w/large oak kitchen & oversized bath.
Niceyard in quiet neighbor~ood. MSHA
& FHA approved. Sacrifice at $79,900.
878-2791.

SCARBOROUGH- NEW CAPE w/5.2
acres. 3 BR, 2 baths. Oakltile floors.
FHW heat $142,000. MUST SEE! Open
Sundays, 12-2, Merrill Brookoff Holmes
Rd. 883-6506.

1992"1993
BATH
ANTIQUES
SHOW
Sunday NOV, 8
10 a.m_ - 3 p.m_
Bath I r. High School
Bath, Maine
(Exit U.S. I at Congress Ave,)
- 60 Dealers -

ADM $2.50 " w/ad $2.00

MOVING SAl,E!

business services

help wanted

auctions

p. T. Promotions Inc

P.O. Box 333
Bath, Maine 04530

..wlKETlNG-1 am looking loran individual
to leern ~ business. The individual must
hava a desire to learn quickly and accept
major responsibilities. Send resume 10: PO
Box AP Biddeford, ME 0400i
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
WANTf[).. Mala ~hothe~st needed to
co-Iead sex 01f8l1dertreelment group. Contact Diane Paige, 282-3355. fxpariarI:e
worI<ing III'groups & offandars prafurred.

WORK OPTIONS AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES are available for those
55 years or older who meet Income
requirements. Call the AARP Senior
Cijizens Employment Office at 211
Cumbe~and Ave. 772-3795.

I Try oor VWlee5 Deal! I

PRODUCTION/C;RAPHK DUI(;NER

en.., Boy I'oOekJy and P....ySI_ ... hiring port.fun. Mlp 10 u.. production
d..,.,... ...l Soon...sit" and w....... ds roqulr<d.
Experien~ with M~d.nto.n. computen usinS Freelilnd md PageMak.er I'II!aSIU)I
Thil ia a pnxtuction Il!tlvironment: .Pftd. .CCUI'I~ reliability ud good communication
ak111. aft euentill.
No phone caD. pleiR! Send your raume to:

IlftB·':frI

1111003 [tJ
PENNy$AVER

Casco Bay Weekly / PennySaver
551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: TIna Pica, Production Mgr.
CBW .... "...y.;.....,.w£.

207/443-8963

We're moving to 1049
Washington Ave., Rte"
100, 1 mile from turnpike
HURRY & SAVE!!!
80' 3 SR - $18,407
16 WIDE - $26,995
1

':;i~':;

- Sunday 11-5
LUV DailyAt10-7
26. Oxford. ME
HOMES 207-539-4759

Child care
TEACHING SElI1W. SAf£TY TO CHIlDREH: A Wor1lshop- NowrrDer 7, 9-12
a.m.,Brunswick.Lanhowtoidantilyand
help pr-n child abusa fmIIIent for
parwn1I
heelth care providers. Led by
Michae Authier, MSW. Micheie has lIP-

and

peered on videos, tekMsion, and has led
0VfX 100 wor1lshops on this 1OjJic. CElTs

available. Call Bellville Counseling
(207)m.B727,forregistrationRII1lI8
information.

ernie ook

help wanted
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Up to ~'.
~nuDN'1
Free room'board, now hiring sldle!Vunskilled, mervv.omen. Noaxpenencenecessary 81 " non "'44 ext I'VIf'V\
•

""""""

,

"......

EASYWORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home. Call 1011 free. l-1JlO.8736365 Ext 1379
.

.

Advertiling Acc_nt becutl....

c.ro ~ ~ hu an opportunity for an eMrptlc K:COU.NUea.atiW to joln

our sa1eI tam.

lI'dlv.tecI NIa
'"!'_ntoltv. to pIo.-r.nd ..... lntoln new occounb .. w.n .. aervlco ex_,
ones. )bu rn.&8t be ozpnJzed.. C'RatM and ~ exoellent lnh!¥1W)1\I1 aId1li.
'bl wUl work ... n I~l po" ofth.........m whU. ._vely developln&
.nd Iod'p"ndentlyJr1OM8ingyour own terri""" FomillontywlthG.......
W, ... Iooklng for .n experienced. dynoml<: ..d hJahly

Portland market Will be .. plua.
Thlo I""'!!.iOn P"Y" • boo< .. lory plu. _ I o n . An .mbIt1aua ut.. P"'"""
wUl 8m 18I(-4OJ( -p lu. health coverage and bendlts.
lfyou .....thua/_about odverflologMI<aHnd .cowrl........d_"'"
oulUnlngwhyyou' d Ulce toworklorCAa<i>lIoof~·
Se.d It to:
:
S51A Cong ..... St. PO<t1one\. ME 04101
Attn: lJIrry How ... Sales Mano,gor

FOR MORE INFORMATION 1M) ASSIS- ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;iii;ii;;;C;;8W~b;;,,;;F.qu;;;al;;oppo;;;;;;;;rtu;;;nl;;ty;;;""'P;;loyer=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=
TANCE regarding the il1Y!lSlig3ion of fi. •

::~ c:,':s:~iIias~and~

business services

ness Bureau, irE., Maine Division, 812
Stewns Ave., Portland, ME 04103-2648.

"·"CANING OF CHAIRS"· All types,
774-2940.

urges irs readers tlcontactthe BetW Busi-

CUT YOUR GROCERY BILL BY 30%400.4. Grocery coupon book lets you
select coupons from over 1200 name
brands. Call 883-9077 for details.

GIRLS WANTED, ALLAGE5, tl compeie in
this yee(s 1992 ANNUAl PAGEANT, ATTENTION PROPERTY OWNERS! It's
Ramada Inn, Portland. Thousands of dol- fall clean up time! And time to make DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, addllars in pnlBS and schoIaIShips. Call lor plans for SNOWPlOWING, Sanding! lions, or commercial buildings. Creetive
appication. 617-231~ 1.
Salting Parking Lots & Snowblowing architectural design at a price you can
Walkways. Call O'Brien's Property Ser- afford. Call Nick Pighills, 361-1747.
lOVE ClASSICAl.. MUSIC? Classical radio
station sMts p;1'1-1ime announcers. You vice today! 797-3759.
DIRTY, HAR[)..TO-CLEAN BATHTUB?
should hava an interest in classical music,
andAJr alarriliarity~ announcing or per- cusr~ OO>IGNEIlCAlllS-HoIidaygre«- Restore the shine, easy cleaning, no
foming.Sendcoverlettersandresumesto: ings. party orwedding inMlations. person- toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no
dovln time. Lifetimewarranty. Poly-Tub
ANNOUNCER, P.O. Box 610, Scarbor- alized stationary. Valerie, 865-1327.
Restoration. 774~184 .
ough, ME 04074.

DYER'SREMODELlNG-K~chens, baths,

additions, vinyl siding, windows. roofing, repairs. Quality worlcmanship. 18
years experience. Call 761-7967.
ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some
services. Light trucking, rubbish removal, landscaping, tree work, garage.
barn,atticdemolition. Fall cleanup, professional moving. Call 761~193.
ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at
Town & Country Electric for lowest prices
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker
panels. licensee & insured. Contractors- CAll US! 772-5257.
ElECTRICIAN- CAll "FORREST" at
Town & Country Electric for lowest prices
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker
panels. Licensed & insured. Contrac10rs- CAll US! 772-5257.
FAlL IS HERE! So calion us, we do fall
cleaning,lighttrucking, rubbish removal,
yard raking, landscaping, lawn installal ion, attics, basements & garages
cleaned. Can 775-7972.
GIVE YOUR HOMEAFRESH NEW LOOK
for the upcorri ng holiday season. Professionallnteriorpainting/wallpapering
at low rates. Call The Plush Brush for a
free estimate. 775-3657.
GORHAM CLEANING CONNECTIONDaily, weekly, monthly, or one-ti mecommercial and residential services available. Reasonable rates. Insured. Free
estimates. Call 839-8524.
LOTS CLEARE[)" .Wsq.ft., stump reII1lval, wood harvesting. 37 years axperience. Will pay top dollar lor standing
timber or logs. Call for your free estimate. 893-1043.
MONITOR Vented Heating- Fast installers, good deals! 725-4451.
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best
deals on service changes, "Fuses to
Breakers". Ceiling fans- you buy, I assemble and hang. Anything electrical,
no job too big or small. Quality worlc at
very reasonable rates. Free estimates.
Master Electrician, Insured. Gerry's Electric, 773-5897.

BII Ll//Ida Barnr

She sl.Iid she heard rl\l . She told roe yes,
she hwd YnQ.j\Jl-tTJf she l<ept-CDfIli(lg
evu~ tirr.e I calle wovld f e.verJ..L:

grow Vp to ~e a man? Vvt were Slrl/~
at dinner and f'I~ SlsttrS Wf/.reldl.(st
looKin~ down at 'their pla..~es. ,. JOLl <;
""aM 10 be d. ~an , rightt'Mom .Vla"
\ oo\\in~ (.\~ me: So riOT'('o", of tnt S·
She bit on htf" rr.eqt·· flo J"IIOfl 0
thiS f')o(\Sln5e .•'

Call Sheila or Michael at 775-1234

Please Recycle
this Paper

business opps
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffi ng
envelopes al home. Send long SASE to:
Country Shoppers, Dept Y3, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, La 70n7-1779.

NICE LITHOGRAPH OF MAN WITH PIPE,
fly-fishing, pencil, signed by Arthur Fuller.
Nicely matted, too. $92. 767-2984.

dating services

QUEEN-SIZED WATERBE[)" Baffled,
heater, headboard & side rails. Call 79794248\18S.

CUPID'S DATING SERVICE- Cumbe~and
& York counties. Convanie~ personal,
reasonable. For an appointment near
you call Roberta at 282-5460.
FROM COSTA RICA WITH lOVE- Discover the beauty and sensitivity of the
world's most beautiful women. 813251-9381 .
MEET BEAUTIFUL, SINGLE, Marriagerrinded ladies with traditional values
livi ng InRussia. For free photo brochure
call 702-451-3070 anytime. lists of ladies from Philippines also available.

stufllor sale

arts .. crafts
.... I I E.

COLOR CALENDERS- Custom-m;lde
with your (12) full-color photos. Great
gin! Call Generated Image, 774-4455.

yard sales
49 RHODE ISLAND AVE., South Portland- Thousands of ijems, somethi ng
for everyone.

wanted

c.oe.

computers
IMAGEWRITER II with cut-sheet feeder
and cable,6 monlhwarranty. 767-2832.

COMETO TANGENTS IDfind the neat stuff
you need! Corries. collectables. used
records, books, cool clolhes, collectable
toys, antiques, and more. We buy, sell and
trade. All students take 100.4 off any purchase. Comesee usat610 CongressSt. or INSTRUMENTAl LESSONS- All band and
orchestra instraments. $1!Vper 40 rrin.
call Mike Ii 774-5024.
lesson. Professional musican and _her.
RJEGO FIREPLACE INSERT- Excellent Beth Putnam 892~1 . Played in Glens
condition, 28'X2O" deep. $92. Call 799- FallsSymphony and Capital Phiharrronic.

music

0090.

PIANO LESSONS-All ageswekxlme. ExpeGUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as riarI:ed, coIIegeeducated teecher. Portland
the company lhat offers lhem. Watch (SOD fore6IAva.) and Gorham studio&. Cal
out for "mon~ back" offers from un- for awoi ntment. 8J9.6141.1<eep 1JyI ng.
known companies.

Describe your car. truck. or cycle in
2S words or felNer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 1 00,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell. just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl There:S no limit!
S2S really does sell your car.

WOOllEN TEACI£R'S DESK-laatherlop,
3'XS', good condition. $92. 781-2396.

1992 K2 CdS SKIS, 203cm, $2SO, new;
Elan RC 200cm skis w/Tyrolia bindings,
$75; Univega Nuovo Sport 23cm bike ••• ADOPTION·· "From Diapers 10 Direbuilt as cyclecross, $100. 775-5401, plomas, we're ready! GenUe, caring
couple wish to plOYidecozy, happy home
ext 3517.
for a baby. Please call SUAn and Larry.
ANAlWSTABLE, REVOV\.NG'MlI'ktabie. 1-800-982-3678.
Using 2 new 42" wagon wheels with ball
bee~ng axei. Adjusts from 5'x6' to8'X10'. WANTED: PIne. Dak.Fir &5jlrucelog5-WlI
p!If mp doIar! HJK. for
_1043.
Cost S700 price S2OO. 854-1041.
BUTCHER BLOCK TABLE & 4 chairs,
dresser & mirror, rOCking chair. All in
good condition and less than 1 yr. old.
Call 883-5230 after 6pm.

We'D k.eep, it rUBning;
"till it~ S.ELL,S.!

NAKAMICHI420Mf>,12Owatisperchannel, bridgeeble, vottage changeable, will
move fast at only $92. 775-6443.

wheels

HAVE STOPPED MAKING hand braided
wool rugs. Have lots of wool cloth. Have
oval, round & heart shape rugs at 40% $$CASH CASH CASHS$-WEHAl.A.AWAY
off. 854-1041 .
.uf( CARS 1M) T1lJCKS, .~ condtion,
_
days a 'Ml8k, ~ 'J73.fm8
IBM PCXT HARD DRIVE COMPUTER;
Sonycarstereolcassette; Sm~h-COrona 77Q£VYHAlf.TON PICIO.l'.New5li:kar,
typewriler. brass bed frame. Allin good gr. work1nl:k. $Im.rm. ~
condition. Make me an offer. Moving,
must sell! 871-1881.
1979 RAB8ITDEISEL 84,000 rriles, one
owner. Recentlnspection S2OO. 854-1041
LOOK UKEAPR[)" Officially licensed NFL.
tH., N8A. t.l.B and college apparel and 1980 PONTIAC FIRE81R[)" AMIFM casIX1JaIIies.Freecatalog. NewEr9and Sports sette, alrcond~io ni ng, INr defrost. many
Connection, 55 Lorraine Terrace. Dept now parts, new palnl job, new sticker,
PS, Middletown, CI 06457.
not a junker, immaculata condltJon,
$1,800 or RIO., Lois 839-5748 eves.

S

URE

Classifleds 775-1234

EI T

Ad chClnges Clre $5. No refunds.
PrivClte party only.

~~-:i:~~-:';:"

CclSCO

B<ly Weekly

Advertising deadline: November 12

bulletin board
BOOKGROUPSTARTINGUPAGAIN-Fun,
thought-provoking group of men and
women meet once per II1lnth to discuss
works of various authors. Group starti ng
soon. Call773-83SS, leave message.
CONSIDERINGADOPTION?Tenderlove
and happiness awaits your newborn baby
in our Vermont home. Lets heip each
other. Call collect 802-235-2312. Ask
for Tom or Ann.
SINCERE THANKS- To all thosa who
supported my campaign for City Councilln S. Portland, Bill Laidley.
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information call us at 1-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

adult services
DANGEROUSLY DELICIOUS' DATES, 19Q0.903-5688, Only $2Imin, wihome/'s;

24 hrs; be 18+. AU ADULTLIFESTYLE5Men, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C
Dates &ie. (619)492~770.
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
HOO-72-ERICA. $2.991rrin. Visa/MC
HEAR TAlKING PERSONALS- 1-900884~500 , $2/min . (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
rrin. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
Laud., FL. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
HIM-HEM GUIDE for CROSS-DRESSERS: Stories, Personals, Rulers. catalogs. Coaching, Shoppi ng, Ideas, AdvIce,
Meetings, More. For full details (pr.recorded) Call1~5S (24 hrs.)

~;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;5;;5;;1;A_c:o;n;gres;;s;S;t..;P;o;rt;ICl;n;d';M;'E;;04;I;O;1~ .----------4
.HOTN'
SPICYFANTASIE5- XXX RATED-FREE HAlRCOLOR1(800)331-3310. VisaMClAmEx.

•

learning

lost &'ound

COMPUTER LESSONS, People FriendlyNeed help with your Macintosh? Want
to learn new tricks? Learn Macintosh
the fun and easy way: The Computer
Tutor, 773-6132.

FREE MINI-LOP BUNNY + delux cage
with food and water attachments. call
883-8285.

animals
FOR INTERNAl PARASITES, TENDER
PADS, and eer problems. ask OAK Hili
ACE HARDWARE 883-5058 about
TRMRMIClDE, PADKOTE, MITEX &EAR
CANKER POWDER Available O-r.c.
SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPPY-5 months.
black & White, all shots, very affectionale, atlBntive, from show & hunting
stock. $150 or B. O. 892-2082.
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY. 6-weeks
beginner course, $25. Puppy classes, 5
weeks $15. Also advanced classes. Instructors w~h 30 yrs. combi ned exper;'
encehandlingavarityof breeds. Dogs in
Training, Portland. 839-8439, 926-3174
or693~912.

LOST!!! FEMALE GOLDEN LAB WIYELLOW SPOTS. Sprtng SI. area. Anwsers
to Sola. Please call 878-3051 ! Reward.
MISSING CAT- All gray, short hai red,
white flea collar. Disappeared near the
cookie jar in S. Portland. Goes by the
name of shadow. II you see Shadow
pleese call 767-5384.

Firewood

models needed for advanced
saton wof1(shops,
For more Information, call

HOT!SINGLE!WOMEN!Calltoday,meet
tonight! 1-900-288-2575, $1.991min.
Live 1-0N-l TAlK. 1-900-288-2595,

772-5767

LOCAl WOME~ With phone numbers!
1-900~84-DATE, ext. 428., $2.00'min.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, FL., tt.)

po!~'!~~f!:10~:!~ist8

aduh services
II SWINGERS HOTLINE! Girts. Guys,
Straight, Gays, Couptes. 1-900-7765006, ext. 48. $2Jrrin.
1.g)().288-ERICA(3742)... $2IfTin.AdIits
Only,NewNurrter! "ALEGEt«l!" Romantic Stones. EPS Co. JO&.882-7873.
761-4303, YOUR PlEASlJlEisourbusiness- Beautiful spa attendances. Open 7
days,l0:3Oam-12pm.

FIREWOOD CIS & DEL 100% oak $95
per cord or rrixed hardwood $85 per
cord- 3 or II1lre for $250. 4ft $65 per BEAUTIRJL BABESAWAITYOUR CAlLGettheir home phone numbers now! 1cord. Taylor Firewood 799-2179.
90().438-3330, $2.491rrin., 18+.

T.oy the Sure Sell
775-1234

BUBBLE BATHS, PRIVATE DANCESPicture taking allowed. Give your favorite bachelor a party to remember. 1800-827-1479.

$2.991rrin.Sev. Oem., L.B., N.Y., 1&yrs. +

MISS CATHY LIVE! 1-900-680~662,
$2S1ca1l; 1-800-726-9009, all cards.
Diversified Boynton, FL, 18+.
SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS in
Portland. Get their home phone numbers now! 1-900-287-7867, ext. 11. S2I
rrin. 24 hours, 18+.
SINGLE?SEXY?SMART?CaHthePORTlANDdateline,l-900~84-1585, $1 . 991

min. Live l-on-l, 1-900-884-1595,
$2.9SIrrin. Rand, S.D., CA, 18+.
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST. PRESENT, &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT
1,900-933-4445
$1.791min.'I8+ only
1-«)0-955-5S8l1
irlolc.c,'l'Jmembersh"

Whurlwlnd,lnc.

rldeshare
FAlMOUTH TO BRUNSWICK- 3 day&'
week, 7:30 am - 6 pm. Call 729-7366
weekdays.
PORTlANOTO AUGUSTA- Uve in Portland, worlt In Augusta. Take turns driving? Established carpool fine, 100. Please

Readers interested in finding or creating carpools are invited 10
place FREE listings under specific category headings. For example:

call772~3.

brunswick -+ porUand

PORTLAND TO SOUTH PORTLAND- I
live at Woodford's Corner, Portland,
work at BCBS, Mon.-Frt., 1Iam-12pm.
Share gas, no driving, I'm blind. Call
Bruce, 775-2493.

pass this paper on
to a friend

A sample
li~ting

might
d

rea ;

__
iI_

or

porUand -+ brunswick

-+ baUl

.

. 8ath Mon-Fri
I live in sacos;a~~:~hicle, 'gas, and
8am.-6pmC·altTed 777-7777.

driVing.

.

Iust send yoor 20 word listing,
wilh origination/destination to :

RIDES HARE

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Slreel
Portland, ME 04\01

November5,1992

UC,ISENSEU& I R2B4 '!J3.SWM, 28,
pref81S thin, intelligent brunettss, btJt will
SIIIIIe for thin and intelligent. Cales, oonY8IS3tion, ooJTl)3nionship, galleries, wandering, friendship, romance. adYantura
tr1500(tI123)

WOMAN WITH A PAST seeks man with
MY LORD NECROMANCffi- Your art &
scienCe is causing chanoe to occur in a future. I am almost 37, almost 6',
oonfomity 10 nv will. My fOld, can our almost red-headed, and almost divon:ed.
LooldngfOlatailish, unnattachedgenUerainboWsol magick gather 10 brightan1ha
dat1t side of tile rroon? Weigh tile pros & man with whom to enjoy civilized dates
(lobster prefllrred but not essential).
401 WOMAN, NATURAl REDHEAD, cons. WI me your will! tr1634 (1217)
'lt1476 (11123)
look! ng for date. No kids, no smoke, no
dope. Job helpflA. Artists and writers NEROYINTBlECTlW.NEWAGE-lYl'E
welcome. 1'1 tell you more 0\I8f coffee. WANTED forslnilarty incined SWF, V, YOU'VE SEEN ME AROUND, assuning
I'm taken. SWF, 28, as yet unencumAny race or refigion okay, except bigo1s. to debate social policy and other nisnobered, with city nind and country heart
mers. 'lt1401 (11116)
'It1472 (11123)
wanlstall, brilliant man around 30, who's
ATTRACTIVE SWF, DARK, PETITE, SEEKlNGSWM,~5O,cleen-Cut. tIII,175- just realized how nice tt would be 10
veggie, into outdoOrs. Native Spiritual- 1901, intalliger4, quel btJt emtino. 1ik86 comnit himself to the right woman.
Ity, seeking tall, sensitive, attractive, old rrusic,danclng, homebody,iI1d isfun. 'lt1502 (11123)
rugged malelnlDanimais, environment patJent. honest. with a future. smoking
Innovative, clean, responsible, WS, HI O.K. Lives Portland. tr1486 (11123)
0, no emotional baggage. Friendship,
SELECTM SING.E DWF, petite, profespossibly more. 'lt1513 (11123)
sional with large variety of interests seeks
ATIRACTIVE, SLENDER, ARTISTIC special srowM, r-w, healthy professional
SWF, late-30s, who enjoys movies and in Greetsr Portland area. 5'8" & up, m&books 10 X-wuntry skiing, hiking boots dium build, mustache maybe?- clean-Cut.
to heals, desires good-looking male dat1t hair- Is lhis you? Leave a dlUled
countBrpart with a healthy atitude to- message. Just do ttl tr1487 (11123)

women .. men

I'VE HAD IT! No more bars, no morl
arranged dates. I'm using the Personals
tofind an inteiligentSIDWf,V-35,who
is physically fit, open-minded, attractive
and jldventurous. You'll meet an attractive. athletic, professional DWM with
DWM, 34, 5'10", 1701, EASY-GOING, I varied Interests and a nice smile. carl PISCES GENTLEMAN. 51, seeks special
lady, ~, who appreciates honesty, inenjoy all sports, the ocean, mountains, me! 'lt1402 (11116)
telligence, intimacy, humor, and advencamping, long drives, and almost anything else... legal. Looking for female, IFYOUAREASENSUAL WOMAN whose ture, leading to I~elong comrnittmentwith
financially secure, takes good care of idee of agood timeislyingacrossa nice ajoyIlA, spiritual soul-mate. tr1621 (1217)
guy's lap, trust your fantasy and call.
herself, tW, LID. 'lt1620 (1217)
POST HIPPIE EXECUTIVE, 40, in newly
'lt1611 (1217)
and mutually non-monogamous marFAX FREE THURSDAY!
45 words & Personal Call® riage, looking for a nllW friend forfun
intimacy. Discretion, sincerety, kind7 75- .. 6 " 5 FREE BY FAX THURSDAY 0 NLY and
ntlS$ and lotsa laughs desired and assured. 'lt1489 (11123)

DWM, 33, 5'9", OK. EYES! OK. HAIR.
father of 4, seeks SIDf for dancing,
dining, friendship and possibly more.
Don1 sit home and let life pass you by,
call now! 'lt1434 (11116)

person 01 the week

wards life, varied interests and a sense
of humor, for a monogamous and dynamiC relationship. 'lt1559 (11130)

BEAUTY IS IN THE HEART-Attractive
DWF seeking lasting relationship with
DWM 45-55. Love to cook, candlelight
dinne~, holding hands & snuggling.
Tired of being used. Only honest. loving
and sI ncere persons can 'lt1603 (1217)

SPIRIT SAID IT'S TIME to call the
Kundalini repairman.I'mawoman walking the deep Forest. dreaningthe Rocky
Coasts, strong of Body & Spirit You are
27137ish, natura-connected. Hyou enjoy Boston, Chinatown, museums, movIes, books and brew, I'm looking for
you. 'lt1483 (11123)

MY LORD NECROMANCER- Your art &science is
causing change to occur in confonnity to my will.
My lord, can our rainbows of magick g.ather to
brighten the dark side ofthe moon? Weigh the pros
& cons, tell me your will! -zr1634 (12f1)

PROFESSIONAL M, well-proportioned,
35, seeks healthy professional F for
meaningful friendship. Serious replies
only. 'lt1624 (1217)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- SWM,
30, well-built. well-mannered, knows
how to please a woman. Seel<ing M.4F,
who does not get enough physical attention, for daytime andlor evening
rendevous. v1430 (11/16)
SEEKING FRIENDSHIP, possible romance with older, mature, responSible,
inlelligent, independent, attractive lady,
35-45, who can successfully break the
age barrier with SWM, 27, handsome,
professional. 'lt1475 (11123)

STRONG, CREATIVE, CENTERED, DWF,
physically fit. 41, nice-looking, hee~hy,
BLONDE, SEXY, RlN-LOVING DWF, 40,
SHY, ATTRACTIVE, HONEST DWM, 41 ,
withagreatspirit Enjoysdancing,cookEach week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as caws ·Person of the Week·.and is
looking for handsome, intelligentwot1t6', 1721, brown hairlblue eyes, canng,
ing, adventure and hugs. Seeks attracawarded
two
free
movie
rentals,
compliments
of
Videoport.
All
personal
ads
are
entered
In
the
ing professional, SlDWM, 35-45, to tive. romantic,adventurousS/llWMwho
romantic, enjoys ocean, walkS, dancsweep me off my feet. 'lt1495 (11123) doesn1 spend his evenings watching
i ng, givi ng flowers, poems, loves kids.
drawing.
outdoors. Call 'lt1467 (11123)
CARPE DIEM! All-American, skiing, SWF, T.V. 'lt1408 (11116)
INCURABLE ROMANTIC SNUGGLER.
35, seeks successful, educated, NIS. fun- SWF, 24, PRETTY, vivacious, indepenEVEN SEmR THAN THE REAL THING? professional, NlS, DWM, 38, tired of STOP WHERE YOU ARE! I am not as
loving SWMforweeicsnd datesi nPortland dent professional woman would like to YOUNG SO LOOKING for clean-cut 40Seeking fit. SNF, 1&-26, who's tired 01 takers. Seeking lady with sense of hu- creative as the others, but give me a
SO,
quiet
butexciting,
active,
Intelligent.
or countryside. 'It1623 (1217)
rT1I6t SWM, 22-30, good-looking, outchance. 60und free to come and go as
fun sense of humor with afuture. Likes "typical·. SWM, 22. 6'1·, 170#, auburiV mor for oonversation, candlelight, ca·
you like. Be in touch. vl558 (11130)
going guy with a greet personality. Letblue.
C;tchtheladieseyes,
but
..
kindofshy.
ressing, monogamous comnitment to
DISCERNING VINTAGE SWF seeks an- ter and photo would be great CBW Box old & modern music. 'lt1438 (11116)
Good job, brighttuture.Amusician, philoso- share life's adventures and nisadven- STOP! YOU HAVE FOUND ME- SWM, 30,
tique-hunting partner. 'lt1602 (1217)
153. 'It1555 (11130)
phar, romantic, goodfriend, and unalraidof tures. 'lt1480 (11123)
5'11·,1701, r-w, NID, l'mthegood-lookoomrritment SlTile! tr1497 (11123)
EDUCATED,ADVENTURESOME,attrac- SWF, 26, ATTRACTM, BRIGHT, seeks
ing, romantic, considerate guy, who isnt
tive, slim, 5'3·, understanding, humor- handSOme. fit, mature. honest male, 2!>IS MY DREAM GIRL OUTTHERE? She's gay 01 married. personality more irtllOrous, loving; listener, talker, enjoy out- 40, for friendship, perhaps more. I love 29112 &ATIRACTIVE,dalusional,look- FANTASY MINE AND YOURS- SWM gorgeous, down-to-earth, enjoys quiet tant than looks. carl me. tr1535 (11130)
doors, hiking, music-classical, folk, jazZ; October. Let's rent a horror movie. ingfor intelligent woman with very high gentleman, financially secure, seeks evenings, is very passionate and wants
woman, size 4orsmallerwhoenjoysatall,
readi ng, photography, eclectic interests. 'lt1462 (11123)
goalS: fortune, fame. glamour, comedy, trim, well-bui~ man. Djg:ration and chem- to beloved. I'maSWM, 36. Please find STRANGE AUTUMN DAYS- Such a deSeeking sinilar In 405. 'lt1629 (1217)
cree, I'm sacred beauty thou will see,
music, fun. 'lt1461 (11123)
me. 'ltl~ (11123)
istry very important 'It1428 (11116)
SWF, 30, 5'9", LOVES TO SKI, travel,
Soon embrace'n my pale face queen,
FOR YOUR EYES ONLY-Tired of singles dance and work out Seeking tall man, 6'2",2101, SEEKING FOREVER- Looking
FRISKY, FOOTLOOSE. FORTIES, forthright LAUGHTER! It's life's best medicine- Dat1t eye musician wad'n my dreams.
dances. honest.caring, intelligent, straw- tW, with same interests. Not aTrekkie, for petite, honest lady, 25-40. I'm a litf!e philanderer, forty, feverishly fixes to find andthisSWM is looking for a SWFwho Call me. 'lt1404 (11116)
Indiana Jones. John Lennon and FIobin faithful female for fun, fantasy fulfilh11lnt, thinks so, too. I'm an attractive, sincere
berry-blonde nurse, 44, needs TLC stat no cling-ons, please. 'lt1471 (11123)
Williams. Love music, romance. honesty.
Be real and sincere, heavyset O.K., vices
and falTily, forever. PhonyS. frigids. fat- professional, 30, Whovalues friendship, SWM,18, 6', 1851, blonde, green eyes.
SWF, 33, r-w, LOOKING FOR ~ r-w, Is Forever in your IJIIIS? tr1622 (1217)
O.K. Let's talk. 'lt1423 (11116)
lrust. and mutual respect Enjoy an ac- nmeof New YorK, new to Maine. Hobties. ftunkys. forget it! tr1547 (11130)
35-<10, forfriendship.1 enjoy hiking, wot1ttive lifestyle? Working out, hiking, bies includeeverylhing,Just looking for
ATTRACTIVE,
BLONIWI.UE,
SWM,
25,
FUN-LOVING, ATIRACTIVE DWF, 30&, ing out. good oonversation, 811:. I am carFUN- ROMANCE- SHARING- LlM- All rollerblading, dancing, and more. Write a nice giri in the Munjoy Hill area, Portwell-buiit, wishes tomeetwomanforsafe,
professional, oonsideratesmoker, finan- ino. honest. & sincere. 'It1418 (11116)
land High school or Deering Hig hschool,
pf1Ysical enoountel'S. No strings. I'm ro- thiSfor $1.49 and you gel me. too! What a or call. caw Box 144. 'lt1413 (11116)
cially secure, butionaly.l'd Iilc8to meet
sale! L~time warranty available. I'm 45
to make more friends. Anywhere else is
mantic
and
have
great
stanina
Also
love
TALL.
QJJIll
YTBlDY
lIAR
WANTED
I1f
atall, qutte handsomeDlSWMwtthslniLAWYERWITHANATIITUDE,5O,seekS O.K. too. CBW Box 145. VI429(11116)
and nice. tr1411 (11116)
oIderwomen.
'It1505
(11123)
1lYtf,
36,
6'112"
and
queen-sillld.
Blonde
lar qualities. I like laughing, kids, dancpetite OF who values her independence
ing, candlelight dinners, music, wine, hairlhalllllJlllS. I enjoV the ocean. arTlIS8- BRAINS ARE BEAUTIRlL! H you are a GOOD-LOOKING, VERY ROMANTIC, car- and spirit and treasures friendship as SWM. 24, 6', 1751, BLONDE HAIR, blue
rTIIOIpRs, fairs. C&W rrusic, rnMes. y.W
IJIIIS, WS, NID, fai~y good-kloking, heart
skiing, exploring new places and mak- sales. ronmce. clllding, iI1d doing things woman whose intelligence Intinldates ing SWM, 36, enjoys dancing, dining out. the glue that binds. 'lt1405 (11116)
sports, hugs, quiet tillllS. Seeking SWF,
ofgold, many interests. Seeking physically
ing nllW friends! Call and let's meet!
most
men,
call
ttis
SWM,
35,
and
be
together. Seeking honest. caring relation'lt1509 (11123)
you rseIf. rmeasy to talk with, passionate. 23-36, for meaningful relationship. Nee LEAN MONOGAMOUS GIGOLO- Attrac- active. attractive SWF, 1!}'27, for dating
slip. No head garTIIII. tr1485 (11123)
tive. model, bodybuilder, student, actor, and possible relationship. tr1618 (1217)
real, attractive, muscular, and desi rous 01 dresser a plus. 'It1406 (11116)
I CAN DREAM, CAN'T I? tfyou area Cary TOSSYWRT.V.-taring, coJTl)3Slionate, marriage and raising child(ren). 1still get
GOREgeoustaninute! Thoughtso' Bush love writing and dancing. Seeks spon- SWM, 28, tW, PROFESSIONAL, attracGrant! Steve MartiniZaphod Beeblebrox/ prdesslonal, SWM, 25, loves hiking, ski- carded! Etvous?tr1491 (11123)
maykameeQuayle, Future Wortd Leader, sorin mutually sensitive and respectful tive, humorous, seeks pretty, personDon Quixote/ Chris In tile morning! CaP- Ing, reading and intalftg8nt oonversation
32, seeks mountain biking partner 10 relationship. 'lt1414 (11116)
able, outgoing SWF, childless, 18-30,
CAN ANYBODY FIND ME SOMEBODY to
tain Ki t1tI Bugs Bu nny type... 01 just a
a p88iC&'1aving, environmentally love? SWM, seeking tW, SlDFforfriend- ogle foliage, NOT the Bushes please!
LIKEABLE, 51, AQUARIAN, WITH good for possible relationship. Interests 10really neat guy, give this naturally en- 1T1endtt, r-w male. 24-00. tr1433 (11116)
CBW
Box
149.
V1490
(11123)
ship, conversations, and oorlllanionsense of humor, seeks attractive, intel- clude sports, movies, dining out, dancchanti ng SWF, 23, a call. I hope you r
expectaUons are as grandiose as nine! VERY ATTRACTIVE SWF, 32, tall, prof., ship. Sense of humor and lactose intol- HANDSOME DWM, 37, SEEKING an ligent female, 35-55, for honest rela- lng, exercise, outdoors. vl543 (11130)
educated, attractive, funwoman,30-37. tionship. Like ·Da Boss· (dog) and loves
OlE. athletic, honest. I enjoy all outdoor erance a plus. 'lt1506 (11123)
'It1601 (1217)
SWM, 28, SEEKING ATIRACTIVE, NlS,
activities, biking , running, hiking, CATHOLIC FORMER MODEL SWM, 39, If you like the outdoors, romance, Quiet to boogie! 'lt1403 (11/16)
collegalcareer-type SWF, 20-45. I'm
IF YOU DON'T ASK FOR IT, you Will rollerbladlng, skiir. l nd working out
dinners and alasting relationship, then
never get n! So, I want one tall, attrac- SeekingSWM,28-36, prof.,Ia1I, fit, hand- nice guy, NlS, ESTJ, educated, roman- call me. 'lt1409 (11116)
LOOKING FOR MISS RIGHT-Areyoutired 5'10',1851, athletic, profesSional, goodtive, SOmllWhat mentally stable, physi- some, whoenjoysthesameand loves to tic, loves dancing, walking, (!D(8fCIS8, the
of the bar scene and head games? So am looking. Enjoy dining out, beach, movcally fit, outgoing wlsense of humor howe a good time. Lei's meet for coffee. ocean. living,photography,creativity, hugs HANDSOME, INTELLIGENT, hardworlting I. Whatever happenedtothetruth, thought- ies, music, sports. 'lt1545 (11130)
and cuddling, seeks SlDWF, 32-36. SWM, 22, IoYes cooking, moYies, and
male, 30-45.1 believelamsinilar in the 'lt1604 (1217)
fulness and being honest and open? I'm SWM, 31 , ATIRACTIVE (TRULY), proFalmouth area. Must be ready for dancing. Looking for SWF, 21-25, With
opposite S8I(. 'It 1508 (11123)
6'2", 2251, SWM, 28. I like candlelight fessional,JlthletiC , honest, compassionoomrrittment
and
want
children.
Prefer
similar
interests.
tr1496
(11123)
WANTED: NorH:Orrt'8lltiOn, anti-ilf01esdinners. cuddli ng, massages, and the out- ate, with good sense of humor, seeking
size
6,
spontaneous.
former
cheer1eader
INTB.LlGENT D'M, 39, 5'5", ~ sionaI,lmpulsive adventUrarto sharetrlMli
HANDSOME, STRONG, SILENT TYPE, doOrs.l'mlookingforSllWF, 22-29,weight SlDWF, 22-35, with similar qualtties &
or
model-type
who
slTiles
f.
r
equenUy.
cally.mnded. witty & sincereWOlTlll1!ook- and laughtllr. Versatile enolI,Ih to escape
27, new to area, seeks attractive, senS!- proportional to height, who islooking for a interested in the person, not the
ing to meetsecure SWM with sirrilar qual~ to tile wilds of Glacier, thI seduction of 'It1610 (1217)
tive, personable female, 22-30, for fun meaningful relationslip, possible marriage.
ties for ~ng, rnMes. iI1d pc»- Haw 0rIeens. or just arorrwnc, snowed- DAMMIT JIM, I'M A DOCTOR, not a andlor companionship. Look forward to P\eaaS8 send photo and lelmr explaining possesions. v1470 (11123)
sible refalonsliP. tr1415 (11116)
in cabin of Maine. I know tile inexpensive personal ad writer! Actually ... a playful, hearing from you. 'lt1469 (11123)
what you would like a ralationslip to be. SWM, 34, 5'T, 1401, STUPID, inartlcuart 01 ramblng... MUll hunger for the spiritual, chem-free,lTid-twentiesSWM.
late, unnattractive, nonprofessional,tinanCBWBox 155.
LADY, 47 , DESIRES A JERK. You read ou!IIocn tr1419 (11116)
HONEST,
OPEN,
CARING
MAN
seeks
boldly going where no man has gone
claIyinsecure.drug-addicted,heaV'y'smokright Maybe if I wish for the opposite,
before; his own road less travelled. A positive. independent, genuine woman
I'll get what I want. New tactic of nine. WEEKEND Sl£NANlGANS! Maybe mor. friend of Jonathan Livingston Seagull, for conversaton, compan ionship, LOOKING FOR SOUL-MATE. I'm over ing, alooholic,seekS interesting messages
SO, excellent sense of humor, educated, from singlefernal8S. tr1465 (11123)
DWF, '!T, sint8l8, dependable, literate.
Ladies! 'It1627 (1217)
warmth, frinedship. No expectationsi nteresti ng, passlbly good-lOOking, oomattractive. seeksstrong, not-llo-silenttype, Hook. Velveteen Rabbit & hazelnut cof- just bewho you are. 'lt1410 (11116)
passionate, musical, literary, person- SWM, 35, NlS, NlD, likes pool, movies,
LONELY COLLEGE WOMAN who likes real, ~n-ninded. skiing, candellg hi. Let's fee. My nission: To seek out & explore
to cuddle up with a good book, seeking share our single-parentl ng and each other. newworidswith emotionaliyopen, MlI- HOW CAN WE GET ACQUAINTED? Call able. You're feninine, attractive, sin- seeking woman who's understandino,
able & attractive SWF, 21-29. Lock on me! DWM, 40, 1501, handsome and cere. 'lt1614 (1217)
fun, tikes long walks, candlelight dinSM HIS, 1&-25. Looking for friendship tr1479 (11123)
tight to these coordinates and ... ENER- sincere, seeks attractive lady, 35-40, to
ners, quiet nights together, and more,
and possible relationship. Please call.
WHERE ARE THE NICE GUYS? SBF, GIZE! 'lt1424 (11116)
share life's pleasures with.Comnittment NICE GUY NEEDS NICE GIRL - Profes- 30+. 'lt1628 (1217)
'lt1554 (11130)
ptiite, 3Os, seeking &D HlG (really!),
sional SWM, 27, quiet. shy, attractive.
DRUMMER, 28, SEEKS HIS F, 25-32, raises no fears. vl534 (11130)
LOSTWITHOUTFINEFRlOW-Shareand tall, 30-45, average weight, healthy,
athletiC, sensitive. affluent, seekslntelli- SWM. GENUINELY ATTRACTM, romanwith honesty and integrity. Must have
shine, enjoy simple pleasures. friendship, 8IT4lIO'jed, mature. NIS,I.Al, d~free. wild sense of humor. I enjoy quieltimes I LOVE RUSH LIMBAUGH! DO YOU? Are gent SlDWF, 21-35, for meaningful, tic kind, caring, sensitive, creative, athand agood begi nning with a lovely lady, Friendship first. oould leed to refation- and many outdoor activities. Together ~u sickoftheli beral crap we're being f9d? monogamous relationship. Enjoy all Ietic, seeking SWF with sinilar qualities
you ditto daily? Are you PfOijun, anti.~2!>-35. P\eas8sendphoto&letter
ship later. 'lt1532 (11130)
55-65, alone 2 years. tr1633 (1217)
w. can create the ultimate groove. abortion. and basically staunch Republ~ types of activities. 'lt1432 (11116)
lO CBW Box 146 or call tr1460 (11123)
can? Hyou'resingle&don'tnind meeting NO SUCCESS WITH THE DATING SERMID-4OS, ATTRACTIVE SWF, cheerful, WOLF RUNNER. keenly aware, DWF, 'lt1503 (11123)
caring, conversational, effervescent.. njd-3Os attractive, eclectic, craatlvlilld DWM SEEKING PETITE SWF,nid-2OS. a 40 y.o. hanmome~whois all of the VICE, so I thought I'd give this a try. TRUE BLUE, I NEED YOU- SWM, 45,
ley, too, then call
ambitious, healthy, inquisitive, easy- emotion3l1y present seeks genuine, di- Smoking, light drinking fine. Dancing, above, & 1ik86 W.F.
DWM, 34, fit, attractive professional 5'4·, seeks SWF, 40-48, for monogagoing, vital, thoughtful, who has a life rect. Sam Keen-type&DWM of qui8lwit walkS on beaches. Looking for strong me! I don' belilMlyou'reout there. Prove seeks same with apretty snile & gentle mous. long-term relationship. Be honmewrong! Don'bother~YOu hatesmokest. betrue. 'lt1623 (1217)
and career, desires Intimate genUeman and humorwho is non-judgmental and relationship in same marraige-minded.
personality. VI565 (11130)
ers. tr1536 (11130)
to shara activities in the Portland arllil. secure enough to be vulnerable. Must Call me. 'lt1616 (1217)
love children. 'lt156O (11130)
.
v1420 (11116)

men ... women

"I

-------.--

WARM, Goo().l.ooKING, HAPP'f, tall,
rnonogolTlOOS man, 3Os, secure, interesting, physician seeking slim, warm, tender
lady, 24-34, spirited, info outdoors, exploring, intellectual pursuits. children
trlMli. You night be ~rtIve, under:
standing, patient, r-w.l'mabsent-nind«!
genUa, enthusiastic, creative, welHiked:
cross bet.Yeen Harry on ·NghtCourr and
Jmnv Stewart Quiet tillllS to be celebrated, not avoided. Please write CBW
Box 147 or call tr1473 (11123)

women .. women
BiWF, V, looking to rT1I6t other BiWFs
fOl intimate times. Clean and discreet
Call soon! 'lt1477 (11123)
DESPERATELY SEEKING TOWANDAAmazing Amazon in seatch of fellow
avengers forfu nand adventu reo (O.F.G.)
'lt1546 (11130)
HELLO, HELLO- THIS IS ROMEO looking for an aggressive Juliet to fill my
soul. A hopeless romantic, 28, tW,
blonde/blue, 5'10', 148#, aggressive
GWF looking for Juliettofill avoid in my
heert. CBW Box 154.

ATIRACTIVE REDHEAD, 6'2", 1801,
hazel eyes, seeks friend for massage
and fun excursions. Maybe more. I am a
conic, musical, artistic and fun to be
around. 'lt1606 (1217)
ATTRACTIVE, SENSITM, FUN-LOVING
BiWF, 29, searching for just the right
friend to share ·special·times together.
Must be attractive BiWF, 27-35, who
likes to explore. Call to find out what we
have in common. Confidentiality &cleanliness required. 'lt1605 (1217)
BEARDED, BALD, BUILT, BORED! GM,

~9:~~I~~~~O~~::ekSwiJ~~~~:

25-45, who is chem-free and in Shape:
forposslblereiationshlp.1 am 5'6·, 1451,
strong and masculine. Fems are welcome to call. Not into games, only hones! inquiries, please. 'lt1499 (11123)
BEAST SEEKS BEAUTY- GM, 38, tall,
bearded, bald, hairy, romantic, searching for GM, secure with their sexuality,
to explore the universe. Life still holds
myslerles. 'lt1608 (1217)
81M, 26, BOYSIH GOOD LOOKS, blonde,
slim. toned body, seeks other BiMs, any
age, for totally safe enoounters and exploration. Into porn and fantasy. Must
be clean and discreet. Leave descriptive
message. 'lt1561 (11130)
BiWM,34,ATHLETICBUILD,6'2",I951
BIWR. masculine. tikes sports, beach'
funnypeopie,discreet. YouMliM,22-34'
good shape, masculine, sense of hUmor'
for friendship and mora tr1539 (11130)

LET ME MAKE YOU HAPPY! DWF, very
pretty. feninine, 36, professional,looking to meat same. I can satisfy your
mental and physical needs. Don't wiMt
any longer, call now! 'lt1482 (11123)

~CI( IT OUT! Decent-looking WM, 29.
61 , 1901, wants to meet other men into
hiking, biking, camping, skiing, workingout, and possibly more. 'It1625 (1217)

MBiF SEEKS SAME for friendship and fun
and share good times with! Clllilniiness is
a must. and discretion also. 20 years and
older please call. tr1511 (11123)

EDITOR SEEKS CLARK KENT; Trapper
John seeks eager Intern; Hadrian seeks
Antinous; Super-Dad seeks clean-i:ut
college-type, 25-35, HIV-negative, HIS,
pillilse. VI550 (11/30)

SBiF SEEKS ANOTHER WBiF for intimacy-I'm 38, new to scene, enjoy movies, seeking out fantasy. Discretion,
cleanliness assured and expected.
'lt1412 (11/16)

EXERCISES AND RUBDOWN- BiMaie
wants male, 22-32, b assist with indoor

=r:n,:~~~r~'=~

GWM, 33, GOO!)'LOOKING, WS, straightacti~appearing. Enjoys hiking, travel,
movies. dining out. quiet times. fitness.
Seeks sinilar, fit, younger men, 21-35,
that have afull head of hair and are not fat
orfelTinine. for friendshipandthatsom&one special. Please write 01 call soon.
CBW Box 148. tr1481 (11123)

GWM. 4OS. 5'9", 1451, BRlH32BI, professional, sweetyetpassionate, sl'lvet eroticbut aIwwts confidential and djg:reeL fit.
seeking other marrieds for networking,
support, frienship, 811:. Write: Occupant,
P.O. Box 4655, Augusta, ME, 0433O.
GWM, HEALTHY, CARING, intelligent,
straight-acting, not proniscuous. seeks
sirrilartW, masculine, secure, 25-29, for
friendship, possible refatiorslip. I enjoy
music, movies, walks. oonversation &
quiet times. Let's talk. tr1586 (1217) GWM, TALL, GOOD-LOOKING, wants
to rT1I6t other men to enjoy the holidays. Me- 6'2", smolc8r, enjoys movies,
travel, reading, straight-acting, not into
bar scene, looking for similar 27-33.
Give me call. 'lt1566 (11130)
\
HUNTER LOOKING FOR A BEAR- Does
your face and chest have a pelt of hair
that would do a griz21y proud? Are you
muscularenoughtoriptrees(oratleast
saplings) down? If so, this inexperienced manhunter is stalking you. Me:
33,5'4·,130#, shy, NlS, straight-acting. You: discreet, chem-free, straightacting, patient The hunt is on! P.O. Box
706, Windham, ME 04062.

a

I AM UPPER-lOs, BROWN hairleyes,
6'2", 1951, healthy, physically fit, considered good-looking, somllWhat shy,
and, yes, straight-acting. You are, for
the most part, same as above and more
aggressive than I am. looking for that
serious relationship.Areyououtthere?
No femmes, please. 'lt1504 (11123)
LATE MODEL MUSCLE- Classic, low
niles, great body, big V-8, good rubbar, purr1like akitten. Must be seen to
be appreciated. 'lt1562 (11130)

cantrlMli,orcorrehere. tr1426(11116)
GOOD HANDS? This BiWM, 38, seeks

LOOKING FOR A REAL GUY- Goodlooking GM, 33, seeks masculine, agSEEKING SWEET, WHOLESOME and
partner with good looks, perhumorous female for a possible rela- men to give & receive sensual massage. . gr8SSlve
sonality, for meaningful good times. Be
~onshlp. Please be bet.Yeen 28-35. Write
Call & let's meet 'lt1587 (1217)
fun, honest, caring, inshapeanddownor call me! P.O. Box 465, Saco, ME
GOOD-LOOKING SEEKS FRIEND- BRI to-earth. 'lt1407 (11116)
04072. 'lt1552 (11130)
BL, into wot1ting out regularly, NlS
LOOKING FORH£ REAL THING-GoodTENOERSTRONG- At passions turn straight-acting and looking, seekssame:
looking GWM, 25, 1601, BrlBr, NlS,
life's risk the adventure ensues. Atwhis: 2fl.30, for fun, friendship and maybe
straight-acting, seeks similar. Likes
persend, l hearyourvoice. With desires more. 'lt1556 (11130)
movies, shopping, long drives, dining
reach our bodies give way to hearts
out and more. So, if you are bored with
excitement and the flower unfolds. NlS, GWMPROFESSIONAl, EARLY 4Os,easy- bars and are a true person and know
LF, thirties, invites N/S, LF to shar.. in going blue ~n type, like to cook. walk on
beach, watch moYies & T.V., cuddling. what you want, then call me soon.
the wonder. 'lt1484 (11123)
kiSSIng. Looking for aspecial man, 27-48, VI564 (11130)
WANT TO SHARE LIFE & LOVE- Les- for good oonversation, friendship & pasM LOOKING FOR M to exchange ful~
~ian, 45+, warm, sincere, intelligent sibleoomrritmentlfthe chelTistry is right
body massage in my home. Must be
Let's
talk.
Portland
arllil
&
south
to
Yot1t
lighthearted yet at times intense. Spirisafe, clean and discreet. You won't be
area.
tr1512
(11123)
tuality is important Enjoys the serenity
sorry. 'lt1613 (1217)
of the concert hall or the exCitement of GWM, 19, BLOND STUDENT looking for
the sports arena. Unatraidofintimacy. H raationship,18-24,good-looking, straight- MALE PHOTOGRAPHER WANTE!)' Male
this describes you, too, let's get to- acting. Interests include theatre rrosic
looking to be photographed I1f male, 23gether. 'lt1459 (11123)
art! Djg:retion expected and r8turned: . 30. I have film, please justsnapawayat my .
coastal Maine home. Please call, will antr1427 (11116)
WOMEN TO WOMEN- BiMWF seeks
swerall. tr1425(11116)
BiMF for1ldventurous times and to de- GWM. 25, REGtl.AR GUY, INTO MUSIC
velop afriendship. DIF and clean amust (classical to progressive), films (art to REAL MEN WANTED- GWM, 25,6', BRI
So let's take a walk and talk. All calls cu~!, reading (classics 10 001Tic books), BA. looking for down-to~rth intellianswered. 'lt1488 (11123)
gettingouto~staying in, writing, bicycling,
gent men, 25-40, looks O.K., f~r serihiking. Looking for smart, active casual
ous relationship. No alcoholics
masculine. open-ninded guysar~,md
druggies, or fems. Butch preferred:
age to hang out with. tr1510 (11123)
'lt1468 (11123)

rni

men .. men

ABLE-BODIED MASSAGE MAN wants
athletes to give and receive afternoon
massages (non-sexual). Strong hands
work muscles deeply, make the whole
body smile. 'lt1617 (1217)

GWM, 28, NICE-LOOKING, straight-acting, quiet and eaSY-9oing, caring. Likes
the outdoors, exploring, music. Som&what new at this, relationshifHJriented
seeks sinilar, 20-38. 'lt1626 (1217) ,

OUR-WEEK
How to reSpOnd to a personal ad:
Just call 1-900-370-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! En~thefour-digit" number of the ad you wish to respondto,listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on
that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad Is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "bro_" through all ads in a specific
category (companloM and ollie,. not available to "browsej. Calls cost
$1 .49Irrin. You must be 18 or over.
To respond to a CFYI Box " address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 55 IA
Congress St., Portland, ME 04 I IJI, making sureto printthe three-digit CBW
Box • clearly In the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

STRAIGHT-ACTING GWM, 18, BRIBL,
5'11',1451. Interests includegoing outto
eat. going to rTlNies. and the outdoors.
Looking to meet new people for friendshi~ relationship. tr1542 (11130)

PERSONAL

WRESTLERWANTED-35y.o.,1651biki ni-clad wrestier seeks WM, 18-35.
What bener way to keep in shape? Let
me introduce you to the many thrills of
the sport! 'lt1439 (11/16)
YOUNG MEN TAKE NOTE! GWM, 49,
5'11', 1951, hard-working, loving,
sexual, healthy, WS, into travel, arts
antiques, leather, outdoors, seeks sin:
cere, discreet, honest, compatl ble
younger man. 'lt1537 (11130)
YOUNG MEN: GWM, 28, 6'4·, 1651,
very attractive, bright blue eyes, toned
runner's build, seeking slender 1&-25
y.o. for sensual, playful, safe, discreet
fun. tr1417 (11116)
YOUNG, MASCULINE. ATTRACTIVE. tit
GWM. BRIBL.
NID,chBm-free! Seeking serious relationship wtth man ofsinilar qualities. Honesty and discretion important. age not tr1612 (1217)

ws.

oUters .
3's A CROWD? 31s my lucky number!
DWM seeks fantasy fulfilment with female tag teem (w restling not req ui red).
We'll share the ultimate in fun and
~ames! I'm healthy, clean, discreet,
Imaginative and curious. Prefer pretty
physically fit 25-45 DISWFs. Experi:
ence unnecessary, satisfaction guaranteed! VI557 (11116)
ALWAYS UNDERFOOT, PLEASE! WM,
29, proftlS$ionaily successful, yet privatelysubnissive, seeks naturally doninant, huaghty F. Let me worship your
shoes and dirty feet. V1516 (11123)
ARE YOU an attractive, trim, MlSWF,
20-45, who Is in a rela~onship but
would still like some more physical
enjoyment non-lhreatening to you rsituatlOn?Thls cunous. attractive, athletically built straight, clean and discreet
SWM, 30, would like to rT1I6t you.
VI548 (11116)
ARE YOU SINGLE AND HAPPY? Male
30+, married to BiF, seeks happily un:
attached woman, 30-40, for casual rela~onshiplfriendship. Lefsexpand our
horizons without tying each other down.
'lt1615 (11123)

NOW
MORE
THAN
R!
That's right., , There are
now more Personal Ads
in Casco Bay Weekly
than ever before!
And now you've got
more reasons than ever
to fall in love!

Call

1-900-370-2041
Calls cost $1.49/min., 18 YI'S. or older, touch tone
phone only. casco Bay Weekly IT5-1234

ATTRACTM COUPLE-MI35,FI28, seeks
BiF, 25, or oouple for fun & games. Bottle
of wine, fru~ofthevine,Iet'sgettogether
somelirre. 'It1607 (11123)
DON'T BORE ME WITH GENDER- Playful, intelligent hu man seeks another for
conversation, diversion, mornings in
breakfast shops, ....enings in coffee
hOuses. Let's enjoy being ourselves.
'lt1541 (11116)
HE COULD BE SHE- WM, 31, seeks
understanding WF, 30-50, to explore
crossdresslng and help reveal my true
feninineside. 'lt1531 (11116)
HUG A TREE FOR J1M HENRY!

NEWLY EMERGING BISEXUAL F PAGAN, 40, natureenthusiast, enjoysgood
food, good books, good conversation,
seekstWcoupleorlike-mindedwoman
forintimatefriendship, relationship and
possibly sex magik. 'lt1533 (11116)
PROFESSIONAl M SEEKS GF or BiF
ooupleto be3rd person COJTl)3ny, but not
acrbwd, obseMlrorparticipant Eagerfor
invite and to please. VI538 (11/16)

IS SOMETHING MISSING? You're a
oouple lOOking for a nllW eierrent in your PROFESSIONAL M seeks GF or BiF
Iovelifa. I'maSM student,21, and primed. couple for pleasu re times. Three's oompany, not acrowd. Let's join hands and
Take me horre? tr1553 (11116)
frolic! vl609 (11123)
MWM SEEKS F TO HELP ME improve
my oral skills. Wish to be a mastBr of PROFESSIONAL MWM, handsome,
cunning linguists. English degree not educated, tW, great sense of humor,
required. 'lt1540 (11116)
seeks women, MIS, 18-40, for playful
enoounters. Must be discreet and adMWM, 35, PROFESSIONAL, very clean, venturesome. 'lt1544 (11/16)
discreet and sate, lOOking for same in
happy MWC, 35 or more, for intimate REACH OUT FOR MY HEALING- SWM
secret fantasies we often dream about. looking for ladies who wantto workout
Please include picture and way to con- With me, and after I will massage any
tact. Suite 512, P.G. Box 9715, Port- soreness out. No B.S. Totally sincere
land, ME 04104.
ladies. 'lt1619 (11123)

AD

WITH

ta1!gory:

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

o women or men

Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CalI~

STUNNING COUPLE seeking beautiful,
dISCreet WF to share fantasies. Call us and
let the adventure begin! 'It1551 (11/16)
WICCANS SEARCHING FOR PEOPLE interested in joining small, famiiy-oriented
Circle 01 worship. Serious inquiries only,
please. Power trips w/negative attitudes
need notappiy. tr1549(11116)
WM, 38, SEEKING MSD, 25-45, for
discreet relationship , fun, good
times and conversation. I am 5'6·
medi um build , attractive, clean and
single. 'lt1631 (11123)

companions
SOUARE DANCER WANTED!Areyou aSI
DWM who enjoyssquare danci ng at mainstream plus level? Are you looking for a
dance partner? Let's talk. tr1563 (11116)

IBon Voyage, Diana I I

PER

25"Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!

Omen or women

o men or men
o others

o women or women

o companions

COnfidential InfOrmation:
rNe cannot print your ad without

~.)

phone: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

How to place your personal ad:

name: _______________

T~ place a FREE ad with Pe.-.aI Cau~, fill out the coupon and mal or
FAX ~ (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and
then fax It. The newsprint doesn'l reproduce wei.) The deadline for placing
personal ads Is Friday at noon, FREE pe,.onaie ads are 25 words or less
6nctuding '-<:IlIne), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted
over: the phone. ~nal Call«! ads with mont than 25 words coat 5OC: per
additional word. We II send youa four-diglt"TKITOOer(to appeerln your ad)
~nd a securttycodeforexdusiveac~to yourresponseslhroughan BOOIi~ at no cost to you. Ads without Pe.-.aI Call~ cost.50 per wOrd plus
mall-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
.CFYI EJ:ox Is and P.O. Box Is coat $20 per1Wo-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with VISa, MasterCard, local check or cash.

address: _ _ _ _ _~_ __ _ _ __ _

c~:-----------------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ zip: _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call@;

FIH

add'i words @ .50 each; _ _ _ __

HOW to lSI your Personal call® lIallbO!:
After you receive your .. n~ and private security code, you may
record your personal Iltroduction. Use your introduction to tell more about
yourself than your ad does. Give YOlE first nama, but DON'T give your last

3.

r------------....:..:.:==..::..:..;.~=-~

Guidelines:

Without Personal Call@
all words @ .50 each; _ _ _ __

na~, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your call_ to leave
t~lr names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All introduc-

p~ a .......ailabl.tcr aingle people_king relationallipe. Ada _ing to buy or 0811 08xuai
"""'.,.. w~1 be. rafuaed. No full _ , atreet addr_ or phone numbers will be published. Ada CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Containing OlIphctt _ull or anatomeai language will not be publialled. We r_rve the right to edit,

tIOns are reviewed by CBWand go on line within 24 hours.

refu.. or recategoriza any ad. Adverti8ere mua1 be (Net 18 years of age.

Total; _ _ _ __

-
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fi . ."'---GRAND RE-OPENING
'ECOLOGY HOUSE
at the Maine Mall
Join us in an Educational Experience
to
Celebrate the Earth
and
The Opening of our new Maine Mall Location
(near the Gazebo)

AZ&J?UVC.7m7<Wn;aZeV?,;:vqnA7C7c\RJ'CBlV]

November 11-14
Special events all 4 days
beginning at 10 am daily with

•

followed by presentations including

•

Wed. 11: 00 am
"Northern Forest," David Johnson,
from Sierra Club
Wed. 3: 00 am
"Organic Farming in Maine,"
Doug Luther, Local Organic Farmer
Sat. 11: 30 am
"Parrots of the Rainforest," Green and Mauro,
from Parrots of the Rainforest Organization
Sat. 1:00-1::00 pm
"Ocean 98," Grand Re-opening Event
Sat. 6:00 pm
"Healing & Spiritual Qualities of Gemstones," Brian Starr,
Well-known gem cutter and jewelry designer
775-4871- 49 Exchange st.- Old Port

/

775-7441- Maine Mall.--South Portland

